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In This Issue
Millimeterwaves are electromagneticenergy in a frequency range of
roughly30 to 300 gigahertz,where wavelengthsrange from 1 to 10 millimeters.Millimeter-wave
technologyoffersrelieffrom the spectrumcrowding
that exists at lower frequencies,and many new radar, communications,
navigation,and other systems are being built to operate at these higher
frequencies.Millimeter-wavesources and test instrumentationfor applica'10
tions up to 1 GHz are the subjectsof severalpapersthis month. Besides
sources(pages6, 18, and 26), topics coveredincludedetectors(page31),
power sensors (page 35), calibrationand verificationstandards(page 8),
and networkanalysis(page 12). At 110 GHz, a thousandthof an inch is about a hundredthof a
wavelengthor about four degrees of phase shift, enough to change a shorted quarter-wave
transmissionline from an open circuitto a troublesomeinductanceor capacitance.Cables are
too imprecise,so energypropagatesin rigidwaveguide.Criticaltechnologiesare precisionmachining, thin{ilm circuits,and high-frequencydiodes of the type describedin our November1986
issue. For the millimeter-wavesources,the interplayof these technologiesmakes possiblean
intricateand precise structurecalled a finline, which is shown in the cover photographand
discussedin the paperon page 18.
When a testing applicationrequiressignalsso complexthat they are difficultor impossibleto
produce with conventionalsignal generators,an arbitrarywaveform synthesizermay be the
answer.These synthesizersare capableof producingvirtuallyany finite-lengthwaveformwithin
their specified bandwidth.For the HP 8770A Arbitrary Waveform Synthesizer,the specified
bandwidthis dc to 50 megahertz.The HP 8770A's "front panel" is an HP 9000 Series 200 or
300 Computerworkstationrunningthe HP WaveformGenerationLanguage(WGL).Waveforms
are specifiedin WGL by the user and then downloadedfrom the computerto the synthesizer,
where an advanceddigital-to-analog
converterproducesthe desiredoutputwaveform.The technology is similar to the compact disc player,but the bandwidthis much higher,of course.The
architecture,operation,and performanceof the HP 87704 are discussedin the paper on page
69. WGL and its advantagesin waveformsynthesisover conventionalprogramminglanguages
are treatedin the paperon page 94. Becausethe projectedperformanceof commercialdigital-toanalog convertersfell short of the requirements,a special one was developedusing advanced
metal-oxide-semiconductor
integratedcircuittechnology.As describedin the paperon page 78,
an MOS lC switches precisioncurrents generatedoff-chip,while a gallium arsenide sampler
removesthe distortionof switchingtransientsfrom the MOS chip's output.Applicationsfor the
HP 8770A in magnetic recordingand radar are presented in the article on page 86. Other
applicationscan be found in televisionand many other fields.
AT&T's UNIX@operatingsystem is a multitasking,tool-basedsystemthat seems ideallysuited
for multiple-userapplicationsin manufacturingand business.Most of these applicationsneed to
be friendlyto novice users.Althoughthe UNIX system providestools that initializea system at
power-on(boot programs)and allow users to log onto the system (logonprograms),these tools
in their standardforms are not friendlyenoughfor many applications.lf a programmerwants to
use these tools ratherthan write completelynew programs,adaptationshave to be made. In the
paperon page39, MarvWatkinsdiscussesthe problemand offersseveralexamplesof adaptations
for the manufacturingenvironment.
At the annual HP SoftwareEngineeringProductivityConference,the HP softwareengineering
communityshares accomplishments,challenges,and future directionsin softwareengineering.
"A VirtualUserSimulationUtility,"page
Threepapersin this issueare fromthe 1987conference.
48, describesa softwaretestingtool that simulatesone or severalusers of a system undertest,
which can be a computeror any other devicethat communicatesby meansof byte streams.After
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writinga scriptthat executesexactlythe sametestthat a realuserwouldperform,the test engineer
can go home or do somethingelse while testing proceedsautomatically.The virtual user utility
is beingusedat severalHP Divisionsaroundthe world."An HP-UXKernelLoadand Measurement
System,"page 54, describesa system that measuresand controlsthe amountof stressapplied
by testsor test packagesof any type to the kernelof the HP-UXoperatingsystemon HP Precision
ArchitectureComputers.The HP-UXsystem is HP's versionof AT&T's UNIX SystemV operating
systemwith extensions.The KernelLoad and MeasurementSystemhas load measurementand
load generationcomponentsthat interactto lorm a sampled feedback control system whose
outputis a user-specifiable
amountof kernelloading."ProcessMeasuresto lmproveR&DScheduling Accuracy,"page61, tellsof etfortsto addressa perennialproblemin softwareengineering-project slip, or failureto meet completiondate commitments.At HP's RosevilleNetworksDivision,
schedulingis lookedat as a processand is subjectedto continuousmeasurement.R&D managers
are providedwith two specialprocessmeasures,which are updatedmonthly.Since the program
began,the averagelab-phaseoverrunhas been reducedlrom TOh to 2O/".
R. P. Dolan

What's Ahead
In the June issue,we'll have five papers on applicationsof statistics;topics includedesigning,
specifying,and calibratinginstruments,computingcomputersystem availability,and managing
softwareprojects.Four paperswill discussthe conceptsand technologyused for the 1-GHzfront
end of the HP 54111DDigitizing
Oscilloscope.
The designof the compact,autoloading
HP 79804
Half-lnchTape Drive will be discussedin two articles.
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Millimeter-Wave
Sourcesand
Instrumentation
The recent growth in developing and applying millimeterwave sysfems has created a correspondingdemand for
miIIimeter-wave fesf rnsfrumentation.
by Mohamed M. Sayed and John R. Regazzi

HE PAST SEVERALYEARS have seen a strong increaseof researchand applicationsin the millimeterwave region. Spectrum crowding in the microwave
frequency range has pushed this development. Advantages
of millimeter-wave applications are small component size,
increased available bandwidth, narrow beamwidth, and
the possibility of taking advantage of the atmospheric attenuation and absorption that occur at some millimeterwave frequencies. Some typical applications are radar,
communication transceivers, navigation equipment, and
scientific radiometers. Hence, the demand for appropriate
test instrumentation is expected to grow significantly in
the future.
Millimeter-wave sources with full waveguide coverage
are key instruments for many systems in this new frequency
range. Some examples are sweepers, synthesizers, vector
analyzers, and scalar analyzers. HP's design objectives for
such millimeter-wave systems are to extend present microwave measurement capabilities to 60 GHz and provide the
foundation for measurements up to 110 GHz.
Two techniques (Fig. 1) were considered for achieving
these goals-the fundamental oscillator and the frequency
multiplier. However, to accomplish the expandability goal
of operation up to 110 GHz with sufficient power output,
the diode multiplier technique became the only choice.
The greater insertion losses of typical signal processing
components such as modulators, couplers, and connectors
at millimeter-wave frequencies offset the power that can

be achieved by a fundamental oscillator. The present difficulties associated with medium-power solid-state amplifiers also favor the multiplier technique. In addition, a
frequency multiplier allows the millimeter-wave system
specifications to be derived from those of the microwave
source used. For example, the spectral purity, frequency
resolution, stability, and modulation characteristics of a
microwave synthesizer are all preserved at the millimeterwave frequency.
Fig. 2 shows five HP millimeter-wave source modules
and the caption lists the frequency ranges, waveguide band
designations, and HP source module model numbers. The
main contributions of these solid-state millimeter-wave
sources are user convenience by using an existing microwave source as a driver, small size, full waveguide coverage, lower phase noise, reliability, and system specifications for different applications.

SystemBlock Diagram
Fig. 3 shows a basic system block diagram. A microwave
synthesizer drives a microwave power amplifier in the frequency range from 13.33 to 2O GHz. The output of the
amplifier provides enough power to drive the millimeterwave source module. The dc power for the source module
is supplied by the HP 83498 Microwave Amplifier. The
microwave signal is filtered, amplified, and then tripled
inside the source module (HP 835564). Coverage from 40 to
60 GHz is available from the output of the HP 835564 with

Fig.'1. Millimeter-wavesource deslgns. fhe diode multiplier approach is used by HP.
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Fig.2. (Top) ThreeHP millimeterwavesourcemodules:HP 83554A
(R band, 26.5 to 40 GHz), HP
835554(Q band,33 to 50 GHz),
and HP 83556A(U band, 40 to 60
GHz). (Bottom) The HP 85100V
( V b a n d , 5 0 t o 7 5 G H z i)s u s e d a s
part of the HP 8510 System.fhe
HP 85100W(W band,75 to 100
GHz) is similarrn appearance.
12-Hz resolution and 3-dBm leveled output power. The R
and Q bands (26.5 to 50 GHz) can be covered by using the
HP 83554A and HP 83555A Source Modules.
Millimeter-Wave Systems
Sources, Fig. 4 shows two ways to configure a millimeterwave source. The millimeter-wave source driver fHP

83550A) interfaces directly to the millimeter-wave source
modules and the frequency range fQ-band in this example)
and output power are displayed by the HP 83550A. However, if a user already owns a synthesizer (HP 8340/41 or
HP 8673) or a sweeper such as the HP 83592A/B/C, then
only the HP 83498 and a source module are required to
(continued on page 9)
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A New Generation of Millimeter-Wave
Calibration and Verification Standards
The availability
of fast and affordablecomputationpowerand
such as the HP
data storagehas made possibleinstruments
8510 NetworkAnalyzerwith real-timeerror correction.Just as
improveddynamicrangeand linearitydemandeda new gener-

ationof coaxialmicrowavestandardswith improvedconnection
repeatability
and accuracy,a new generation
of waveguidemillimeter-wave
standardshad to be designedto take advantage
for frequenciesup to 100 GHz.
of the instrument's
capabilities
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ied flanges.
coupledmilitary-specif
Themiddle curvets for an HP precision flange coupled to a mtlitatyspecifiedflange.Thebottomcurve
ts lor two coupled HP preaston
llanges.ln each case.the pair ol
flanges was connected, return
/oss was measured, and a normalizationwas done so lhat subsequentmeasurementswere nor
malized to the frrstmeasurement
for that pair. Each patr of flanges
was then reconnectedand neasured again, and the p/of shows
the changein return/ossbelween
the two measurements.

Two basic problemswe had to deal with were the same as for
In V bandand W band,fixedloadsareusedto eliminate
sliding
the older generationof coaxialstandards-a lack of sufficient load mechanicalstabilityproblemsthat would become more
promanent
connectionrepeatability
and accuracy.Firstwe found a way to
becauseof the smallerphysicalsize.(Forinformation
improvethe performance
of anywaveguideflangewhileretaining on calibrationmethods,see the articleon page 12.)
compatibilitywith military-specified
flangesand other flanges
Adapters
compatiblewiththem.The use of the latestmanufacturing
techTo facilitatemeasurements
nologyallowsus to hold toleranceson the size and positionof
in the millimeter-wave
region in
coaxial line, we developed a series of precisioncoax{ofeatureson the flangesin such a way as to achieveall our goals.
By addingan outerring on the face of the roundllangesusing
waveguideadaptersusingHP'snew 2.4-millimeter
coaxialconnectorlamily.At present,R and Q-bandadaptersare available
a raisedcontactareaaroundthe guideopening(seeFig.1),we
(see Fig 3).
problemencounteredwhen connectingto
solvethe parallelism
a similaror planarflange.Fig.2 showsthe typicalrepeatability
Acknowledgments
of military-specified
and the new HP precisionflanges,
It becameclearthat,when the new flangewas used on both
The developmentwork describedabove was accomplished
port and the calibration
throughthe dedicatedeffortsof manufacturing
the HP 8510's.test
standard,furtherimengineering,
maprovements
Inmeasurement
accuracywerepossibleby improving terials,and accountingat StanfordParkDivision.
the size and positionof the guide openingwith respectto the
alignmentpins. Hence,we developedseveralcapabilitiesfor
Julius K. Botka
manufacturing
high-precision
waveguidestandardsections,slidR&D ProjectManager
ing loads,and fixed loads.Waveguideaperturetolerancesof
Paul B. Watson
+0.0003inch and precisionflangeholetoleranceswithin0.001
l-lorrolnnmont
t r n, n, v l n e g r
_
inchof thetrueposition
to theapertureresultin excellent
NetworkMeasurementsDivision
electrical
performance.
Forexample,in U-bandoperationthe specification
for returnloss of the precisionsliding load is 46 dB, but the
Doug Halbert
typicalperformance
is greaterthan
50 dB. Partsforthehigher-freProductionManager
quencybands havesimilarelectricaiperformance.
StanfordParkDivision

Fig. 3. R and Q-band waveguidestandardsand adaptersto the 2.4-mm coaxialconnector.

(contlnuedfrom page 7)

upgrade the user's microwave system to millimeter-wave
frequencies.
The article on page 18 describes the R, Q, and U-band
source modules covering the frequency range from 26.5 to
60 GHz. The two HP source modules coveringthe frequency
range from 50 to 100 GHz are described at the end of this
article.
Scalar Analyzer. The HP 8757A Scalar Analyzerl can be
used to measure millimeter-wave components using the
millimeter-wave detector described on page 31. Both ac
and dc detectors can be used in this application. However,

for ac modulation the source module modulation response
is critical.
Vector Analyzer. The source output power is critical when
determining the system dynamic range. The dynamic range
varies from over g5 dB for the R-band system to about 75
dB for W band (see article on page 12).
Millimeter-Wave Source System Interface. The design goal
of the millimeter-wave source system is to make any HP
8355x Source Module work with any HP 83550A Sweep
Oscillator or with any HP 83498 Microwave Amplifier and
sweeper (HP B359XJ or synthesizer (HP 8340/41 or HP
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Automatic Level Control

W@ffih40'|o60cHz
Total A
=25d8

A=2dB

A=6dB

A=4dB

A=13d8

Fig. 5. ALCrangerequiredfor HP 83554ASourceModule.
was performed with the different systems and with different millimeter-wave sourcemodules.
Here,dynamic rangeis determinedby the automaticlevel
control (ALC) circuitry and is defined as the difference
between maximum and minimum leveled output power.
The maximum leveled output power dependson the minimum input power to the sourcemodule and the maximum
conversionlossesof the sourcemodule. Any gain slope of
the combined systemmust be compensatedby the microwave sourcemodulator range as shown in Fig. 5.
The modulator dynamic range of the microwave source
is 25 dB. The 13-dB dynamic rangeof the millimeter-wave
Q-BandFrequencies
sourcemodule is the differencebetween a maximum out(33to s0 GHz)
put power of g dBm and a minimum leveled output power
of -5 dBm. The variation of the millimeter-wave source
Fig. 4, fwo Q-band millimeter-wavesource configurations.
module conversion efficiency acrossthe waveguide band
is 4 dB and the variation of the cable lossesis 2 dB. To
8673). The interface between these instruments is both
guaranteea dynamic range of 13 dB for the HP 835544
analog and digital. Details of this interface are described
Module, the maximum gain slope of the HP 83498 is set
on page 20.
to reduce the gain by 6 dB from the low end of the frequency
rangeto the high end. The HP B34Ol47and HP 8673perform
Millimeter-Wave
SourceSpecification
satisfactorilywithout any adjustment.It is verified in proThe critical specificationsfor any millimeter-wave duction that the HP 8359X plug-ins are capableof deliversourceare output power,poweraccuracy,output power ing -20 dBm without oscillation of their ALC loop.
flatness,frequency accuracy,dynamic range,in-band harA similar analysis was performed for the harmonically
monics, and modulation characteristics.The first three parelated specification, and a two-tone test was developed
rameters are mainly functions of the source module and
for the source modules.
the last three parametersdepend on the microwave source
driver and microwave power amplifier. To guaranteethe
V and W-Band Sources
system specifications, a comprehensive characterization
The R, Q, and U-band source modules used for the HP
10
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8510 millimeter-wave system cover the frequency range
up to 60 GHz. However, to cover the V and W bands, new
source modules had to be developed. A constraint on these
V and W-band multipliers is that the available input frequency is less than 2O GHz. Thus a quintupler circuit is
required. Since no directional detector is required for the
HP 8510 millimeter-wave system, the HP 85100V/VVSource
Modules deliver unleveled output power to the HP 8510
system.
The HP 85100V and HP 85100W consist of a microwave
amplifier and a millimeter-wave quintupler. The microwave amplifiers for the HP 85100V and HP 85100W span
the frequency ranges of 10 to 15 GHz and 15 ro 2o GHz,
respectively. The output power of the microwave amplifier
is more than 24 dBm across its frequency range. The quintupler consists of a low-pass filter, an antiparallel-diode
IC, and a reduced-height-and-width waveguide output. The
low-pass filter has well-controlled reflection characteristics over the frequency range, which extends to the lower
edge of the waveguide band. The last element of the lowpass filter is a resonance-free metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) capacitor and the multiplier diode IC is mounted
across the reduced-height waveguide.2
The harmonics of the input microwave frequency and
the millimeter-wave frequency generated by the diode IC
can result in periodic cancellation of power across the frequency range of interest. Thus special care was taken to
design the microwave filter such that its cutoff frequency
is high enough to pass up to 15 or 2O GHz with minimum
attenuation and at the same time low enough to attenuate
any unwanted harmonics.

97.5

100

Fig.7. W-bandsource
(HP 85100W)pertormance

Two antiparallel diodes are integrated on one chip with
gold beam leads to reduce the parasitic components and
improve the connection reliability and ruggedness.t This
diode IC is also used for frequency tripling as described
on page 19. A 200-ohm resistor stabilizes the output power
from the diode and protects it by creating a reverse bias
when high microwave power is applied.
The waveguide impedance is chosen to present an optimum match to the diode multiplier. The height and width
tapers are integrated into the same section of the waveguide.n The output power and harmonics for the V and
W-band sources are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively.
Acknowledgments
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VectorNetworkAnalysis
Millimeter-Wave
by RobertG. Dildineand JamesD. Grace
ETWORK ANALYSIS at millimeter-wave frequencies has long been a difficult and time-consuming
process with limited accuracy and a trade-off of
time for results. Recently,a method of making vector network measurementsat frequencies above 26 GHz was developed that retains the error-correctioncapability, timedomain analysis,and accuracyof the HP 8510BMicrowave
Network Analyzer at microwave frequencies.l
The systemmakesreflection and transmissionmeasurements and is based on the HP 85108, but no HP 85108
Series test set is used. Full waveguide band coverageis
obtained from 26.5 to 100 GHz, and the system features
accuracy and speed similar to that of the HP 85108 in
stepped sweep operation.In addition, the system'swaveguide test ports can be moved, eliminating the need for
custom or flexible waveguideto connect the device under
test.

source match, then to a reflectometer made up of two directional couplers (a dual directional coupler can also be
used). The couplers sample the incident and reflected signals for the device under test and feed them to harmonic
mixers2 that convert the signals directly to the 20-MHz IF
of the HP 85108. Isolators placed ahead of the mixers prevent unwanted harmonics generated by the mixers from
producing spurious responses that would interfere with
the measurement. An improvement of 15 to 30 dB in
dynamic range results from effectively dealing with these
spurs. A microwave sweep oscillator operating in the 3-to6-GHz range acts as the local oscillator for the mixers (a
microwave synthesizer is required to be used as the LO for
the V and W bands: 50 to 100 GHz). Preamplifiers are used
in the IF path to overcome some of the mixer conversion
loss and bring the IF signal level up to the optimum input
range for the HP 8510B.
The return port is another directional coupler terminated
with a fixed waveguide load to improve the load match.
The coupled arm is fed via an isolator to a harmonic mixer
driven by the same local oscillator as the other two mixers.
The return port mixer local oscillator uses a long 0.141inch-diameter semirigid cable that can be flexed to allow

System Block Diagram
The system block diagram is shown in Fig. 1. A microwave synthesizer driving a frequency multiplier for the
appropriatewaveguideband is used as the RF source.The
output of the multiplier is fed to an isolator to improve the

HP 8510 System Bus

20-MHz lF

LO Source

\

HP 85100A LO/|F Kil

HP 84474

HP 11975A

HP't1975A
R-Band
Only
HP 83498

X
HP 752D

X

Port 1

HP 752t)

Port 2

X
H? 752D

.HP
9t0A

HP 11643A-Series
Test Set Kit

Fig, 1. Millimeter-wavevector network analyzer system block diagram.
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insertion of the device under test. A low-pass filter with a
cutoff frequency just above the upper band edge can be
used in front of the mixer if desired and will help reduce
the unwanted harmonics generated by the harmonic mixer.
It has been found, however, that good performance can be
obtained in the bands above 40 GHz without the filter.
The HP 8510B provides the user interface for the system,
allowing the user to set up the measurement conditions
and display the results. It controls the RF and LO sources,
setting up the correct frequencies and commanding them
to step along as the measurement is being made, and phaselocking the sweep oscillator used for the LO to the RF
source with the proper offset that gives a 2O-MHz IF. The
relative magnitudes and phases of the three IF signals are
measured and displayed by the HP 85108.

Sourcesof Error
Two types of errors, systematic errors and noncorrectable
errors, exist in a network analyzer. Systematic errors repeat
from measurement to measurement and are independent
of time and of the device being measured. Because these
errors repeat, they can be measured and their effects removed from the device measurement.3 The systematic
errors most often encountered in network analysis are frequency response tracking, directivity, source match, Ioad
match, and isolation errors. Other enors such as connection
repeatability, noise, compression, and the effects of spurious signals are not repeatable and are noncorrectable.

SystematicErrors
Frequency response tracking errors are caused by differences in frequency response between the test and reference
signal paths. These differences are usually a result of the
different components in the signal paths and affect both
transmission and reflection measurements.
Directivity error is the inability of the directional device
in the reflectometer to separate the incident and reflected
waves absolutely. For example, the directivity of a directional coupler may be only 30 or 35 dB. This means that
the coupled arm also samples a small amount of the energy
traveling in the reverse direction, the amount being 30 or
35 dB lower than the sample of energy traveling in the
forward direction. The contribution of directivity error to
the uncertainty of the measurement depends on the device
and shows up most in reflection measurements,especially
for devices with low reflection coefficients.
Source match error is caused by a mismatch between the
test port impedance and the system impedance. If the test
port impedance is not equal to the system impedance, reflections from the test port can be re-reflected by the device
Calibrated
Test Port

ru--it:T
D = Directivity
T = Tracking
M = Source Match

under test and introduce errors into the measurement. The
contribution of source match error to the uncertainty of
the measurement depends on the device and shows up
most in reflection measurements, especially for devices
with high reflection coefficients.
Load match error is caused by a mismatch between the
return port impedance and the system impedance. If the
return port impedance is not equal to the system impedance, reflected energy from the return port can be reflected
again back to the return port by the device under test and
introduce errors into the measurement. The contribution
of load match error to the uncertainty of the measurement
depends on the device and shows up most when measuring
two-port devices with high output reflection coefficients
and/or low transmission loss.
Isolation error is the leakage between the test and reference signals through the test set and usually is caused by
crosstalk between the test and reference paths in the test
set or network analyzer. The contribution of isolation error
to the uncertainty of the measurement can depend on the
device under test and occurs most often when making transmission measurements on devices with high transmission
loss.
Fig. 2 is a flow diagram of the one-port error model showing the effects of directivity, source match, and reflection
frequency response errors. Applying simple flow graph
analysis techniques, we see that the measured reflection
coefficient is a function of the true reflection coefficient
and the three error terms. If these error terms are known,
the true reflection coefficient can be calculated from the
measured reflection coefficient. Fig. 3 is a flow diagram of
the two-port error model showing the effects of load match,
transmission frequency response, and isolatron errors.
Likewise, if these error terms are known, the true scattering
parameters of the device under test can be calculated from
the measured scattering parameters.
Calibration
Several calibration techniques can be used to measure
and correct for systematic errors depending on the accuracy
desired. The techniques that account for the most errors
require the most measurements and there is often a trade-off
of effort for results. The three calibration techniques used
in the millimeter-wave system are frequency response, oneport, and one-path two-port.
Frequency response calibration only corrects for the frequency response tracking errors of the system and assumes
perfect directivity and perfect source match. It is useful for
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Fig.2. Flow diagramof one-porterror model
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Fig.3. Flow diagram of two-port error model
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measuringwell-matcheddevicesand for just taking a quick
look at almost any device. The frequency responsecalibration techniqueis nothing morethan a vectornormalization.
One-port calibration corrects for directivity, source
match, and reflection frequency response errors. This
technique is useful for making high-accuracy reflection
measurementson one-port devices.Fig. 4 showsthe return
loss of a fixed load measuredwith no calibration and with
a one-port calibration. Note the large amount of ripple
created by the interference of the directivity error and the
load reflection when there is no calibration.
The one-path, two-port calibration technique correctsfor
directivity, source match, load match, transmission frequency response,reflection frequencyresponse,and isolation errors.This techniqueis useful for measuringtwo-port
devices with high reflection coefficients on each port or
those devices whose performance depends on how they
are terminated. Fig. 5 shows the return loss of a bandpass
filter measured with a one-port calibration compared to
the same measurementwith a one-pathtwo-port calibration. Note the largeresonancein the passbandthat is caused
by the imperfect load match to the filter. When the load
match is accountedfor, the passbandis found to be well-behaved.The one-pathtwo-port calibrationprovidesthe best
accuracyfor measuringany two-port device when using a
reflection/transmission-typetest set.
The one-port and one-patb, two-port calibration techniques resident in the HP 85108 are redefined for

waveguide and are used to calibratethe system.The calibration method is the standard sliding load method commonly used for coaxial cable at microwave frequencies.
At higher frequencies, the waveguide dimensions become so small that it is very difficult to manufacture a
sliding load with the required precision for use as a calibration standard. An alternate calibration method. called
the short-line method,a is provided and requires only a
fixed load with good repeatability, the same load offset by
a precisely known quarter-wave delay, a flush short, and
a short offset by a quarter wavelength. The same quarterwave delay can be used for offsetting both the load and
the short, minimizing the number of components in the
calibration kit. This delay is made from a waveguide transmission line about a quarter wavelength long at midband.
For bestaccuracy,the line's physical length should be measured accurately and this value entered into the calibration
routine.
Referring to Fig. 2, it can be seen that the measured
reflection coefficient of each calibration standard is a function of the standard'sactual reflection coefficient and the
error terms:
fr'a=D+Tf(1

-Mf)

Let the true reflection coefficient of the fixed load be f1
and the measuredvalue be f,. Then:
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Let the propagation constant of the quarter-waveline be
e* where x : (o + iB)I, the round trip loss and electrical
Iength of the line. Then the measuredreflection coefficient
of the load offset by the quarter-waveline is:
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fro : D + Tf1e"/(1 - Mf1e")

5

The short is assumedto be perfect,so its reflection coefficient is -1. The measured reflection coefficient of the
short is then:
fs:D+T(-1)/[1

-M(-1)] :D-T/(1

+M)

Finally, the measuredreflection coefficient of the short
offset by the quarter-waveline is:
fsr : D + T(-1)e"/[1 - M(-1)e*] : D - Te*/(1+ Me*)
The abovestepsresult in four independentequationsin
four unknowns: directivity, source match, tracking, and
the reflection coefficient of the fixed load. Solving these
equations and accounting for the electrical length of the
quarter-wave line as a function of frequency yields the
error coefficientsthat are then used by the HP 85108 for
correcting the measureddata.
To simplify the computation required to solve the four
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Fig. 6. Bepeatability of magnitude response for three consecutive measurementsof a 1)-cm waveguide sectionusing
a 10 1-data-point, one-path, two-port calibration.
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simultaneous equations, several assumptions are made.
The quarter-wave delay is considered to be a perfect
waveguide whose electrical parameters can be calculated
from its physical dimensions, although loss can be accounted for if desired. In addition. it is assumed that the
uncorrected directivity and source match are reasonably
good and that the fixed load is of reasonably good quality.
Errors in the calibration results are on the order of the
third-order products of these terms. Thus, if directivity,
source match, and the return loss of the fixed load are at
least 35 dB, the errors introduced by the assumptions will
be more than 105 dB down or about six parts per million.

errors are reduced to below the level of residual systematic
errors after conection.s
Cable repeatability is also important, especially in the
cable supplying the local oscillator signal to the port 2
mixer. Cable phase stability is sensitive to movement and
temperature. Cable phase also "creeps" for hours after
major deformations, often resulting in three to five degrees
of phase shift at millimeter-wave frequencies. If the elastic
limit is not exceeded, performance is much better-about
tL degee.

Noncorrectable
Errors

a low-noise synthesized signal source, waveguide components with good mechanical stability and low signal leakage, and precision waveguide flanges on the test ports for
excellent connection repeatability.
Systematic errors are minimized by calibrating the system using a precisely dimensioned sliding load, quarterwave line, and fixed load from the HP 116444 millimeterwave calibration kit.
Two measurements emphasize the advantages of error
correction and precision connections at millimeter-wave
frequencies. Fig. 6 shows the repeatability of the magnitude
response for three consecutive measurements of a 10-cm
waveguide section using a 101-data-point, one-path, twoport calibration. The 10-cm section is disconnected and
reconnected for each measurement. Fig. 7 shows the mag-

Noncorrectable errors are not repeatable over time or
from device to device and therefore cannot be measured
and subtracted from future measurements. Examples of
noncorrectable errors are noise, spurious responses,
changes in magnitude or phase caused by cables flexing
within the system, and connection repeatability.
Trace noise is typically a few thousandths of a dB at 26.5
GHz, increasing to approximately 0.02 dB at 100 GHz. The
noise floor ranges from approximately -90 dB with respect
to a through connection at 26.5 GHz to approximately -75
dB at 75 GHz.
Flange connection repeatability and cable repeatability
are major contributions to error after calibration. By improving the precision of the waveguide flange, repeatability
SZt
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Fig.7. Magnituderesponseof a
bandpass filter centered on 34.4
GHz using a 201-data-point,onepath, two-port calibration and an
averagingfactor of 2048.
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low noise floor, and absence of spurious responses. Fig. B
shows the phase and group delay response of the same
filter.

Time-DomainMeasurements
The power of time-domain analysis is shown in Fig. 9,
which shows the reflection coefficient in the time domain
of a waveguide-to-2.4-mm-coaxial-line adapter terminated
with a precision air line and a coaxial load. By loosening
connections, it was verified that the large response was
caused by the waveguide-to-coax transition. The markers
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show the location of the time-domain gate used to separate
this response from the others. Fig. 10 shows the frequencydomain plot of the transition after gating out the reflections
caused by the waveguide flange and fixed load. Using this
setup, it was possible to optimize the waveguide-to-coax
transition without interference from the waveguide flange
or the fixed termination.
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Fig.9. Time-domainmeasurement of the reflection coefficient of a waveguide-to-2.4-mm-coaxialJineadapter terminated with a precisionair line and coaxial load.
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Millimeter-Wave
SourceModules
Drivenby a microwavesource, fhese modules double or
triple the input frequency to generate output frequencies
in the millimeter-waveranoe.
by Robert D. Albin

HE PRIMARY GOAL of Hewlett-Packard'smillimeter-wave source modules is to provide performanceat millimeter-wavefreouenciessimilar to that
available in the microwave bands. This includes leveled
output power exceeding 3 dBm at frequencies up to 60
GHz with good frequency flatness. The design goals also
included a leveled source match comparable to HP's current microwave sweep generator family. Convenience of
use was another consideration. The output of the source
modules is in waveguide. Connecting instruments in the
rigid environment of waveguide can be cumbersome. By
providing input to a module via a flexible coaxial cable,
the module can be positioned easily near the waveguide
test system.
The block diagram of a millimeter-wave source system
is shown in Fig. 1. The microwave source shown can be
any source such as a sweep generator or synthesized source
that covers the 11-to-20-GHz range. The output of the microwave source is amplified by the HP 83498 Microwave

of coaxial line. Since the coaxial line introduces loss, it is
necessary to amplify the signal inside the source module.
The amplified signal drives a diode multiplier which has
its output in waveguide. A portion of the multiplied output
signal is directionally coupled to a leveling detector. The
output of this detector is then fed back to the modulator
in the microwave source. This approach eliminates the
need for a modulator at millimeter-wave frequencies, an
approach that would have lowered the power available at
the source module output significantly because of the
losses introduced by the modulator.
The frequency of the signal required to drive the source
module depends on the waveguide band. The HP 83554A
Source Module uses a frequency doubler that converts an
input signal oI 13.25 to 2O GHz to an output of 26.5 to +0
GHz (R band). The HP 83555A Module uses a tripler to
convert an 11-to-16.7-GHzinput signal to an output of 33
to 50 GHz (Q band). Similarly, the HP 83556A triples an
input of 13.33 to 2o GHz to an output of 40 to 60 GHz (U
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Fig. 1. Simplifiedblock diagramof
a millimeter-wavesource syslem.
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Fig. 2. Example of a finline structure. A dielectric substrate
with an exponentialimpedance transitionmetallizationpattern
located in the center of the waveguide is used to couple the
into the circuitry that can be mounted on the sub::,:;:,n,
plier, leveling coupler, and leveling detector is finline. A
fused-silica substrate is mounted in the maximum electric
field region of the waveguide. This occurs in the center of
the guide (see Fig. 2 lor a simplified finline structure).
Energy propagating in the waveguide is coupled first into
the dielectrically loaded waveguide. It is necessary to introduce the substrate material gradually or reflections will
occur. This is accomplished with a linear cut of the dielectric substrate. A linear slice results in good return loss and
is relatively easy to manufacture.
After the energy is coupled into the dielectrically loaded
guide, metallization is introduced from the top and bottom
of the waveguide. This thin-film metallization provides an
exponential transition of impedance from the dielectrically
Ioaded guide to a narrow gap formed by the metallization.
The narrow gap is the finline region in which the RF energy
propagates in a transverse electric (TE) mode. This gap is
convenient for mounting beam-lead multiplier or detector
diodes.
Frequency multiplication to 60 GHz is accomplished

using a diode tripler. Generation of odd harmonics is usually done by symmetrical distortion of a sinusoidal
waveform. If the distortion is perfectly symmetrical, no
even-order harmonics of the input signal will be present.
A self-biasing antiparallel diode topology (Fig. 3) is used
for the HP 83555A and HP 83556A Modules. The tripler
is driven by a source impedance which is typically 50
ohms. The input signal propagates through a distributed
low-pass filter that provides proper signal routing and termination of the various harmonics. When the input signal
achieves an adequate negative or positive amplitude, one
of the diodes turns on. This results in clipping of the
waveform and generation of odd harmonics. A bandpass
filter at the output ensures that only the third harmonic
reaches the load resistor.
The self-biasing arrangement allows the tripler to attain
low conversion loss for frequencies up to the third harmonic at very high input power (25 dBm). The time constant of the parallel resistors and capacitors is long compared to the incoming signal. This rectifies the incoming
signal and generates a dc voltage at the internal nodes of
the tripler (V and -V). This dc voltage increases with increasing RF power to the tripler. Without the self-biasing
feature, the diodes would clip the incoming signal when
its amplitude exceeded the barrier height of the diodes.
This would result in saturation at high power levels. The
presence of the floating dc voltage causes clipping at higher
voltage levels and greatly reduces tripler conversion loss
over a wide input power range. Conversion loss for the
tripler is typically 16 dB at 60 GHz.
The tripler is realized in a finline structure using a beamlead diode mounted across the finline gap. A close-up view
of this gap inside the waveguide is shown in Fig. 4. The
fundamental frequency enters through a coplanar wavelued on page 21)

Low-Pass Filter
(CoplanarWaveguide)
Finline Metallization

3fo

Thin-FilmCapacitol

Fig. 3. Se/f-biasingtripler circuit

Fig.4. Finline tripler structure
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Millimeter-Wave Source Module Interface
A majordesign considerationfor HP'smillimeter-wave
source
moduleswas the user interface.In operationthe modulesare to
be functionallytransparentto the user. Frequency,power, and
modulationcontrolof the modulesvia the f rontoanelof the source
driverwas a primarydesign requirement.As many of thesefeatures as possible are made availableto owners of existingHP
microwavesources,yet the interfacearchitectureis sufflciently
generalto supportfuture expansionof the remotemoduleconceoI.
Mechanical Design
The source module interfaceuses a multiwirecable and a D
subminiatureconnectorto routesignalsbetweenthe moduleand
the source driver. This connectorwas chosen for its low cost,
ease of assembly,and field-provenruggedness.ExtensiveEMI
testing performed on other HP products using this connector
provideda high degreeof conJidencein its RF shielding.The
interfacecable used with the D connectorwas desrgnedspecificallyfor this application.This cable contains20 wires and
one low-capacitancecoaxial cable, with the size of each wire
tailoredto suit the signal requirements.In this way, the cable is
kept small and flexiblewithoutcompromisingperformance.The
coaxialcable is intendedfor returninglow-levelsignalsfrom the
module'spower detectorto the sourcedriver'slevelingcircuitry.
Thisapproachsupportspresentrequirements,
yet leavesenough
spare connectionsfor future needs.
Digital Design
Fromthe beginning,it was knownthat the drivinginstrument
would need to communicatedigitallywith the sourcemodule.
Thiswouldallowthe controlling
instrument
to displaysuchthings
as frequencyspan and power level,and permitthe moduleto
supply bandswitchpoints,calibrationconstants,and other data
to the instrument.
Compelledby the desireto allowmoduleoperationwith existinginstruments,the digitalcommunicationpath
is reservedfor enhancementsonly. Basic leaturessuch as frequency and power controlor modulationare implementedin
such a way as to be backwardcompatible.

Fittingthe digitalcircuitryintothe modulewas anotherdesign
constraint.A 4-bit-widebidirectionaldata bus was chosen as
the best compromisebetween precious printed circuit board
space within the module and minimalpin use on the interface
connector.Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the circuitry
residentin the module.Datastoredpermanentlyin the nonvolatile
RAM (NOVRAM)is read by first loading each counter (U2 and
U3) with the desired memory address, and then enabling the
NOVRAMdata output.Using a similiarprocedure,permanent
programmingof the memoryis allowedwhen test points A and
B arejumperedtogether.Whilethis approachburdensthe driving
instrument's
firmwaredesign,it simplifies
the hardwarerequired
in the module.The module'scompletedigitalinterfacerequires
onlyeightconnections
and five smalllCs.
A nonvolatileRAM was chosen to allow the stored data to be
individually
tailoredto the microcircuits
withinthe module.Since
this means that each NOVRAMcan contain differentdata, it is
necessaryto allow programmingand storage of data on the
assemblyline.Information
derivedduringnormalproductiontestingcan be downloaded
easilyintothemodule.Themajorconcern
withthistechniqueis accidentalerasureof the NOVRAM.lt was
found that the simplest,most reliablemethodof preventingdata
loss is to requirethat the NOVRAMprogrammingmode be enabled manually.This preventsenteringthe programmingmode
unintentionally.
Thestoreddata is recalledimmediately
following
an instrument'spower-upcycle to configurethe driving source
properlyforoptimummoduleoperation.
Any refinement
in module
performanceprovided by the digital rnformationis not available
to users of older instrumentsthat do not supportthis feature.
Analog Design
One of the more importantfeaturesof any microwavesource,
beyond deliveringpower over some specifiedfrequencyrange,
is the abilityto controlthat power. Modern microwavesources
almostuniversallyemploya negativeJeedbackschemerequiring
a sample of the power taken just beforethe instrument'soutput
connector.The feedbackcircuitry,referredto as automaticlevel
control (ALC), typically provides some degree of modulation
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of millimeter-wavesource module digital
circuitry.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of millimeter-wave source module
analog circuitry.
capabilityin additionto simple output power control.In fact,
these modulation
featurescan be a significant
factorfor a user
consideringa new source.Whilethe basic principlesbehind
ALC operationare simple,most moderndesignsare not. The
millimeterwave
sourcemodulesuse the sourcedriver'slevelino
circuitryto conservespace.
The modulesincorporate
an integratedcouplerand detector

to samplethemodule'soutputpower.Becausea diodedetector's
output is typically not linear with power, temperature,or frequency,someconditioning
is necessarybeforesendingthe signal back to the source, Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the
circuitryused in the sourcemodules.The diodedetectoroutput
is first amplifiedby a factor of 5 to improvethe bandwidthand
slew rate performanceat low power levels. The logarithmic
amplifieris a specialdesignwithexternalinputsfor compensating
the temperature
dependenceof both its own loggingtransistor
RT1 near the diode
and the diode detector.Two thermistors,
detectorand RT2 near the loggingtransistor,are used to sense
the ambienttemperatureof each device.To compensateior the
detector'sloss in sensitivity
at high powerlevels,an adjustable
currentsourcesets the input levelat whichthe loggergain increases.Finally,the frequencyresponseof the diode detector
is smoothedby adding a correctionvoltageto the loggeroutput.
This correctionsignalis derivedfrom the 0.5V/GHzsignalsent
to the modulefromthe sourcedriverusinga simplediodebreakoointscheme.
All of the compensations
mentionedabove are individually
tailoredfor each detectordiode. Thus, the voltageRF LEVEL
returnedto the source driver is an accurate indicationof the
module'soutputpowerin dBm.Thesourcedriverusesthisinformation to display and control the power at the output of the
sourcemooure.
John R. Regazzi
l-)errplnnmcnt Fnnineer

NetworkMeasurements
Division

(contnued lrom page 19)

guide line. The input low-pass filter is formed by a series
of alternating low and high-impedance transmission lines.
The tripler diode is an integrated beam-lead device
mounted directly across the narrow finline gap. The generated third harmonic propagates in both directions from the
diode. Therefore, a quarter-wave backshort in the finline
metallization is required to reflect the signal in the desired
direction. The tripled signal propagates down the gap and
couples into the waveguide via the exponential impedance
transition formed by the thin-film metallization. The thinfilm capacitor shown in Fig. 4 provides RF continuity and
self-bias holding. In addition, the diodes are biased to reduce conversion loss at low power levels.
A probe coupler (Fig. 5) is included in the integrated
microcircuit to provide leveled output power. The metallic
coupling probes are photolithographically printed on a
fused-silica substrate. A clear overlay substrate placed on
top of the probe pattern isolates the probes from the
waveguide housing and provides symmetry to the electromagnetic fields. The metallic probes extend partially
into the main waveguide and sample a portion of the energy
in this guide. This sampled energy is transferred through
the waveguide housing and radiated by the portion of the
probes extending into the coupled waveguide. Since the
probes are spaced one quarter-wavelength from each other,
a forward wave is transmitted and a reverse wave is suppressed. The coupling probe shape is optimized for frequency flatness and directivity. Typical performance of
this type of coupler is 16-dB (*1.5 dB) coupling with 17-dB
directivity over a waveguide band.
Once a portion of the main waveguide output power is
coupled to the second waveguide it must be detected. In

the millimeter-wave source modules this is accomplished
by a finline detector. The energy propagating in the coupled
guide is coupled first into the fused silica dielectric. Finline
metallization similar to the exponential impedance transition previously described is then introduced. A close-up
of the narrow finline gap region in the vicinity of the detector diode is shown in Fig. 6.
The incoming RF causes conduction in the diode, result(continuedon page 23)
Coupler

Substrate

Overlay Substrate
Hall of
Coupled
Waveguide

Half of Main Waveguide

Fig.5. Printed probe coupler structure. The foreground half
of the coupled and main waveguides has been removed to
show the positionof the orobes.
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2- GHz-to -2O- GHz Amp I ifi er
HP's millimeter-wave
source programreliesupon an interface
to a high-power 2{o-20-GHz source. A hybrid microwave
amplifierprovidesthis power as the outputamplifierin the HP
835504 RF Plug-inand is also availableas the stand-aloneHP
8349BMicrowaveAmplifier.Forthoseuserswho wantto upgrade
their existing sources with millimeter-wavecapability,the HP
83498 AmplifierprovidesRF and dc powerto HP's millimeterwave sourcemodules.Powercan be leveledat eitherthe output
of the sourcemoduleor at the outputof the microwaveamplifier.
The powerof the levelingdetectoris indicatedon the HP 83498's
outputpowerdisplay.The HP 83498 alsocontainsjnterfacecontrol circuitrythat automaticallyselectsthe propersystemcontrol
when the millimeter-wave
source module is connectedor when
the instrument
is used in stand-alone
applications.
The heart of the HP 83498 is a 2-to-2O-GHz
amolifierand a
2-Io-20-GHzdirectionaldetector realizedin a single microwave
integratedcircuit(see Fig. 1).1
Ripplecancellationis the designtechniqueused to createthe
broadbandamplification.
Adding the gain ripplesof each intermediatestage createsthe compositeresponse.By stagger-tuning-the interstageripples, it is possibleto produce a level response(Fig.2). The interstage
elementsare merelyphaserotations ol one, three, or five quarterwavelengthsat 20 GHz. The
lengthsresultin one, two, or three ripple responses.More ripple
interstageresponsescan be used, but sensitivitysuffers.The
three-rippleresponsewas foundto be the besttrade-offbetween
flatnessand device sensitivity.
The amplifierdesignusessix stagesto achievethe finalgain
level (Fig.3). A 3-dB attenuatoris employedin front of the initial
slage to amprovethe input match.The first two amplifierstages,
which boost the power level to 11 dBm, are low-powergain
sectionsconstructedaround280x0.S-u.mGaAs FETs.The next

o
o
o
o
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tr

Frequency

Fig. 2. By modifying the ripple /esponses of each stage in
an amplifier using differentmultiples of quarter-wavesections
(top), the responses can be summed to yield a linear overall
response (bottom). The result using three different ripple responses/s snown.

Fig. 1. The heart of the HP 83498
Microwave Amplifier ls thls sxstage microwave integrated circuit module.
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3-dB Pad
Microstrip
Coupler

Fig.3. Block diagram of 21o-20-GHz amplifiet used in the HP 83498.
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two stages are medium-powerdriver stages that employ
750x0.5-pmGaAs FETs.Thesestagesbringthe drive levelto
1BdBm,Thefifthstagerelieson a matcheddual-celldevicewith
gates drivenin paralleland drainstapped individually
to form
an activepowerdivider.The laststageis a dual-cell1500x0.5pm GaAs FETwhosecellsare drivenin paralleland combined
througha Klopfenstein
taperedpower comblner.2'3
This stage
bringsthe poweroutputlevelto 23 dBm (Fig.4). Following
this
stage, a 22-GHz low-passfilter attenuatesthe unwanted harmonicsgeneratedfromfundamental
inputshigherthan 11 GHz.
Thedirectional
coupler/detector
isthelastelementintheamplifier
package and has a directivityof at least13 dB from 2Io 2O GHz.
A matchingnelworkon the couplercircuitmatchesand flattens
the responseof the low-barrier
silicondiodeusedin the detector
circuitry.
The HP 83498 MicrowaveAmplifieris the onlv 2-lo-20-GHz

18.0

22.o

Fig.4 Hp 83498 Amplitier output performance.

amplifierwith20-dBmoutputpowerthatis currently
commercially
available.With this componentit is possibleto move the millimeter-wave
sourcemoduleto the deviceundertestand stillhave
ample RF powerto drivethe sourcemodule.
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(continuedlrom page 21)

ing in a dc voltage at the detector output that is proportional
to the power incident upon the structure. The resistor
shown in Fig. 6 is a thin-film resistor that provides broadband matching. The finline backshort is located less than
a quarter wavelength away so that it appears to be inductive
at the plane of the detector diode. This inductance resonates with the junction capacitance of the diode to improve
detector match. The thin-film capacitor provides RF continuity. By selecting the finline backshort length properly,
this type of detector can achieve a 10-dB return loss and
a detector flatness of :t1 dB across the 40-to-60-GHz
waveguide band. The diode used is a low-barrier planar

doped device.t This zero-biased gallium-arsenide diode is
very stable over temperature. Consequently, the source
modules can be operated at low output power levels of
-10 dBm with little thermal drift.
The integrated multiplier package is shown in Fig. 7. A
mating cover bolted to the base completes the waveguides.
The output of the millimeter-wave source module amplifier
is input via the coaxial transition at the back of the multiplier package. The fundamental energy propagates through
the coplanar waveguide low-pass filter to the multiplier
diodes. The main waveguide slot shown in Fig. 7 extends
back to the tripler circuit. I'he third harmonic propagates
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Finline
Meiallization

Thin-FilmCapacitor
Backshort

Fig. 6. Finline detector structure.
down the finline slot and exponential transition into the
dielectrically loaded guide just before the coupler. Most of
the tripled signal propagates through the coupler substrate,
which is cut at an angle to prevent reflections. After the
millimeter-wave signal is in free waveguide, the signal
travels to the front of the instrument. The small amount of
forward signal coupled to the second waveguide enters the
finline detector. The output of this detector is fed back to
the modulator in the microwave source for amplitude leveling. Signals reflected back into the source module in the
main waveguide are also coupled into the second
waveguide. Therefore, it is necessary to terminate the second waveguide with a lossy material. This is accomplished
by printing a film of tantalum nitride on the coupler substrate. The pattern introduces this lossy material gradually
to prevent reflections. Typical performance of a 40-to-60GHz HP 835564 Source Module is shown in Fig. B.
Source Module Amplifier
The microwave signal that reaches the input to the millimeter-wave source module is attenuated by the loss in
the coaxial cable that drives the instrument. To achieve
maximum output power in the millimeter band it is necessary to amplify this signal before driving the diode multi-

Frequency (GHz)
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Flg,7. lntegrated finline multiplier for genercting millimeterwave signals from microwave excitation. Seecover for actual
oevtce.
plier. Because the microwave sweep generators used in the
millimeter system are themselves multiplied sources, unwanted multiplied products will be present at their output.
These unwanted signals can be mixed by the diode multiplier up into the millimeter-wave band, resulting in degraded harmonic performance of the source module. For
this reason it is necessary that the amplifier inside the HP
8355x Source Modules reject the unwanted subharmonics.
This internal amplifier is completely realized in microstrip
on sapphire substrates.
The amplifier is required to operate in the 11-to-2o-GHz
range. Since it is used with several different multipliers,
depending on the band, it must have good output match.
For this reason, the quadrature splitting topology shown
in Fig. I was chosen. The incoming microwave signal is
split by a single-section Wilkinson splitter. The input and
output matching circuits are designed to match the gallium
arsenide field-effect transistors (GaAs FETs) into 50 ohms.
M1 and M2 are distributed transmission lines in microstrip.
Assuming the devices are symmetrical, there are equal re-

Fig.8. Typicalperformanceof HP
835564 Source Module.

Fig. 9. Quadrature amplifier circutt.

VaractorTuned
High-PassFilter

Fig. 10. Millimeter-wave source
module amplifier.
flections at the inputs to the matching circuits. An additional length of 5O-ohm transmission line that is one quarter
wavelength Iong at midband is seen by one path. This
means that the two reflected waves will arrive back at the
splitter 180 degrees out of phase and be cancelled by the
resistor. The forward wave sees an additional phase shift
caused by the extra 50-ohm line before the output splitter
and recombines constructively. The output match for this
type of topology is 10 dB across the 11-to-20-GHz range.
A basic layout of the millimeter-wave source module
amplifier is shown in Fig. 10. At the input of the amplifier
is a tunable high-pass filter to reject subharmonics. This
filter uses gallium arsenide varactor diodes to tune the
corner frequency from 12 to 19 GHz. The signal is split
after the tunable filter and quadrature shifted to drive two
GaAs FETs with 500-pm gate widths in parallel. The output
of the two devices of the first stage drives the input of two
900-pm-gate GaAs FETs. The output of the second stage is

recombined after phase shift. Before the third stage is a
notch filter which also serves to reiect subharmonics. The
final stage is another quadrature topology using two 900pm-gate GaAs FETs. To attenuate any second harmonic
generated by the amplifier, a fixed low-pass filter is placed
at the output. The millimeter amplifier is specified to have
9 dB of gain with 23-dBm output power at 20 GHz. Saturated output power typically is 25 dBm.
Acknowledgments
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High-PowerMicrowaveSourcefor
MilIimeter-WaveGeneration
Thisplug-incanservedirectlyasa high-powerB-to-2}-GHz
sourceor asadriverforafamilyof millimeter-wave
sources.
by Alan R. Bloom, Roger R. Graeber, Kenneth A. Richter, Andrew N. Smith, and Ronald T. Yamada

HE HP 835504 RF PLUG-INfor the HP 83508 Sweep
Oscillator was conceived as a low-cost microwave
driver for the HP 8355x family of millimeter-wave
source modules. The HP 835504 also functions well as a
stand-alone high-power B-to-2O-GHzsource. Incorporating
this dual personality into one instrument without compromising performance presented a major design challenge.
When connected to an HP 8355x Source Module. the HP
8350B with the HP 83550,t displays the millimeter-wave
output frequency directly. The detector and associated
power-level correction circuitry are located in the source
module for best accuracy-the HP 83550A displays the
power level at the millimeter-wave output, not at the output
of the HP 83550A itself. The source module thus becomes
completely transparent to the user, with the front panels
of the HP 83508 and HP 83550A acting exactly as if the
plug-in were operating directly at millimeter-wave frequencies. Complete programmability of all functions is also
maintained because the instrument firmware performs all
the needed conversions.
The heart of the HP 835504 is an B-to-2O-GHz YIG
(yttrium-iron-garnet) oscillator (Fig. 1). Because this oscillator operates directly at the microwave output frequency,
nonharmonic spurious signals are reduced to a minimum.

The ALC (automaticlevel control) modulator, the output
coupler/detector,and the associatedprocessingcircuitry
accuratelycontrol the output power level. The pulse modulator is used for both high-speedexternal pulse modulation and internal square-wavemodulation to ensure compatibility with HP scalar network analyzers.For a more
detailed description of these and other standard features
of HP B35xx plug-ins, seereferences1 and 2.
The power amplifier provides 20-dBm output power
from B to 18 GHz, and 18 dBm up Io 2OGHz on no-option
units. Since less than 17 dBm is required to drive the millimeter-wave sourcemodules, an external amplifier is not
needed.For those applicationsrequiring outputs lessthan
0 dBm, an optional output attenuator can be used to decreasethe minimum power output to -50 dBm.
System Considerations
Before design work on the plug-in could begin, we
needed a detailed system specificationthat describedthe
RF, analog,power supply, and digital interfacesbetween
the microwave source and millimeter-wave source modules. Careful attention to interface specificationsguarantees that each millimeter-wave source module will meet
its specificationswhen connected to any HP 835504 in

Integrator

Log

Fig.1. Simplifiedblock diagram of the HP 83550ARFPlug-in
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any HP 83508.
System requirements affected nearly every circuit in the
plug-in. For example, harmonic suppression is important
for a microwave sweeper, but is not a major concern when
using the HP 835504 to drive the millimeter-wave source
modules since the modules include filtering of their own.
'J,.1.
Above
GHz, harmonics are specified at -2o dBc. The
HP 83550A performance is typically better than this because the amplifier's built-in low-pass filter attenuates signals above 22 GHz (see box on page 22).
To achieve acceptable stand-alone source performance
below 11 GHz, we had to modify the amplifier to reduce
the harmonics. Both the unmodified amplifier and the YIG
oscillator are specified at -2O dBc. A worst-case analysis
assumes that at some frequency the harmonics generated
from each source will be in phase. This means the total
harmonic signal can have up to twice the voltage amplitude
of either source alone, resulting in a net instrument performance of only -14 dBc.
Since the modulators can contribute some harmonic distortion of their own, clearly we were going to have trouble
guaranteeing the instrument specification of -15 dBc
below 1t GHz. The amplifier was modified to increase its
gain at the Iow end of the band (B to 11 GHz). This gain
slope in effect turns the amplifier into a low-pass filter that
attenuates the second and higher harmonics by several dB
relative to the fundamental. The extra S-dB gain at the low
end of the band does, however, increase the attenuation
requirements of the ALC modulator. Attenuation requirements are stretched further by the millimeter-wave source
modules. Since the output of some modules is specified
down to -5 dBm, and their insertion loss can be as low
as 0 dB, the HP 835504 must be able to attenuate its output
down to -5 dBm, not 0 dBm as the instrument specification
would imply. When the effects of gain compression in the
HP 83550A's internal amplifier and the sum of the gain
variations and tolerances of all the other components in
the RF chain are added to the above considerations, the
plug-in requires a 60-dB modulator to meet its 20-dB output
ALC range specification.
The effective frequency accuracy of a nonsynthesized
sweeper such as the HP 83550A can be improved by
measuring the output with a frequency counter or by using
an external phase-locked loop. Unfortunately, this would
require an expensive millimeter-wave frequency counter
and a millimeter-wave coupler which would degrade the
source match and add insertion loss. To avoid this requirement, the HP 83550A's optional auxiliary output allows
the user to drive a counter or phase-locked loop at the
fundamental frequency. Since the internal coupler is
placed before the ALC and pulse modulators in the RF
chain (Fig. 1), and the YIG oscillator runs continuously,
this signal is available even during pulse modulation or
RF blanking.
The decision to allow the YIG oscillator to run continuously caused a potential problem when using the HP
835504 as a stand-alone microwave source with the HP
8757A Scalar Network Analyzer. When used in dc mode,
the HP 8502x dc detector probes require a calibration cycle
with no RF power applied. No RF power, in this case, is
defined as less than -70 dBm. Simply turning off the ALC

and pulse modulators in the HP 83550A does not guarantee
enough attenuation of the YIG oscillator signal under worstcase conditions. Had the HP 83550A been designated as a
source module driver only, this would not have been a
problem, since the source modules'insertion loss increases
nonlinearly at low power levels. The solution is to turn off
the power to the internal microwave amplifier in the HP
83550A during the HP 8757A calibration cycle. Since the
amplifiers can have enough broadband noise to upset the
HPB757A calibration by themselves, turning off the
amplifier solves this problem too.

PulseModulation
High-Performance
We wantedthe HP 83550A/8355xmillimeter-wavesource
module system to have good fast pulse performance.To
accomplishthis goal, a separatefast pulse modulator with
typical rise and fall times of 25 ns was added after the
slower ALC modulator (seeFig. 1).
The major factor limiting minimum pulse width (1 ps
typical) is not the rise and fall times, but the acquisition
time of the track-and-holdcircuit. Other HP 8350 plug-ins
handle this problem by incorporating a special unleveled
ALC mode. Wheneverthe operator sets the instrument to
maximum displayed (unleveled)power, the systemmicroprocessorenablesa special high-performancepulse mode
by forcingthe track-and-holdcircuit to track continuously.
While this method doesallow nanow (typically lessthan
100ns) pulse widths, it doesso only at maximum unleveled
power. The HP 83550Aincludes a featurecalled open-loop
mode that breaksthe ALC feedbackpath and usesthe output of the power level referencecircuit to control the ALC
modulator directly.
Although open-loop mode was originally intended as a
service feature for troubleshootingthe ALC circuitry, we
found it useful for obtaining high-performancepulse operation while still retaining some control over the power
level. Swept power level flatness is poor in this mode,
depending on the unleveled flatnessand gain slope of the
entire RF chain (typically 15 to 20 dB acrossthe band).
For CW or narrow sweeps,however, a front-panel adjustment is provided for calibrating the output level with a
power meter.Although not specified,the relative accuracy
of the power display at a singlefrequencytypically remains
within L0% over the 0-to-20-dBmpower range.

?f--*

Fig. 2. Low-frequency equivalent circuits of the pulse and
ALC modulatorc.
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Each modulator consists of a number of pin diodes connected in shunt with the signal path. At low (sub-RF) frequencies, the diodes in each set appear in parallel and can
be represented by one equivalent diode connected through
the RF coupling capacitors to the diode of the other modulator (Fig. 2). A dc return was introduced to minimize a
serious video feedthrough problem between the two modulators. At the instant that the pulse modulator goes from
the forward current (RF off) state to the reverse-bias (RF
on) state, a 7V peak-to-peak pulse is capacitively coupled
to the ALC modulator. Before the dc return was added. this
momentary reverse bias caused a full-power spike to appear
on the output (Fig. 3a). Since some HP 835504 plug-ins
can produce nearly 0.5 watt (27 dBm) at some frequencies,
the spike threatened to damage any sensitive device that
might be connected. The dc return adds a small RF choke
in shunt to ground and a small (1 pF) capacitor in series
between the two modulators to eliminate the video feedthrough.
Product Design
The major mechanical design challenges in the HP
83550A were heat control and serviceability. The most important and challenging of these considerations was control
of the internal temperature rise. Roughly half of the power
dissipated in the plug-in is generated by the current through
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the main coil of the YIG oscillator. In a YIG oscillator, the
frequency of oscillation is directly proportional to the intensity of the magnetic flux imposed on the YIG sphere.
That is, a 2O-GHz YIG oscillator requires twice the field
strength of a 10-GHz oscillator. The flux can be increased
without increasing the coil drive current by adding more
turns to the coil, but this also increases the inductance.
Since the inductive voltage drop is directly proportional
to the inductance and the sweep rate (V : Ldi/dt), the
maximum allowable inductance is limited by the available
power supply voltage and maximum sweep speed desired.
In the HP 835504, approximately 1,t at 40V is required
to operate the YIG oscillator at 2O GH4 resulting in typically 40 watts of internal dissipation from this source alone.
Absolute worst-case power dissipation for the entire plugin is approximately BB watts.
All the RF components and major heat-dissipating elements are grouped onto one large aluminum heat sink,
known to the project team as the slab. Worst-case power
dissipation on the slab is 57 watts. Of all the parts on this
assembly, the microwave amplifier is not only the part
most sensitive to temperature but also one of the most
expensive to replace should it fail. For best reliability, we
wanted to keep the amplifier's temperature rise to less than
15'C above ambient.
On our early prototypes, the slab temperature directly
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Fig.3. A full-powerleading-edge
spike (a) can be caused by
capacitive coupling of the pulse
to the ALC modulator. (b) Adding
a dc return eliminatesthe spike.

under the amplifier was typically 1B"C above ambient (fullband B-to-2O-GHzsweep). A slot was cut through the slab
to isolate the amplifier thermally from other major heatgenerating components. Supported by other modifications
to improve the cooling air flow, this change added enough
thermal impedance to lower the typical temperature rise
of the amplifier to 10.5"C above ambient.
Grouping all the RF components on one easily removable
assembly made servicing and manufacturing easier. Frequently, when servicing subtle problems in microwave circuits, simply tightening a connector can have a significant
effect on performance. For this reason, it is very useful to
be able to gain accessto the entire RF chain without disturbing any RF connections.
All the major printed circuit boards are easilv accessible
and can be mounted on extender cards for convenient
troubleshooting. When the plug-in is connected to the HP
83508 mainframe via extender cables,the entire RF assembly can be folded out for testing and repair.
The monolithic microwave assembly also makes production easier. Most of the eight available options for the HP
835504 require changes only to the slab (Fig. a). The RF
portion of the instrument can be assembledand tested separately and then combined as needed with the rest of the
plug-in.
Self-Test
When many instruments are combined into a large system, the serviceability issue takes on increased importance.
AII other things being equal, ten instruments are at least
ten times more likely to fail than one. When a failure does
occur, localizing the problem to the failed instrument is
more difficult. To make the troubleshooting process easier,
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we designed a series of instrument and assembly-level selftests into the HP 83550A.
When an HP 83550,\ is used as a driver for a millimeterwave source module, three separate instruments make up
the source:the HP 8350B mainframe, the HP 83550A microwave plug-in, and the HP 8355x millimeter-wave source
module. We felt that we should include at least enough
diagnostic capability to allow the user to send back just
one instrument for repair, rather than the entire system,
thus reducing the cost of ownership.
Some users prefer to do their own repairs. We find, however, that few users attempt to repair microwave instrumentation at the component level. More common is localizing
the failure to a specific assembly, and then trading in the
bad assembly for a replacement. We decided to emphasize
features that would help identify which instrument failed.
If the failure occurs in the HP 83550A, further tests are
provided to help isolate the failure to a specific assembly.
Circuitry in the HP 83550A is consolidated on a few
large printed circuit boards grouped together in a common
metal compartment for shielding. This physical layout left
enough space to add another printed circuit board for the
self-test circuitry. Program memory was doubled by using
two ROMs with twice the number of address locations. A
hardware bank-select mechanism allows these ROMs to
occupy the same logical address space as in former plugins. The extra memory allows room for the additional features required to support the source modules and the selftest capability.
There were two primary design objectives for the self-test
assembly. One was to keep it inexpensive. The other was
to make it as reliable as possible. In this case, reliability
means not onlv avoidins hardware failures in the self-test
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Fig. 4. All RF components are
mountedon a largealuminumheat
sink, or slab, whrch folds out for
easy servicrng. Different instrument options requtre changes
only to the slab. Two options are
shown in the foreground.
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assembly but also avoiding enoneous error detection. To
a user, a false error message is the same as a failure. We
would gain nothing if an inadequate self-test capability
significantly reduced the reliability of the system as a
whole.
The self-test assembly consists of a series of analog multiplexers to select the signals to be measured and an analogto-digital converter (ADC) to measure the various voltage
levels and send the information to the system microprocessor. All circuit components run on the instrument's 5V
power supply so that the testing circuitry does not fail if
one or more of the other power supplies goes down. Relatively wide tolerance bands are used on all measurements
to reduce the possibility of false error indications. The
modest accuracy requirements allowed us to eschew a highperformance, high-cost ADC in favor of a less-expensive
eight-bit part.
The self-test routines run automatically when power is
turned on or the INSTRPRESETbutton is pressed. They also
can be initiated at any time by an appropriate set of keystrokes. Before any self-testing starts, the firmware checks
for the presence of an operable self-test assembly. Hence,
should a self-test hardware failure occur, normal operation
of the instrument can be restored simply by unplugging
the assembly. The order of the tests ensures that the first
components checked are those whose failure would invali-
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date subsequent system tests. If a failure is found, testing
stops, and an enor code is displayed to indicate the location
of the failure. Further diagnostics can then be obtained by
executing the remaining tests through a series of front-panel
keystrokes. Millimeter-wave source module tests are last
in the execution sequence and are performed only if a
source module is present.
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Millimeter-Wave
DetectorsExtendRange
of ScalarNetworkAnalyzer
by Herbert L. Upham

EWLETT-PACKARD'S new family of millimeterwave detectors designed specifically for use with
the HP 8757A Scalar Network Analyzerl extends
the capabilities of this instrument for millimeter-wave system measurements.2These detectors operate in both modulated (ac) and unmodulated (dc) modes for optimum performance in various measurement configurations. The unmodulated mode is particularly beneficial in millimeterwave measurements, because the source does not need to
include an accurate modulator. These detectors provide
excellent accuracy in a wide variety of applications. All
three detectors work over their designated waveguide
bands with typical flatness better than +1.5 dB and return
loss greater than 12 dB. This performance provides measurement advantages over most stand-alone detectors in
these frequency ranges. The HP 85025C Detector Adapter
is used to connect other detectorsto the HP 87 57A, extending its capabilities to other waveguide bands.
Specifications
Performance specifications for the detectors are given in
Table I. To guarantee the dynamic accuracy specification,
an HP 875 7A with revision 2.0 or later firmware is required.
Table I
Performance of Millimeter-WaveDetectors
Detector
Frequency range (GHz)

FlatnessIdB)
ReturnlossIdB)
Maximum input power
I n n r r tw a v e q r i d e
Dynamic accuracy
Dynamic range

HPR85026A HPQ85026A HPU85026A
26.5-4O
+ 1.5

33-50
+ 1.5
>1?

40-60
+2.O
>1)

tor circuit. The detector integrated circuit consists of a
50-ohm matching resistor network, a detector diode, and
a h o l d i n g c a p a c i t o ra t t h e o u l p u l . r
The iesistors on the integrated circuit are physically
small enough to be considered lumped circuit elements
even at 50 GHz. The diode junction capacitance is also
small enough so that no special reactive tuning is required
for compensation. Thus, a lumped circuit implementation
of the detector circuit is achieved.
This circuit has the advantage of presenting a nearly
constant input impedance (2,,) as long as the diode video
impedance is large compared to 50 ohms. This circuit requires reactive compensation to work at extremely high
frequencies where the diode junction capacitance reactance approaches 50 ohms.
The HP Q and UB5026.4 detectors use a finline design
technique.a The design is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The
substrate material is fused silica, chosen for its low dielectric constant and low loss from 30 to 60 GHz. The dielectric
substrate is mounted in a reduced-height waveguide section. The height reduction is necessary to compensate for
the dielectric loading of the waveguide by the substrate.If
the waveguide height is not reduced, higher-order waveguide modes will propagatein the detector and cause return
loss and flatness variations. A gold pattern on one side of
the substrate captures the electric fields propagating in the
waveguide. The pattern tapers from the waveguide height
to a width that represents approximately the impedance
of the detector diode. At the input to the substrate a diamond-shaped patch of resistive material forms a broadband attenuator. The attenuator improves the return loss

16 dBm
20 dBm
20 dBm
WR 28
WR 22
WR 19
+ [ 0 . 3 d B + 0 . 0 3 d B / d B ) r e f e r e n c e dt o 5 d B m
typically < i0.5 dB from 10 to -40 dBm
acmode:10to 50dBm
dc mode: 10 to 40 dBm

Design
The design of these detectors is common except for the
microwave detector design of the HP R85026A, which uses
an integrated detector diode circuit mounted in a coaxial
module. The HP Q and UB5026.4 detectors use a detector
diode mounted in a section of waveguide rather than using
a waveguide-to-coax transition. All three detectors have
circuitry that processesthe detected output signal before
passing it to the HP 8757A via a front-panel interface cable.
The HP RB5026,\ coaxial detector module is attached to
a waveguide-to-coax transition. The waveguide transition
is similar to the transition described in the article on page
35. The coaxial output has a characteristic impedance of
50 ohms, which matches the input impedance of the detec-

1r

Fig. 1. Finlinesubslrale for HP Q|UB5026ADetectors
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Fig.2. Photograph (left) and drawing (right) of beam-lead diode mounting area on finline
subslrateshown in Fio. 1.
of the detectors with only a small effect on sensitivity and
flatness.
The detector diode used in both products is a modified
barrier beam-lead diode.s This diode was chosen because
of its small physical size and very low junction capacitance.
The construction of the detector circuit can be seen in the
photograph in Fig. 2. The beam lead diode is positioned
across the circuit channel, and is followed by a short circuit.
The short can be modeled as an inductance parallel to the
junction capacitance of the beam-lead diode. By adjusting
the distance from the diode to the short, a resonant circuit
is formed that terminates the channel in a very high impedance. A small resistor is placed just before the diode. This
resistor reduces the Q of the resonant circuit, which improves the broadband match to the channel impedance.
Application Considerations
These detectors are ideallv suited for scalar network

analyzer applications in the millimeter-wave frequency
range. Their ac or dc detection capability provides flexibility in using sources that may not have the accurate modulation characteristics required for ac detection. The dynamic
range and frequency response of these detectors also allow
their use as power monitors. A typical measurement system
for measuring transmission and reflection simultaneously
is shown in Fig. 3.
By using two directional couplers [or a dual directional
coupler) the reflection measuring system uncertainty can
be determined by the following equation:
Ap:

a +Bpt *Cprz

where A is the directivity, B is the calibration error, C
represents the effective source match, and p, is the measured reflection coefficient.
Directional couplers are often used to provide a good
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Waveguide Reflectometer
Calibration
The HP 87574 NetworkAnalyzerhas a buillin calibration
routinefor establishingthe 0-dB referenceline. However,the
routine does not work for a waveguide reilectometer.Coaxial
lineshavelow dispersion(thevelocityof propagatransmission
tion varies little over many octaves of bandwidth)while
waveguidesare very dispersivel and the open end of a
Thus if an open/shortcaliwaveguidecan act as an antenna.2
brationis attempted,the referencelinewill be erroneous.
The goal of the calibrationis to establisha 0-dB reflection
calibrationline that is a best estimatewhen taklng the effective
sourcematchof the reflectometerintoeffect.A waveguidesliding
short can be used to establishone (open or short) reference,
and then can be moved a quarter wavelengthto establishthe
second reference.This works well over a limited portion of a
waveguideband wherethe phasevelociiychangeis small.
Unfortunately,
for a f ullbandsweepit hasproblems.Dispersion
willcausethe calibration
to be poornearthe bandedges(assuming the open/shortreferenceswere taken near midband). By
movingthe short,the amountof error can be seen on the HP
8757Adisplay,lf theerroris notacceptable,
a moresophisticated
algorithmmustbe usedto establishthe calibration.
One method
is to make severalmeasurementsof the reflectionof the moving
is stored in a controllingcomputer.
short.Each measurement
The averageof severalmeasurementsis computedand written
back to the HP 87574 memory.Thisaveragethen can be used
as the 0-dB referencefor the reflectometer.
References
1 S. Ramo, J.B. Whinnery,and T. Van Duzer, Fleids and Wavesin Communication
Electronics,
Wiley& Sons,1967,p. 49.
2. ibid. po. 671-673.

trade-off between coupling coefficient, accuracy, and
dynamic range. The accuracy of the reflectometer can be
determined for a range of measured values from the graph
shown in Fig. 4. The calibration error B is assumed to be
zero, the directivity A is 40 dB, and the effective source
match C is an SWR of t.ts for this example.
The measurement uncertainty varies with the magnitude
of the measured reflection coefficient. The detector's contribution to the uncertainty is through the effective source
match of the reflectometer. If the return loss of the reference
detector is greater than 12 dB, the detector will contribute
a maximum error term of -32 dB (12 dB + 2x10 dB for
the incident and return passesthrough the 10-dB directional
coupler) to the effective source match. This contribution is
negligible compared to the directional coupler's main line
source match and thus does not limit the uncertainty.
Effects of Dynamic Accuracy. Dynamic accuracy introduces errors when measuring large changes in power level.
The uncertainty is a result of the detector diodes not responding identically. The HP 8757A contains (in firmware)
dynamic calibration tables for several different diode
families. These calibration tables are established for average diode performarrce; hence, small variations in diode
structure cause measurable errors in dynamic accuracy. It
is also difficult to establish a variable absolute power standard at millimeter-wave frequencies. A specially calibrated
rotary vane attenuator is used at the factory to calibrate
these detectors, but the dynamic accuracy specification
still contains some uncertainty caused by the calibration
of the variable attenuator and its repeatability.
Effects of Frequency Response. The frequency response of
the detector is only a concern when it cannot be easily
removed from the measured value by making a ratioed
measurement. This occurs when monitoring the output
power from a device under test. In this case the frequency
response of the detector applies directly to the measure-
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Fig.4. Reflection loss error graph
for test setup in Fig. 3. The error
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ment as an error. To reduce this error an individual calibration of each detector must be made relative to a power
standard. The calibration can be stored in a computer and
then written to the memory of the HP 8757A. By displaying
measured power minus the calibration, a power measurement with enhanced accuracy can be made.

possible to make measurementswith the scalar analyzer
systemsdescribedin this article. The HP 85025Cdetector
adapter is an instrument that adaptszero-biaseddetectors
to the HP 8757A Scalar Network Analyzer. Calibration
routines are available to optimize dynamic accuracy for
each detector.

TransmissionTest System

Acknowledgments
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When measuring transmission coefficients of devices
with losses greater than 10 dB, the greatest factor affecting
accuracy is dynamic range. For devices with losses less
than 10 dB the return Ioss of the detector will be a significant error. In Fig. 5, a plot of measurement error versus
source match is presented. Loss through the transmission
device is assumed to be zero, so the full effect of the detector
return loss is seen. Curves for 6-dB and tZ-dB detector
return losses are shown.
Effect ofDynamic Range. The dynamic range of the detector
establishes limits on the maximum gain or attenuation that
can be measured by the system. Harmonic content of the
input signal can also limit dynamic range, but this is not
usually a problem in waveguide systems. In addition, a
low-pass filter can be used to reduce the harmonic content
of the test signal.
HP 85025C and Other Waveguide Bands
In waveguide bands other than U, Q, and R, it is still
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Designand Performanceof MillimeterWaveThermocoupleSensors
by Lee H. Colby

ITH THE INCREASE in design activity in the
33-to-5O-GHz frequency range, Hewlett-Packard
wanted to extend HP's power measurements into
this millimeter-wave frequency range. The HP QB4B6A and
HP RB4B6A Power Sensors shown in Fig. 1 incorporate a
special method that inserts a 50-MHz calibrating signal
into the waveguide. The HP Q/RB4B6A sensors have the
same 50-ohm thermocouple used by HP's lower-frequency
coaxial power mounts and share the same one-microwattto-100-milliwatt power range, low drift, low SWR, 50-MHz
calibration, and accuracy that these coaxial thermocouple
power sensors have. The HP QB4BOA operates in the 33-to50-GHz waveguide band and the HP RB4BOAoperates in
the 26.5-to-4O-GHzband.
Since the thermocouple was designed for 50-ohm systems, it was necessary to use a TEM structure for the 50-ohm
thermocouple and connect it to a low-reflection coax-towaveguide adapter. The adapter's center conductor, which
is normally screwed into the waveguide wall opposite the
coaxial entry point, is isolated from ground by a high-frequency choke. The choke allows the 50-MHz energy to be
fed across the waveguide through the coax to a coplanar
transmission line and into the thermocouple. However, for
millimeter-wave Dower. the choke reflects a short at the

center conductor where the center conductor is normally
screwed into the waveguide. The millimeter-wave signal
coming down the waveguide is transformed from the
waveguide impedance to 50 ohms because of the transformer action of the multistepped waveguide.
The ability to diplex the bO-MHz and millimeter-wave
signals allows the power meter's gain to be set for the sensor
head in use and removes the requirement that the thermocouple and its amplifier have a constant gain versus
time, environment, and reasonable overloads.
The thermocouple's low output voltage, approximately
60 nanovolts at one microwatt, is chopped at Z2O Hz to
eliminate dc drift, amplified, and then fed to the power
meter.
Calibration information is typed on each sensor's label
and includes the calibration factor, which is the efficiency
at which the sensor converts the absorbed power into a
power reading, and the reflection coefficient. The calibration data is supplied at 1-GHz intervals across the
waveguide band and the calibration factors are traceable
to the U.S. National Bureau of Standards (NBS), or to a dry
calorimeter for frequencies where NBS does not have standards. The power mount's microwave performance is
tested and calibrated using an automated network analyzer.

Fig.1. HP Q84864 and R8486A
PowerSensorsfor measuringmillimeter-wave signal power in frequency ranges from 33 to 50 GHz
and 26.5to 40 GHz,respectively.
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Transition
Waveguide-to-Coax
The R-band transition shown in Fig. 2 was designed originally as an outgrowth of the lower-frequency X, P, and
K2B1C waveguide-to-coax adapter designs. The Q-band
transition was scaled from the P2B1,Cdesign since P band
has a similar 2-to-1 waveguide width-to-height ratio.
A combination of empirical and computer-aided modeling was applied in such a manner that the design of the
transition and four-step impedance transformer was not
done in one step. The adapter design was broken into two
parts. First, the coax-to-low-impedance (reduced height)
ridge waveguidel transition was designed. The waveguide
is broadly ridged to decrease impedance variations and
increase the bandwidth. Second, sufficient transformer
steps were then added to get the low reflection coefficient
desired (approximately 0.01). The impedance of the
waveguide was modeled using the relationship:

Center
Line

Z"*l,lt+ltli*fohms

where Zo_ : 377ftl2)(blaj ohms (voltage-current definition)
for rectangular waveguide at infinite frequency, a is the
wide dimension of the waveguide, b is the narrow dimension, )t is the wavelength in free space at the frequency of
interest, and )r". is the cutoffwavelength of the waveguide.
One goal of the coax-to-waveguide junction design was
to arrive at a complex reflection coefficient that would look
like the input impedance of the last step before the 50-ohm
load of a four-step Chebyshev impedance transformer. After
substantial empirical adjustment of the short pasition in
the waveguide, ridge length, and other mechanical dimensions, the desired impedance was obtained. Finally the
remaining three transformer steps were added. The combination was measured and the measurements were deembedded using a computer program called Opnode to
obtain the step discontinuity capacitances. The steps were
then optimized for length and impedance with Opnode to
obtain the desired 0.01 reflection coefficient, machined,
and measured again.
50-MHz and Millimeter-Wave Diplexer
The need to calibrate the sensors at a low frequency
requires a mechanical layout of the sensor front end that
is different from most other waveguide sensors. The coax
calibration port (see Fig. 3J, beginning at the 50-MHz coaxial input at the bottom and moving upward, consists of
a short length of 6-ohm line and a shorted radial transmission line choke2 whose dimensions are chosen for a high
series impedance at the center frequency of the waveguide
band on the coax line. This is followed by a quarter-wavelength 6-ohm coax line that transforms the radial choke's
high series impedance to a short at the entrance to the
waveguide.
The input impedance Zi at a radius 16 for a radial transmission line shorted at its outer radius ru is given by:

Zi: jZ"sin(fu,,- 4,.)/cos(t*" - fu")
where Zo. is the characteristic wave impedance for radial
transmission lines:

Millimeter-Wave
or 50-MHz Power
Coaxial Center Conductol

Millimeter-WaveSignal
Waveguide Backshort
Waveguide lmpedance
Transtormer
Radial Choke

50 MHz
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Fig. 3. Detailed cross section ot
thejunction of the millimeterwaveguide, 6-ohm coaxial line with radial choke, and 50-ohm coaxial
line to thermocouole.

2". : 377Go(krb)/G1(krb)
and
0* : tan 11No1x;4o1x;1
ry'*: tan-'[L(x)/-Nr(x)]

:,A?Tt+NmG.(x)
k : 2ni\
|"(x) is a Besselfunction of the first kind and N,(x) is a
Besselfunction of the secondkind.
Solving for Zi resonant at the center of the frequency
band, or Zi equal to infinity by varying r", obtains:

c o s ( r y ' 1 " ' - f u:"0)
The total impedance at any frequency can be found by
taking k at the frequency of interest and solving for the
radial choke's input impedance. Then:
Ztotut: dZ|2m,o
where d is the width of the choke (see Fig. 3).
Other methods of trying to place an electrical high-frequency short at the waveguide were tried, such as a lowhigh-low-impedance dumbell choke filter, but the radial
choke filter reflects an impedance closer to zero ohms at
zero degrees at the waveguide entrance. For calibration
purposes, a 50-MHz signal can be fed through the choke
assembly, across the waveguide with minimal effect,
through the coaxial line, and into the thermocouple.

Constant-lmpedance
Taper
The thermocouple is mounted on a suspended substrate
transmission line whose inner and outer conductors are
tapered from the wide center conductor at the coaxial end
of the transmission line down to a narrow center conductor
at the thermocouple end of the transmission line. Usually

this is done by using straight tapers for the inner and outer
conductors. Straight tapers are a compromise and a better
method that maintains a constant impedance as the conductors move closer together is desired.
The suspended substrate is mounted in a circular housing, and for wide outer conductor spacings approaching the
outer housing, closed-form equations do not exist for calculating the spacing of the outer-conductor-to-inner-conductor width versus impedance. The required spacing for
the wide center conductor cases was determined using a
finite-difference program called FCAP.3 For the narrower
center conductor region where the effect of the outer housing is negligible, analysis equationsa were used to determine the correct spacing because they are faster and more
accurate than the finite-difference approach. The results
were then curve-fitted into a fourth-order polynomial describing the outer conductor width versus the center conductor width for a constant impedance of b0 ohms.
An arbitrary shape called an ogee curve was selected for
the center conductor. An ogee curve is just two opposing
arcs that meet at a point where their slopes are identical,
giving a smooth continuous curve from the wide to the
narrow end of the center conductor length. The beginning
and ending center conductor widths and the transition
length for the desired center conductor were selected. Then
an outer conductor position was located that gave an im-
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pedance of 50 ohms for many different closely spaced positions down the length of the center conductor (seeFig. 4J.
At each center conductor position, outer conductor positions were located on the arc length of a circle whose center
was the intersection of the two tangents to the center and
outer conductors, and whose arc distance between the outer
and center conductors was equal to the distance the conductors would be spaced if they formed a parallel transmission line. The outer conductor positions must be iterated
several times, because the outer tangent and hence the
center of the circular arc shifts each time the arc distance
is iterated to the 50-ohm distance. The speed of convergence is fast, however, and ten iterations results in a
distance giving an impedance within 0.1 ohm of the calculated So-ohm value.
This approximation positions the outer conductor at the
correct spot so that the flux path length between the center
and outer conductors is the correct length for 50 ohms as
it strikes the conductors normal to the tangent. Therefore,
the approximation satisfies both the boundary condition
that flux lines terminate normal to the conductors and the
50-ohm constant impedance restraint. This assumesthat the
field is a curvilinear field between the two conductors. The
slight error caused by the flux that terminates on the outer
housing instead of the planar conductor is not significant.

ence in temperaturebetween the junctions leads to a thermally generatedvoltagedifferencewhen the resistortermination is dissipating energy.The outputs of the two L00ohm thermocouplepairs are summed.Ambient changesin
temperaturegenerateonly slight thermal drift becauseboth
junctions are subjectto the same ambient temperature.A
more complete description of the thermocouple can be
found in reference5.
The thermocouplewith its beam leads is slightly inductive and a short low-impedanceline reducesthe reflection
coefficient to less than 0.1 at 50 GHz.
Performance
The reflection coefficient and calibration factor performance of the power mounts can be seen in Fig. 5, which
plots the mean and the mean plus two standarddeviations
for a lot of HP QBaB6As.
Acknowledgments
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Thermocouple
Theterminationfor thetransmission
lineis two 100-ohm
tantalum-nitride resistors connected in parallel. They are
deposited on a silicon substrate that has a very thin web
in the center, which is where one end of each resistor
makes contact with a heavily doped diffused conductor.
Because of the poor thermal conduction properties of the
thin web, the incident RF energy dissipated in the web
causes the resistor-to-doped-conductor contacts to run hot.
The other end of the diffused conductor makes contact
with gold beam leads in a thick area of the silicon that
conducts heat more readily and therefore does not get as
hot as the power-absorbing resistor termination. The differ-
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AdaptingUNIXLogon Mechanismsto
AutomationApplications
Although originally intended for software deveIop ment and
documentpreparation,the utilitiesprovidedby the UNIX
operatingsysfemcanbe adaptedinvariouswaysfor
use
by noviceoperatorsin an automatedenvironment.
by MarvinL. Watkins
HE CURRENT TRENDS toward computer-enriched
environments and standardizedcomputer systems
invite the use of the UNIX@operatingsystemin the
service, office, and manufacturing automation domains.
Applications such as telemarketing, database management,
and integrated manufacturing or CIM benefit greatly when
more than one customer, user, or machine can be serviced
simultaneously. The dedicated server and controller applications required in these domains are well-suited to the
UNIX system's multitasking capability and tool-based architecture.
The UNIX system originated as an interactive, timesharing operating system for minicomputers.
Originally
oriented toward multiuser software development, it is not
surprising that the UNIX booVlogon mechanisms do not
provide exactly those services that dedicated applications
might want. For example, typical dedicated application
requirements include that a novice user with little computer knowledge be able to bring up a controller (i.e., a
dedicated computer) from a power-off condition and access
its control functions easily, while the general UNIX power-

UNIX and
Controller
Phases

up and user logon facilities only allow a knowledgeable
computer user to bring up the computer from a power-off
condition and access a UNIX shell (i.e., a command line
interpreter).
Special UNIX boot and logon programs have been created
to handle the problems associated with dial-in lines,
modem control, security, etc. The boot programs provide
services that:
I Initialize system resources
r Create a multiuser environment.
The logon programs provide services that:
I Match an incoming data stream's unknown parameters
(e.g., baud rate, parity, and stop bits) dynamically to
establish a communications link
r Offer some, but not too much security against unauthorized access
r Prepare a customized personal working environment
r Provide common, system-wide logon services (e.g.,
maintenance and downtime notices, mail and news received notices, etc.)
r Finish in a working state in which any of an infinite
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variety of commands can be issued.
These services can be compared with those needed by a
typical controller:
r Initialization of the system at power-up
r Use of dedicated, hard-wired terminals with fixed, wellknown communications protocols when a user wants
access to the system
I Some protection against accidental damage caused by
naive access
r Common, system-wide logon notification services
I Simple, uniform, consistent interfaces for all users
r A small, fixed set of monitor and control operations.
In this article we present some adaptations to the UNIX
operating system that make it better suited as a platform
for dedicated automation and server applications. Our
goals are to present some adaptations to the boot/logon
mechanisms, demystify the UNIX system further,t and promote its tool-oriented philosophy.2 Much of the narrative
and all the examples in this article are taken from the
manufacturing domain: CIM, data acquisition, and process
control and monitoring. Despite this emphasis on manufacturing, the adaptations presented, and especially the principles and ideas underlying them, should be applicable to
any computer running under the UNIX system and dedicated to a specific application.
In the next section, the UNIX boot phase and duty cycle
are reviewed. The details are based on HP-UX Multiuser
Revision 5.1.* The discussion's obiective is to describe
how events are related to one another.3'a References 5
through I should be consulted for exact details of the programs and files mentioned. Some terminology useful for
understanding UNIX processes is also developed.
The potential adaptations are then presented in fairly
general terms. Some automation design considerations follow. Here the focus is on adapting the UNIX boot/logon
mechanisms for a system dedicated to a controller or server
application (hereafter, referred to simply as a controller)'
Specific controller adaptation examples are presented and
some simple observations close the article.

UNIXBooUlogonMechanisms
It is convenient to divide a typical system's operation
into a boot phase and a number of duty cycle phases as
shown in Fig. 1. These phases are defined by the nature
of the processes executing within them. Table I provides
additional details about these mechanisms' This article
does not cover all possible boot/logon organizations. Many
capabilities of the UNIX system are omitted to keep the
discussion within reasonable bounds'
Two operating phases can be identified:
I A boot phase extends from power-on until the kernel is
initialized and fully operational. The boot phase exhibits
a single thread of control.
r A duty cycle phase begins after the kernel is fully operational. The duty cycle phase is characterized by multiple threads of control. Each thread courses through the
following cycle:
'HP-UX is Hewlett-Packard's
mplementation
of the UNIXoperatingsystem.lt is primarily
has added real-timeand other
composed of AT&T'SUNIX SystemV. Hewlett-Packard
customextensions,and some featureslrom 4.1 and 4.2 BSD,UNIXversionsdeveloped
by the Universityof Californiaat Berkeley.UNIX is a registeredtrademarkof AT&T in the
U.S.A.and other countries.
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Table I
Execution Initiation Points
Execfl'ingProcess

Process
init
init
getty
login
sh
sn
Sh

File
inittab
rc
passwd
profile

_L'ot"t

Execfl'dProcesses
Mode
W,C*
WNY
SY
SYN
CNY
CNY
W,C**

Group Arguments
Leader Permitted
Y

Y

N

Y

Key
S
C
W
Y
NNo

Sequentialexecution
Concurrentexecution
Suspendedexecution
Yes

Notes
*
initusually suspendsitself while executing
initialization programs.gettyprograms
executeconcurrentlywith init.
**
The shell suspendsitself while executing
foregroundkeyboardcommands,but executes
concurrentlyf or backgroundcommands.
c A logon period from a user's first keystoke until the
system commands for a special application program
are accessible.
tr A work period after logon until the user exits the system.
D A renew period while the kernel cleans up after the
exiting user, reclaims system resources, and creates a
new control thread to replace the expiring one.
Boot. The boot phase is composed of hardware, kernel, and
init operations. The boot phase begins with the application
of power. A ROM catches the power-up interrupt and begins executing hardware configuration and self-test programs. When these complete, a special bootstrap program
is loaded from disc memory. The bootstrap program loads
the kernel hp-ux from the file system. The kernel configures
and initializes itself, handcrafts the special process init
(among othersJ and executes it fthem). init reads through
the file inittabline by line, performing the actions indicated
therein. These actions usually fall into two categories:
executing the contents of system initialization scripts such
as rc, and executing instances of the program getty for each
active terminal. When init finishes processing the file, it
blocks and waits for a signal to reread it.
initperforms the transition from a single-user, single-control-thread operation to a multiuser, multiple-controlthread operation. Each instance of getty spawned by init
represents a unique, independent, concurrent control
thread.
Logon. The logon phase is composed of getty, login, and
some sh operations. gettyprocesses match their invocation

arguments from inittab with a line in gettydefsto select the
proper port conditioning parameters and logon prompt for
their respective ports. getty conditions a port, writes the
contents of issueand the logon prompt to the port, and then
reads the port's input buffer. The read operation causes
gettyto block until input becomes available. gettyinterprets
input as an account name. Hence, gettyblocks on an active
terminal's port waiting for someone to begin logging on by
typing an account name.
A gettyprocess is awakened when the kernel places data
into its port's input buffer. Normally, this data is an account
name. getty runs loginwith this name as its principal argument. login searches the passwdfile for the account name.
If loginfinds the name, the line on which the name appears
is interpreted. passwd contains fields for account name,
password, user and group IDs, home directory, and shell.
If the password field is empty, no password is requested
from the prospective user, who then is automatically promoted to user status. If the password field is not empty,
the prospective user must successfully enter the password
before being promoted to user status. When loginpromotes
a candidate to user status, the user is assigned the user and
group IDs appearing on the account name line. These IDs
determine the user's file access and system resource permissions while the user is logged on. loginthen changes the
working directory to the account's home directory and runs
the specified shell program.
Normally, the program executed is a shell such as sh. sh
executes the instructions contained in the orofilefile on
behalf of the newly logged-on user. The actions performed
by interpreting profilevary from system to system. Typical
actions are to notify the user of mail or the arrival of new
news, set up common environment variables (e.g., PATH),
and set shell trap handling for keyboard interrupts.
sh then searches for a file named .profilein the working
directory (i.e., the account's home directory) and if the file
is found, executes the instructions contained therein. In
general, interpreting the contents of .profilecreates a customized environment catering to a user's preferences.
Work. The work phase consists of most of sh's operations.
After interpreting .profile,sh issues a prompt to its associated
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port and waits for input. Usually, input consists of commands and programs the user wants performed. A user
disconnects from the system by terminating the logon shell.
Renew. The renew phase is composed of init's operations.
initawakens when sh exits and creates a new gettyprocess.
This completes one iteration of a typical UNIX system's
duty cycle. The next events that occur are the beginning
events of a new cycle---getty resets its port, outputs issue,
and waits for a new candidate user to try to log on.
Duty Cycle. The UNIX system controls concurrent duty
cycles with a convention called process group leadership.
Processes spawned by init are process group leaders (other
processes can also become process group leadersJ.init'sprocess group leaders signal it when they terminate. (They
also have other significant properties that distinguish them
from common processes.) init rereads Inittabwhen signaled
about the death (i.e., termination) of one of its process
group leaders. If the line in inittabassociated with the process group leader specifies respawning, a new process is
started to replace it. Usually getty processes are the only
respawned processes in a UNIX system.
In the phases above, gettywas spawned by initand so was
a process group leader. loginassumed process group leadership from getty and passed this on to the logon shell sh.
Since the logon shell inherited getty'sprocess group leadership, init was signaled that one of its process group leaders
died when it exited. Thus, the UNIX system duty cycle:
* Logon-Work-Renew- * Logon-...
is implemented by:
'getty-login-sh-init--getty-...
where the elements between occurrences of the * form one
duty cycle.
Execution Initiation Points. The boot and duty cycle phases
define seven standard points at which programs are or can
be executed. These points, Iisted in Table I, define the
universe of possible boot/logon adaptations. Five of the
points have an associated ASCII file. Thus, special process-

Cycle Origin
A Causes B
Blocked for Input
Waiting for Child

)

Running

T

Multiple Processes
or Machines

Fig.2. Conventionalshell startup
seguence. The long axls orders
events in time. Distinct control
points are listed vertically along
the left side. The figure shows
starting up, running, and shutting
down a controllerand graphically
portrays lhese evenls' execution
modes. Sequential execution is
shown by successionwithina row.
Concurrentexecutionis shown by
multiplerows. Suspendedexecution is shown by multiple rows with
lhe suspended parent exhibiting
a break where it is waiting. Finally,
whilethe boot phaseand init'sprocess/ng are shown for context,
complete details for them are
omitted. Figs 3 through 6, assocrated with later examples,are interpreted similarly.
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ing can be introduced at these points by merely editing
those files. In general,the earlier the point, the more encompassingthe effects.Table I is ordered with the earlier points
near the top.
Execution Modes. UNIX kernel primitives torkQ,execQ,and
waitQ7can be combined in different ways to provide execution modes with different properties. Three forms that play
an important role are sequential, concurrent, and suspended execution modes.
Sequential execution occurs when a process executing
on behalf of a program simply executessome programfile
using exec0.This causesthe original processto startexecuting on behalf of the new program. Concurrent execution
occurs when a processexecuting on behalf of a program
first performs a fork0 and the newly created process then
This createsa new
executessome programfile using execQ.
process,usually referredto asa child processto distinguish
it from the original parent process,that executeson behalf
of the new program. Suspendedexecution occurs when a
processexecuting on behalf of a program first performs a
fork$,the newly createdchild executes(using exec())some
program file while the parent waits (using waitfl) for the
child to complete execution. The child processexecutes
on behalf of the new program. The parent process,still
executingon behalfof the original program,stopsexecution
until the child processcompletes.When the child terminates,the parent resumesrunning.
UNIX BooVlogon Adaptations
There are, of course, many ways to adapt UNIX boot/
logon mechanisms.The purposeof this sectionis to suggest
some of the kinds of things that can be done and to discuss
someof the problemsthat will be encounteredif they are.
At least four kinds of adaptationsare practical:
r Edit. UNIX booVlogoninitialization and configuration
files are simple ASCII files containing tables or scripts.
The actions they govern can be adjusted with simple
editing. Many of the ideaspresentedhere introduce new
functionality into the booVlogonmechanisms,but only
involve editing existing ASCII files and adopting new
conventions for their use. For example,by interpreting
the contents of issueand passwddifferently, menus can
be created.
r Skip. Some boot/logon programs can be skipped entirely. Two possibilitiesin this categoryarethat initcould
executea programdirectly and logincould executea com-

mand other than a shell.
r Modify. The booUlogon programs themselves can be
modified if source code is available. Two possibilities
in this category are to enhance getty to display files assigned to each terminal and modify login to treat input
as an action qualifier rather than as a password.
I Replace. In general, source code is not available. In this
case, existing programs can be replaced with new ones.
The above modifications can be accomplished by creating new, simpler programs to replace gettyor login.Both
the new and old getty versions can easily coexist in the
same system by editing inittabaccordingly. bgin is more
problematic. Either the getty and login versions must be
matched (e.g., xgettyexecQsxlogin)or only one login can
exist.
In theory, new programs can be inserted between existing
ones. In practice, these would be dubious adaptations. Any
program executing before getty would have to condition the
port before writing to it. Effectively, gettywould be replaced.
getty'sconnection to loginis hardcoded. logincould execute
a program that executes sh, but since the shell is the most
versatile program in the UNIX toolset, this would make
little sense.
init Adaptations. init interprets the contents of inittab.Hence,
inittab can be edited to initiate programs directly.
getty Adaptations. getty writes the contents of issue to its
associated port before reading its buffer. issuenormally contains some simple, constant message. However, it could
contain text describing available commands and function
key or touchscreen programming sequences, that is, a
menu.
Since issue is sent to all active terminals, all of them
would have the same menu. If access to source code is
possible, a simple modification to gettywill fix this situation. getty knows its assigned port's name, for example,
ldevlry17.Hence, getty can display files named, say /etc/issuetrylttylT on just port /dev/tty17alone. Such a mechanism provides a simple, effective correspondence from specific terminals to special command sets available at them.
The text of the logon prompt is defined in gettydefs.Usually this prompt is login:.It can be changed to something
like Pleaseselect a functionkey. The gettydefslogon prompt is
output after the contents of issue.
login and passwd Adaptations. The passwd account field
must match the first thing that a candidate user inputs.
Usually, it identifies the user. It can be adapted, however,
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Fig. 3. Conso/e menu startup
sequence.

to identify an action the user wants performed or an object
to act upon. A command can be given an account name
(e.g., date). Then the command can be executed by simply
typing the account's name in response to the logon prompt.
The shell field should contain the command's pathname.
An object can be given an account name (e.9., workcelU).
A user's input could result in, say, a menu of operations
on the object. Classes of users such as engineers, supervisors, technicians, and workers can be given account
names. Entering the account name then could result'in a
menu of commands special to the class.
Usually, a password authenticates a user's right to access
an account. In general, UNIX security mechanisms can be
used for other purposes. That is, conventions can be established for interpreting passwdentries in interesting and unconventional ways. If no password is required, entering as
little as one character can achieve logon and run one or
more programs. When passwords are not used, account
names can map directly to actions or objects.
An application's name could be repeated in passwdas
many times as there are operations. Each operation then
becomes a password. Typing an application followed by a
"secret" request for an operation could be effectively used
to perform that action. The shell field must be filled accordingly. If access to source code is possible, modifying login
to echo its input and removing encryption would produce
a cleaner design.
The home directory field of the passwdfile contains the
name of the working directory the user is placed in after
logon. This can be any directory in the file system. Usually
it contains a user's private files. However, it could be associated with a special program.
The shell field usually contains the pathname of a command line interpreter, or shell. However, it can contain
any command's pathname. For example, workcellX,date, or
some other program can be executed by loginfrom passwd.
Note that shell field commands cannot have arguments and
that scripts are automatically interpreted with sh. loginprepends a - to argument zero (e.g., argv[0]: -sh) to alert the
shell that it is a loginshell. This can break some commands.
The shell field has a special feature to provide very secure
environments. If - is specified in an account's shell field,
the specified home directory is used as the root of a new
file system. That is, only commands and files appearing
below the home directory are accessible after logging on.
The login process is repeated again in this new directory.

This can be exploited to produce a two-step access design.
An issue menu could offer special selections for a supervisor, engineer, etc. in addition to controller operations.
Selecting one of these classes, possibly with a class password, forces a prospective user to supply the user's personal account name and password. Since the second logon
does not cycle back through getty, a menu cannot be provided for it without modifying login.
sh and .profile Adaptations. The login shell sn normally
performs simple system-wide actions that are specified in
profile.A menu could be displayed and terminal function
keys programmed from profile.If a home directory contains
a .profilescript and the shell field contains /bin/sh,the login
shell will interpret the contents of .profilebefore prompting
the user for a command (csh and .loginwould work similarly). Thus, .profilecan be used to run programs before the
user sees a shell or to provide a restricted environment for
the user.
The entire set of capabilities for an account can be provided within a .profileprogram. Construct .profileto contain
a loop that displays a menu, programs the function keys,
and prompts for an input. The user should only be able to
perform menu functions. When a user selects some item,
subsequent code within .profileparses the selection hnd
takes appropriate action. Upon completion the menu
would be redisplayed.
Environment Variable Adaptations. Several environment
variables are automatically set by the logon mechanisms.
PATH is an example. In particular, LOGNAMEis set to the
account name when a user logs on. Thus, it can be tested
to select some action appropriate to a given logon account.
Environment variables also can be given in addition to
an account name in response to the logon prompt. They
must be typed after the account name. Environment variables defined in this way are passed through to the shell
where they can be tested and some appropriate action
taken.
Creating Menus. Commands and/or programs (e.g., a controller) can be executed without requiring a user to log on.
Menus can be used to list and designate function keys to
execute commands or run programs with as little effort as
pressing a single key. issueis used as a menu display and
function key programming mechanism. The menu's text is
preceded by screen-blanking and cursor-homing sequences
and followed by function key programming sequences.
Each programming sequence has a mnemonic label to
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suggest its use and transmits a string that matches an account name in oasswd.
passwdcontains an account for every operation displayed
on the issuemenu. Accounts have the same user and group
IDs, the same home directory, and the shell binlstr. The
password fields are empty.
The home directory's .profib file contains code to select
appropriate processing based on the value of the environment variable LOGNAME.LOGNAMEis set to an account's
name by login.Thus, processing corresponds to one of the
menu's labels as indicated by the map:
label ) string ) account name > fixed user ID ) user's
home directory ) sh ) .profile> gLOGNAME) processing
Design Considerations
In this section, a series of design considerations and issues concerning controllers are raised. Possible resolutions
using the adaptations outlined earlier are presented in the
following examples, the related figures, and Table II, which
relates design choices to system adaptations for each example. Thus, the examples do not specifically mention all of
their respective properties.
Program versus Suite. Perhaps the most fundamental controller design consideration concerns its basic structure. A
controller can be a single monolithic program or a program
suite (or even something else). This choice determines
many of a controller's important features.
In all but the simplest of systems, asynchronous, eventdriven I/O to and from multiple machines or users must
be handled. This suggests that a program suite is a good
architecture for a controller. Events from several sources

can be handled individually
and at their own rate, each
by a separate process. Such processes can and must be
organized to work cooperatively.
In this case, controller startup involves executing many
programs. Since they must work cooperatively, communications links must be configured and established.l In general, such services are best provided by a special program.
Thus, this paper assumes (without Ioss of generality) that
a controller ctl is composed of many concurrently running
programs and that it is initiated by a startup and configuration module scm.
r Example: Conventional Shell Startup. This example
uses the UNIX system's basic program initiation sequence. It is presented in detail to provide a baseline
context with which the other examples can be compared.
Fig. 2 shows this example's operational phases. The narrative details presented here should be compared with
the figure's graphic details. Table II relates the example's
design choices to the logon adaptations discussed earlier.
No adaptations are required for this example since it is
strictly conventional use.
The conventional shell startup sequence begins with
a worker logging onto an active terminal. After completing logging on, the shell blocks, waiting until the worker
types some command.
The worker types the startup and configuration module's name (scm)and arguments. The shell executes scm
and suspends itself. scm concunently executes all but
one of the controller's (ctl) programs. scm executes the
suite's last program and suspends itself waiting for the
program to terminate.
After the controller's operator interface comes up, the
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worker issues a command to start up the machinery.
Manufacturing continues until a command is issued to
stop the machinery. Then, another command is issued
to shut down the controller.
The process on which scm is waiting terminates with
controller shutdown. scmawakens and resumes running.
It performs any necessary cleanup and then exits. The
shell awakens, prompts the user for input, and then
blocks until a new command is entered. At this point
the cycle can begin anew or other work can be done.
Foreground versus Background versus init. A controller
can run as a foreground or background program suite or
init can run the suite directly. Foreground and init suites
must arrange to prevent scm's process from exiting. Otherwise, in the foreground suite, two processes (ctl'suser interface and sh) would end up taking input from the same
terminal at the same time, which usually causes both processes to fail. In the init suite, scm's process must be prevented from exiting because otherwise, a process group
Ieader would die, causing init to start up another copy of
the suite.
In the previous example, the controller ran as a foreground process initiated by typing a command to the shell.
The next example is of a background process initiated via
a menu.
I Example: Console Menu Startup. Fig. 3 shows this example's operational phases. Table II lists this example's
choices and adaptations.
This sequence of events begins with a worker selecting
the controller startup operation function key at the console. Pressing the key results, by the map in the "Creating
Menus" subsection above, in scm starting a controller
suite, ctl, in background (with respect to the console),
and then exiting. Manufacturing is controlled at the controller's terminal until a command is issued to stop the
machinery. Then the worker returns to the console and
presses the function key that shuts down the controller.
This results in scm terminating the controller suite.
Menus consist of mnemonically labeled function keys.
They are updated by .profiteas follows. If the label selected
is associated with starting up workcell X, then the start X
label is removed from the function keys and shutdownX and
resetX labels are added. Opposite actions are performed for
the shutdown operation. Resetting does not require updating the menu.
On a more technical note, scm or .profilemust arrange to
catch console keyboard signals, including hangup, so that
ctl's processes cannot be terminated incorrectlv bv other

console activity.
Wait versus Execute. scm'sprocess can be kept from exiting
in either of two ways: suspended execution, where it waits
on one or more of the controller's programs, or sequential
execution, where it can select one program to assume its
process ID.
In the previous examples, scm ran as a foreground or
background process. In the first example it executed concurrently and in the second example it used suspended
execution. The next example is of an init process that runs
sequentially.
I Example: init Sequential Startup. In this example (see
Fig. 4 and Table II), assume scm is listed in inittabas a
respawn process and that initdefaultis its iniLstate.Then
the boot phase spawns scm.In this case, scm is effecti,r,rly
a duty cycle control thread.
scm concurrently executes ctl's programs, except for a
special flag program, which it sequentially executes.
When the controller shuts down, the flag process that
assumed scm's process exits. init detects this and spawns
another instance of scm.
Fig. 4 may be somewhat misleading in suggesting that
this design is simple. Mal'or problems stem from the fact
that root is the user while init runs. Permissions and/or user
and group IDs must be carefully adjusted to avoid compromising the system seriously. Since the logon processes
are skipped, environment variables such as pATH must be
dealt with explicitly. In effect, this design requires the controller to run continuously since shutting down automatically results in restarting scm.
If an inilstate is dedicated to the controller, several other
precautions must be taken. init'sstate should not be changed
without first killing the controller's processes. Otherwise,
at a state change init's process group leader (in this case the
first process to open the station's port) will be killed automatically. Other processes are unaffected. Upon return
to the controller's state a second copy of the controller will
be created. Terminal (i.e., idevltty.)permissions are manipulated by gettyas a security measure. Care must be taken to
reset these permissions upon return to the controller's inil
state.
Finally, synchronizing I/O is questionable. stdin, stdout,
stderr, and /dev/g are not defined at startup (no getty and no
sh). If shutdown is an initstatechange, then the controller's
operator interface and gettycan end up simultaneously accessing the station's terminal.
All-at-Once versus Preload. Programs for a multiprogram
controller can be loaded (i.e., initiated or executed) all at
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once at controller startup or most of them can be preloaded.
In the second case, startup involves only a single program.
In general, the first approach is simpler, the second is faster.
One versus Several Controllers. Several controllers can
run on a computer simultaneously. If so, user interface
issues become much more complex. For example, there
can be one terminal per controller, more terminals than
controllers, or more controllers than terminals. In addition,
scm must provide for starting up several controllers, each
consisting of many programs.
The number of controllers per computer affects what
users can do at a given terminal. A controller can have a
specific terminal dedicated to it or any controller can be
run from any terminal. More than one controller can be
run simultaneously from a single terminal. For example,
one screen could control several controllers or each controller could appear in its own window on the screen.
Active versus Inactive. A controller's operator station can
be associated with an active terminal (i.e., one that also
can be used for logging on) or an inactive one (i.e., a terminal that is activated by a program). In general, terminal-percontroller, dedicated, and/or inactive designs limit a system's flexibility, but simplify its design and construction.
Command Line versus Menu. An operator can be required
to type command names and arguments or can be provided
menus, function keys, a mouse, and/or a touch screen.
Operator versus Automatic Startup. An operator can be
required to start up a controller and any associated machinery interactively, or the system can hide these steps by
doing them automatically. Various strategies can hide some
or all of the logon and startup phases. Controller startup
and machinery startup can be at the same terminal or at
different terminals. Placing both at the same terminal tends
to unify these control levels. Conversely, using different
terminals tends to separate the control classes.
Hidden phases and/or unified control levels conceal operational details. This concealment may simplify a worker's
job when events are well-behaved. However, when things
go wrong, concealed operational details make problem
solving much more difficult.
Password Security versus None. Controller security can
range from none at all to providing multiple-password,
brick-wall regimes. A user can gain access to a controller's

functions by simply walking up to it, typing only a logon
account name, typing a logon account name and a password, or traversing several levels of account names and
passwords.
Simplicity versus Complexity. The last two examples contrast the simplest and the most complex of the reasonable
approaches for using UNIX mechanisms for controller applications.
I Example: Single-Program passwd Startup. The noteworthy features of this example (see Fig. 5 and Table II) are
that the controller is a single monolithic program, ctlp,
and that it is listed in the passwdfile and executed by
logininstead of a shell.
In large part, this example's apparent simplicity is derived from these choices. Complexity that is manifest in
other examples is transferred into ctlp'sinternal design. The
system programmer does the work instead of building on
UNIX tools.
r Examplel Preload Station Startup. In this last example
(see Fig. 6 and Table II), all programs except a special
flag program are concurrently executed via scm from an
entry in rc. A modified getty process displays individualized controller menus on each terminal that serves
as a control station.
In this example, scmsequentially executes the flag program. The flag process notifies the controller when it
begins. The controller outputs the control screen and
starts up the machinery without worker action. Manufacturing begins and continues until a shutdown is issued.
The controller processes, including the flag process, are
notified of the shutdown. The flag process exits, causing
sh to exit. init is signaled and respawns getty.gettyresets
its port and outputs the original menu.

Conclusions
None of the adaptations discussed above is best. Most
of them trade complexity in adapting the UNIX system's
boot/logon mechanisms for simplicity in the controller. The
advantages of using UNIX facilities lies in their combinatorial versatility and power and their pre-existence. The disadvantage lies in their timesharing orientation.
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A VirtualUser SimulationUtility
Ihe vuser
utilitymakesif possible to simulateoneorseveral
usersona sysfem. lt is a usefultoolforalltypesof fesfing,
p articuIarly interactive testing . vuserrunsunder the HP-UX
operatingsyslemon HP 9000Series800and 300
Computers.
By Kjell A. Olssonand Mark Bergman
ESTING ACTIVITY is a major part of software development. The task is particularly acute if the testing requires interactive communication between the
tester and the product. It is usually necessaryto have a
tester sit down and start the testing by hand. This person
has to be very familiar with the application being tested
and has to know what looks correct and incorrect when
running a test. This requires many hours of high concentration. If a problem is found, the application must be fixed,
and then the entire test has to be redone.
vuseris a software utility createdto do interactive testing
without a human tester. Ii is for internal Hewlett-Packard
use and is not availableas a product. To usevuser,the tester
writes a vuserscript that executesexactly the same test the
tester would have performed by hand. vuserfollows the
script to do the interactive testing and capture the test
results for verification. The test can be repeatedanytime,
over and over again. vusercan also easily reproduce any
problems found in a product.
vuserallows a user to send,read,and comparecharacters
(bytes)over a communication channel. Usually this channel is a regularRS-232-Ccommunication link. On one end
of the channel is a computer with the HP-UX operating
systemrunning vuser.On the other end of this logical channel is the application system with which vusercommunicates.The systemon which vuserresidesis called the host,
and the application systemis called the systemunder test.
vuserprovides a programmerwith the ability to describe
the interactionover the channelusing primitive operations.
It then executes the script written by the programmer to
cause specific tasks to be done on the system under test.
vuserdoes not require that the byte stream or sequenceof
characterscoming from the system under test have any
particular format. Since instruments, printers, and other
devices that exchangeinformation with a computer also
communicateusing byte streams,vusercan be used to exercise any device that can be connectedto an HP-UX system
by some physical communication channel.In other words,
vuser'sname, which stands for "virtual user," describes
only a subsetof its functionality.
vuseris currently being used in HP sites in Australia,
Japan,Germany,England, and in many places acrossthe
U.S.A.

It can communicate over a port from the host machine to
another, or over a pty back to the host machine. A pty is a
pseudoterminaldevelopedfor LAN communications.The
port connection is usually RS-232-Cfrom one port multiplexer into anotherport multiplexer. One of the connectors
on such a line must be reversedlike a terminal's connector.
This way, the host computer looks like a terminal connected to the system under test. It is also acceptableto
connect one port to another on the samemachine. Figs. 1,
2, and 3 show different vusersystems.
The port on the host systemwill be connectedin software
to a tty in /dev.This should be already set up by the system
administrator of the host system.Also, if there is a gettyon
the host's tty, it needs to be turned off, and there must be
something running on the system-under-test'sport to receive the incoming byte stream. (gettyis the HP-UX program
that allows a person to log onto a system.)
When a pty is used, only the program that is to run on
the pty needs to be specified. This program is usually sh
(Bourneshell) or csh(C shell). Testsare then run in a local
shell. For more information about sh and csh,consult the
HP -IJX Stondord SpecificotionsMonuol.
vuseris run like a normal HP-UX program.A script can
be precompiled to save time. Interactions during a vuser
run appearon the tester'sterminal screen.When vuserends,
an HP-UX prompt appears.A tester can run as many vusers
as desired at one time, but becauseof HP-UX limitations

Running vuser
vuserruns on the Series 800 and 300 computers of the
HP 9000 product line, under the HP-UX operatingsystem.

Direct
Connections
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Fig. 1. Easlc vusersystem.

Loopbacks

Fig. 2. Loopback system.
on the number of processes allowed a normal user, only
two or three vusers should be run as a normal user. To run
more vusersat the same time, the tester should be logged
on with root permissions.
How vuser Works
vuser works on a simple communication theory: send
something to a system under test, and expect something
back. All transactions in a vuser script are done this way.
There is a send statement and an expectstatement. The send
statement sends a byte stream to the system under test. An
expect statement matches the expected response with the
return from the system under test. An expect statement is
set up like a switchstatement in C, but instead of cases,there
are selects.The selectstatement contains a regular expression
to match with the incoming stream. A simple type of regular
expression is a pattern of bytes. For example:
select"a.*b"
finds the shortest string that starts with an a and ends with
a b, such as acb.

realize is that the test is done on a real application. Many
unexpected things can happen while an interactive application is being used. For example, in the HP-UX system,
when a carriagereturn is hit while a prompt is on aterminal
screen, another prompt would be expected to return from
the computer. Usually, a prompt returns as expected.But
sometimes,it may take a while for the prompt to appear,
other characters from a background job may appear first,
or the prompt could be lost somewhereby the computer
or betweenthe computer and the terminal. A testerwould
normally just hit carriagereturn again to get a new prompt
before continuing.
vuserscripts should be treated the same way as real interactivetestingand should be setup just like a live testing
session.There should be a discussionbetweenthe test and
the application. AII the normal exchangesin this discussion are the meat of a script. The ability to handle the
unexpected as well as the expected lies at the heart of
writing a powerful test script. Writing a script can be a
very complex task. Testing a system that works exactly as
desired is easy.Testing a systemthat does exactly what it
is told to do is not. Alas, most code and machines are
imperfect. So, a script should be written to accommodate
any problems as well as the normal interaction with the
system to be tested.
timeoutsand sleeps
It often happens that a systemwill fail to respond for a
period of time. When this happens,a tester will normally
key or the BREAKkey until the application
hit the RETURN
statementwas createdto handle
respondsagain.The timeout
this condition.
A timeoutis used like a defaultstatement in a switchstatement in C. A timeoutis the last selection-typestatementin
an expectstatement. It can take two parameters. The first
parameteris the time in secondsthat a script will stay in

A basic exchange could look like this:
send"echoHi There\r"
expectselect"Hi There"
enoexp
The \r is a carriage return.
Any information that comes back from an application is
stored in a lookahead buffer. This is the buffer that is looked
at by the selectstatements. All of the selectstatements in an
expectare processed at the same time, and the first pattern
that matches gets to execute its statements. When a pattern
is matched from the lookahead buffer, that part of the buffer
is thrown away, and any subsequent matching occurs from
this point. A word of caution here. A selectstatement will
match the first pattern that fits, not necessarily the one it
might be expected to match. For example, if an HP-UX
prompt is being matched, and the application sends back
a string that looks exactly like the prompt, then the select
will match that string. The result might be that a send is
executed that should not have been executed vet.
Making a Test
The first thing a person doing interactive testing must

Graphics
Monitor(s)
Fig.3.

Full vuser sysfem.
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an expectstatement before selecting is stopped. If none of
the expect statement's selectstatements is matched before
this time runs out, a timeoutoccurs, and the statements
associatedwith the timeout
areexecuted.The secondparameter is a number specifying the maximum number of times
this timeoutcan occur. If the number of timeoutsis greater
than the second parameter, then the script ends, and an
appropriatemessageis printed. This parameteris used to
stop tests that are in serious trouble. If a timeoutis not
specifiedin an expectstatement,the script will stay in the
expectuntil one of its selectsis matched.
Following is an example of a script that logs onto an
HP-UX system.This example also useslabels and gotos.
send"\r"
login:
expect
select"login:"
send"username\r
select"Password:"
send"\r"
gotologin
timeout10 5
send"\r"
gotologin
enoexp
password:
expect
"Password:"
send"mypassword\r"
"
select"login:
send"username\r"
gotopassword
timeout105
send"\r"
gotologin
endexp

/* label identifying this
expect*/
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
l*
/*
/*

matched login */
send login name */
saw "Password:" */
send RETURN*/
lookforloginagain */
didn't see either */
send RETURN"/
lookforloginagain */

/* matched Password */
/* send secret password */
/*hmm,shouldn'tbehere! */
/* oh well! */
/* now we are back in sync */
/* send return */
/* try again */

Sometimes there needs to be a wait between two actions.
or the speed of the sending of byte streams needs to be
slowed down. The sleeptime statement causes a script to
wait time hundredths of a second before continuing. sleeps
are used to set up timing in a script. AIso, they can simulate
a person's typing speed or response time.
A tester should be wary of just using sendsand steepsin
a script. Most systems that are tested do not run the same
every time. A script whose timing is correct for one test
run might fail unexpectedly on another test run. The best
way to be sure a test is running correctly is by using the
basic send-expectcommunication pairings and use sleeps
only where necessary. One other caution about sleeps is
this example:
expecr
select"a.*b"
send"morestufi\r"
sleep20
endexp
This sleepmay cause a problem for the next expect.This
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is becausethe script might not leavethe last expect
before
a reply comesfrom the systemundertest.
Macros
When a complicated exchange needs to be done many
times in a script, the exchange should be made into a macro.
A macro can be built out of any part of a vuser script and
used in the script where necessary. vuser macros use the
capabilities of the C preprocessor. For more information
on the C preprocessor and the building of macros, look up
cpp(1),in the HP-UX Stondord Specificotions Monuol.
Finishing Up
vuserscripts are programs, and as such, usually take several iterations to become solid. If a test fails, the results
will show exactly how the test failed. vuser does not do
post-test checking. There are other programs that help in
test verification, including grep(1)and diff(1)from the HP-UX
utilities.
vuser sends all the output from its run to stdout,the standard output file of the HP-UX system. A tester can also
have vuser leave a log of the test. A logfile is created in
parallel with the output going to stdout.The logfile contains
beginning and ending time stamps, elapsed time, the port
that is being worked on, the type of transaction, the number
of bytes in the transaction, and the byte stream of the transaction. The time stamps are accurate to 100 microseconds
on the HP 9000 Model BaO.A logfile is stored in a non-ASCII
byte format. This format can be translated into ASCII bv
using the program vtoa.
Commands
This section presents all of the vusercommands and their
syntax. Regular expression syntax is explained in the following section. vuser run string options are listed in the
box on the next page.
Commands can be separated by newlines or semicolons.
See cpp(1)for a description of cpp directives.
distributenormalmeandeviation[min [max]l
distributebinomialmeandeviation[min [max]l
distributeoff
distribute
specifies the distribution of time waited between
each pair of characters sent to the output stream. The DELAy
symbol used in a sleep statement is also evaluated to a new
value consistent with the current distribution, each time
it is encountered. distribute'sfirst argument is the type of
distribution. off is the default type, and turns the distribution feature off, causing output to the output stream to
occur at full speed and DELAYto evaluate to zero. normal
sets up a table-driven normal distribution. binomialsets up
a binomial distribution. This implementation has more
overhead and less long-term accuracy than the normal distribution, but is compatible with tepe.
The parameters for the normal and binomial distributions are in hundredths of a second. Mean is the average
delay between characters. deviationis the standard deviation
from the mean. min is the minimum delay between characters. This is optional, but required to specify max. The default min value is mean - (3 x deviation),but not less than
zero. max is the maximum delav between characters. The

vuserRun String Options
Only one flag may followeach -. Parameters,when present,
mustfollowthe flag exactlyas shownbelow,eitheraftera space
space.
or with no intervening
script

-Dname:def

_E

-Vtoken: slr

Thenameof a filecontainlngthevusercomAn uncompiled
mands.lt mustbe specified.
scriptfilenameis expectedto end in .v;if it
does,a compiledversionwillbe leftin afile
of thesamenamewithoutthe.vtail.
Definenameto the preprocessor,as if by a
#definedirective.lf no :def is given,nameis
'1
definedas . Usableonlywhencompilinga
for details.
sourcef ile;seecpp(1)
enq/ack
compatibleoperation:wheneveran
enqis received,an ackis sent.Nothingelse
is changed.
Flush.Inhibitsbufferingof outputto stdout
Whenthisoptionis given,
andtothelogfiles.
at the exoutputis writtenimmediately,
penseof additional
overhead.

Compilethe script,but do notrunit.The
sourcef ilemusthavea .vsuffix.Thecompiledcode is leftin afile of the samename,
but withoutthe suffix.
-lloglile

-Uname

Thiscausesthe sourcescrrpt,once comA
piled,to be decompiledand sentto stdout.
vusersessionis notrun.Thedecompiled
Thisoptionis useful
scriptis recompilable.
if the sourcecodefor a compiledscripthas
beenlost,and isalsogoodfordebugging,
sinceit showsthe code vuseractuallyexeseealsovub(1).
cutes.Fordebugging,

Logfile.Whenselected,timestamped
and
binarylog recordsarewrittento loglile.o
togtite.
t.Then,runningvroawillcreatea readableASCIIlogfile.Seevtoa(l).The logfileformat is definedin vlog(4).
Lockvuserintomemory,so it cannotbe
swappedout.

-pcmd

pty.Specifiesthata pseudoportisto be used
on the localsystem,ratherthana normal
port(seethe -toption). Theparticular
pseudoportis automatically
selectedf rom
thoseavailable,butthe fullpathnameof the
programseenat theotherend ofthe dy (e.9.,
mustbe specifiedhereas cmd.
/bin/csh)

-t port

tty.Specifiesthe fullpathnameof the local
lt is
systemportusedbyvuser,e.9.,/dev/ttyo4.
requiredunlessa pseudoportis used(seethe
-poption.
wait.Tellsvuserto wait for a SIGINT(see signal
(2))beforestartlng.lt compilesthe scriptand
pausesjust beforeit is executed.

usedbythe
Include.Changethealgorithm
preprocessor
f ilesto also
forf indinginclude
dir.Usableonlywhen
searchin directory
compilinga sourcefile;seecpp(1).
-N

All occurrencesof tokenimmediatelysurroundedby single,double,or grave(back)
quoteswillbe replacedby str.Thissubstitution is dynamic,not precompiledas isthe
-D option.lt is usableonlywhencompiling a sourcef ileor whentokenis alsoused in
a substitutestatementin the script.

Undef.Removeany initialdefinitionof
Usableonlywhen
nameinthepreprocessor.
compilinga sourcef ile;seecpp(1).

default is mean + (3 x deviation).
expecl
select"reg-exp"
statement
lselect "reg-exp"
statement

ltimeoutsecs [count]
statement

l
enoexo
The exoectstatement is a case statement. The action of
the expect statement is to monitor the input stream and
branch according to its selectand timeoutstatements. The
statements associated with the first select(or the optional
timeout)that is satisfied are executed, then control is passed
to the next statement after the endexp.The contents of the

input buffer are flushed once a selectis matched or a timeout
is executed.
The select statement matches on its regular expression
reg-exp(seethe section on regular expressions, next page). A
timeoutis selected if none of the selectsin the expectstatement
is satisfied before the time secs has expired. The count
parameter can be given to specify the maximum number
of times this timeoutcase can be executed during execution
of the vuserscript. If not specified, countis effectively infinite. This parameter sets a counter with its particular timeout
statement. Once set, this counter is never reset, but is decremented each time the timeout is executed. Once the
counter reaches zero, execution of the whole script is
aborted.
A timeoutis no longer active after one of the expectstatement's selectsis matched, or once the expectstatement is
done. An expectstatement is not allowed among a timeout
case's associated statements, but a goto to another expectis
acceptable.
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goto label
The single argument of goto is the name of a label. The
next statement executed will be the one immediatelv after
the label.
imodechar
imodeline length
imodeline "chars"
imodesets the format of output to the logfiles. Specifically,
it sets the criteria for breaking the output into separate
logfile records. char mode causes each character sent or
received by vuserto be logged into a separate record. The
parameter for linemode is either a maximum record length
or a string of end-of-record characters. If the string is given,
the occurrence of any one of them is sufficient to force the
end of the current record. The default format is imodeline.
label:
A label names a location in the script to be used as the
target of a goto.
log "message"
The message within double quotes is put into the logfile
when the log statement is executed, if the -l command-line
option was given.
repeatcount
statement
done
The single argument of repeatis a count of the number
of times the statement(sJ between it and the following done
are to be executed.

sleep DELAY[disttypemean deviation[min [max]ll
sleeptime
The argument of sleepis either an integer constant indicating hundredths of a second to delay before further action, or DELAY.DELAYevaluates to a time consistent with
the timing distribution specified by the last distributestatement executed. This can be overridden for a single sleep
DELAYstatement by providing the optional disttypeparameters, which are the same as used in the distribute
statement.
stty "arguments"
stty mimics the HP-UX stty(1)command. It acts on the
output port connected to the system under test. Within
double quotes, it takes the same arguments as the HP-UX
command, and can be used to set character size, baud rate,
and anything else settable from the HP-UX system. XON/
XOFF is the default setting for both transmit and receive
flow control. The statement stty should be used to turn off
transmit flow control for communications with MPE svstems. See sfty(1)in the HP-UX manual.
substitute
token"reDlacement"
Likecpp's #definestatement, substitutecauses token,when it
occurs subsequently in the script, to be replaced by replacement. However, these substitutions are done in real time
rather than precompiled, and apply only when tokenis immediately surrounded by single, double, or grave (back)
quotes in the script. For clarity, it is recommended that
each token begin with a #.
Substitutions are particularly valuable because they can
be changed from the vuser command line. The statement
substitutetoken enables use of the -V ootion with token.

RegularExpressions
rtpriopriority
rtprioexecutes the HP-UX command that allows the user
to set a real-time priority of up to 1,27. The process can
take over the machine and run in real time for performance
measurements.
sendBREAK
send'command'
send'file'
send"message"[distlypemeandeviation[min[max]ll
send writes to the output stream any characters within
double quotes, the contents of a file specified within single
quotes, the results (stdout)from execution of an HP-UX command presented within grave (back) quotes, or a communications break if BREAKis specified.
Output to the output stream is done at the full speed
vuserand the output port can handle unless a distributestatement has been executed, in which case the timing between
characters is as specified by the last distributestatement executed. This can be overridden for a single send statement
by providing the optional disttypeparameters, which are the
same as used in the distributestatement.
shell"command"
The argument of shett,within quotes, is sent to the HP-UX
system to be executed. The output of the command is sent
via the output stream to the system under test.
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reg-exp(used in select,above) represents a regular expression of the form used by ed, vi, and grep to specify strings
to be selected from a bunch of text. selectstatements in vuser
use these reg-exps-a subset of those available in ed-to
specify strings to be selected from the input stream. A string
is matched to a reg-expfrom left to right. Except as noted
below, each character of a string that matches a reg-expmust
match the next character in the expression. For example,
since . matches any character, the expressions s.x, s.'x, and
s." will match the string six; but the expressions sx, sax, and
s..xwill not.
The reg-expnotation is as follows:
.
A period matches any single character.
Backslashescapesthe special meaning of the
\
following character.
+
The plus sign means "one or more of the preceding character. " It may not appear as the last character of a reg-expused with a selectunless its special
meaning is escaped.
'
The asterisk means "zero or more of the preceding character. " It also may not appear as the last
character of a reg-expused with a selectunless its
special meaning is escaped.
Any character within the brackets is considered
t1
a possible match for the next character in the input
stream. Exceptions to this are - (see following),
\, and l, which must be escaped.

-

Within brackets, the minus sign is a range specifier. A range of ASCII characters can bespecified
by placing the lower bounding character before the
minus sign and the upper bounding one after it.
For example, all numbers can be specified by to-91,
and all letters by 1a-za - 4(Note : [c- a] is backwards
and incorrect, and 1R-21includes some special
characters). However, if the minus sign is the first
character inside the brackets or if it is outside the
brackets, it is interpreted literally.

CATS
vuseris a part of CATS,an internalHP systemthat includes many tools supporting vuserand many other aspects
of testing. As mentioned before, there is vtoa, the logfile
translator. vtoa takes vuserlogfiles and produces a readable
output. The information from this output is organized by
time. All the transactions that occur during a vusersession
are recorded in this logfile output. There is also vub. vub
will compile a vuser script and expand out all the macros
in the script. The result is the script vuseractually sees. vub
is used mostly for debugging scripts. rcap and ucapare two
programs that capture keystrokes as a tester actually works
with a computer system. This allows a tester to run an
application by hand. While the person is working on the
computer, the entered keystrokes and the time between
each keystroke are stored by rcap or ucap. Then, when the
person is done with the test, rcap or ucapwill create a vuser

script file. When this new vuser script file is executed, it
will exactly reproduce what this tester just finished, right
down to the typing speed. expectstatements still need to
be put into the scripts made by rcap and ucap. This is so
that any timing problems of interacting with the system
under test are taken care of.
Large test runs can produce much information. This information usually needs to be processed intelligently to
capture any important facts produced by the test. This can
be be done using the Data Reduction Filter (DRF), which
is currently being developed as part of CATS. DRF is actually another interpreter like vuser, with its own powerful
language.
Scripts written in the DRF language do the data reduction
on the test output. DRF scripts are written knowing how
the data is stored and exactly what a tester wants to see,
or not see, from the test results. This way, unimportant
information can be thrown away, and the rest of the information can be compared to see if the the test was successful
or not.
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An HP-UXKernelLoadand Measurement
System
Ihis sysfemrunson HP PrecisionArchitecturecomputers
underthe HP-UXoperatingsysfem.lt can be used to
generateand measuredifferenttypesof HP-UXkernel
activities.
by Kjell A. Olssonand GraceT. Yee
HE KERNEL LOAD AND MEASUREMENT system
hasbeen developedto test the HP-UX operatingsystem on HP PrecisionArchitecture computersunder
various levels of stress,and at the same time, to measure
and control that stress.
The systemis designedto be used togetherwith any type
of testsor test packages(kernel,commands,subsystem,or
application test package).The system makessure that the
specifiedload or measurementis generatedand leavesthe
testing responsibilitiesto the test package.
The load generatingportion of the system is a feedback
controlled packagethat allows a user to specify a desired
load on a scale between 0 and t00%. For each load area,
a specific program is responsible for maintaining the
specified load. A user can add a load programto any areas
measured.
The measurementportion of the systemis used by all of
the load programsand by on-line and off-line display programs. The on-line display program displays the current
load using bars or meters on bit-mapped displays while
the off-line programsdisplay measurementson hard-copy
line diagramsor tabular reports.
The Kernel Load and MeasurementSystemis for internal
HP use and is not availableas a product.
Objectives
The Kernel Load and Measurementsystemwas designed
with the following goals in mind:
r Allow independent load control of key kernel areas
r Provide real-time responseto changesin load requirements
r Provide self-adjustingcapability to respond to external
load disturbances
I Provide one common utility to measurestressloads for
all kernel parameters
r Provide on-line real-time monitoring capability
I Provide offline display capability
I Providea local, transparentdistributed environment
r Flexible and extendabledesign to allow for future enhancements.
System Overview
The Kernel Load and MeasurementSystemconsistsof a
The HP-UXoperatingsystem is Hewlett-Packard'sversionol the UNIXSystemV operating
system. UNIX is a registeredtrademarkof AT&T in the U.S.A. and other countries.
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shared memory area, which serves as a central communication area between different components in the system,
and the following system components: load measurement,
load generation, and display programs.
The load measurement component consists of a program
called Snap, which extracts load measurements from the
kernel and stores the information in the shared memory.
The HP-UX kernel has been instrumented in many areas
to keep track of different types of load information used
by Snap.
The load generation component is started by the load
daemon, which first starts Snap and then starts individual
load programs to generate the expected load. The expected
load levels can be specified and changed by users interactively from a terminal or automatically from different types
of load and test selectors. Each load program uses the data
generated by Snap and is responsible for generating and
maintaining a specific system load.
The display programs display the data collected by Snap
on screens for on-line monitoring or on hard-copy line
diagrams or tabular reports for off-line reporting and
analysis. The data can also be stored in a file for temporary
storage. This file can later be fed to the screen display
programs, which can display the prerecorded data, or to
the diagram and tabular report generating programs. The
screen display programs can display the data in slow motion, fast forward, and reverse.

Key DataStructure
To accomplish the objectives of shortening response time
and minimizing system resource utilization, we have used
the UNIX@ System V shared memory feature to store the
critical communication information. This provides an easy
access mechanism to central data for all the system modules.
There are nine key components in the shared memory
for each load and measurement area:
r Address Label. Label to use when addressing this load
or measurement area.
I Display Label. Used as a description label when displaying a measurement on screen or paper.
r Max Value. Maximum system load value (e.g., for a file
table load, this contains the maximum number of entries
in the table).
r Actual Value. Actual system load value (e.g., for a file

r

r

r

r

r

where DV is the dampedvalue, AV is the actual value, and
d is the damping factor (0 < d < 1). If d : 0, there is no
damping. If d : 1, there is maximum damping and DV
will never change.
As mentioned earlier, damped values are useful for displaying the overall trend of load variations over time when
there are frequent fluctuations in the actual values.
For each update of the shared memory, Snap updates
the counterin the communicationsareaof the sharedmemory. The counter is used by the load programsand display
programsto find out if the sharedmemoryhasbeenupdated
by Snap since they last accessedthe shared memory.
The frequency with which Snap updates the shared
memory is a parameter in the shared memory and can be
modified dynamically by the user.

table load, this contains the actual number of entries in
use in the table).
ExpectedValue. Expectedor desired system load value
in percentageof the max value (e.g.,for a file table load,
this contains the percentageof the file table that we want
to fill).
Damped Value. Moving averageof the actual value. The
dampedvalue is useful for both load control and displaying the overall trend of load variations over time when
there are frequent fluctuations in the actual value.
Damping Factor.Value indicating the degreeof damping
to be applied to the actual value (0 : no damping, 1 :
max).
Regulating Factors. Factors used to control the PID regulator. The three fields control the weight of the proportional, integral, and differential sectionsof the PID regulator.
Load Prog Parameters.Auxiliary parameters for debugging and informational purposes.
Fig. 1 shows an example of the key data structure.

Load Measurement
The program called Snap is responsiblefor taking snapshots of the actual loads from the kernel. Users can start
the measurementsystemby running Snap,optionally passing to it the run-time priority and the path name of a startup
file.
When Snap is started,it locks itself in memory and runs
at a high real-time priority. This is to ensurethat the load
measurementsare always collected, especially when the
system is heavily loaded.
During startup, Snap checks for the existence of the
shared memory. If it does not exist, Snap allocates the
sharedmemory and then initializes addresslabels,display
Iabels,max values, expectedvalues, damping factors,and
regulatingfactorsbasedon the information from the startup
file. It also storesthe name of the startup file in the shared
memory. The startupfile is alsousedby the on-line display
programsand the load programs.
Snapthen goesinto an infinite loop doing the following:
I Extractsthe actual system load from the kernel
r Calculatesthe damped values
r Updates the actual values and damped values in the
shared memory
r Sleepsa specified length of time.
Snap calculatesthe damped values as a moving average
of the actual values basedon the following formula:
DV(o) : AV
D V ( n ): D V ( n - l ) * d + 6 Y * 1 r - d )

Key Data

Load Generation
The usercan specify initial valuesfor the sharedmemory
and run-time parametersfor the load programs in a startup
definition file. The following is a list of information that
can be given for each load and/or measurementarea.
r Address Label. Identifies a specific load area in the
sharedmemory. The label is used to addressthe specific
Ioad and/or measurementarea.
r Display Label. Label used by the display programs.
r Max Value. Maximum value of the load area.
r Damping Factor. Damping factor of the load area.
r P. Proportional regulatingfactor of the load area.
r I. Integral regulating factor of the load area.
r D. Differential regulatingfactor of the load area.
r Priority. Priority of the load program. This can be a
numeric value specifying the real-time priority or T for
timesharing.
r Run String.Full path name of the load programfollowed
by any run-time parametersto be passed to the load
program.
r AcceleratorFile. File used by the load program specifying the relationship between the load and the values of
the differentparametersusedwhen controllingthe load.
r Working Directory.The directory the specifiedload prcgram will be running under.
All but the first four entries are optional if the area is
measurement-only.
can
The full path name of the startup file (default:.loadrc)
be passedas a parameterto the load daemon and Snap.It
will be storedin the sharedmemory by Snap.This removes
the requirementto have a specificfile in a certain location.
Userscan use a sharedmemory display utility to find out
the name of the startup file for modifications to the file.
Load Control. The load level for eachload areais controlled
primarily through the setting of expected values in the
sharedmemory. The expectedvalues do not have to be set
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Fig. 1. fhe key data structure in
shared memory contains the parameters specified for each load
ano measurementarea.
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Disturbance
D(t)

Fi,g.2, A load program depicted as a singleJoop sampled
feedback controlsystem. Seetextfor def initionsof symbols.
up before the load system is started. They can be set up or
altered at any time while the load system is in operation,
and each load program will automatically adjust to the new
load level.
There are several ways to set or change the expected
values in the shared memory. They can be specified by
users interactively, using shared memory update utilities.
They can be specified by a test script if there is a Ioad
environment that the test expects to run in. They can be
selected and specified by a test selector controlling test
and load activities on one or several systems in a network.
In this case, one of the systems will be the master controller.
From the controller, the user can start up test and load
programs on the rest of the systems in the network and set
or alter the expected loads dynamically. The load is usually
set randomly or set to vary over time using different mathematical functions such as cosine or triangle waves. This
setup method is extremely useful when testing networks
and distributed systems.
Load Daemon
The load daemon is responsible for starting up the load
system. It reads the startup file and starts the Snap program,
passing to it the name of the startup file. It waits for Snap
to allocate and initialize the shared memory, and then
checks the expected values in the shared memory. For each
load area with a nonzero expected value, the load daemon
will start up a load program based on the run information
in the startup file. Afterwards, it goes to sleep and wakes
up periodically to scan the expected values. If an expected
value has changed from zero to nonzero or vice versa, it
will start up or terminate the corresponding load program.
The frequency with which the load daemon checks the
expected values is a parameter stored in the shared memory
and can be modified dynamically by the user.

Load Programs
Each load program is implemented as a single-loop or
multiloop sampled feedback control system. That means
that each load program reads the current load from the
system (i.e., the shared memory area updated by Snap),
compares it with an expected load (i.e., the expected value
in the shared memory), and tries to readjust the load to
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bring it closer to the expected value.
A single-loop system only compares the actual and expected values. A multiloop system also looks at how the
actual value is changing (away from or toward the expected
value) and the length of time the actual value has been
different from the expected value.
The measurements and comparisons are done in discrete
time. The actual values in the shared memory are only
updated by Snap once each time interval (tunable parameter), and each load program can only read the shared memory between load generating duties. Fig. 2 depicts a load
program as a single-loop sampled feedback control system,
and Fig. 3 depicts a multiloop system.
In Fig. 2, R(t) is the expected value or reference value,
and E(t) is the input to the load generating portion of the
program. E(t) describes how well the program is doing in
comparison tci the expected load R(t). G(t) is the load
generating portion of the program. It is up to the load program to convert E(t) into an increase or decrease of the
load. D(t) represents disturbances put on the system by
other programs. C(t) is the actual load on the system. The
next time Snap runs, this value will be stored as the actual
value in the shared memory. (t- 1) is a time delay of one
Snap update time interval. H[t) is a function using the
expected value R(t) and the actual load C(t- 1) to provide
feedback to the load program.
Two routines or regulators have been written to implement the models of Figs. 2 and 3. They handle everything
in the models except the load generating part, G(t), which
is the responsibility of each load program. The two regulators differ in the H(t) section and the nature of the output
E(t). One regulator (Fig. 2) is designed for static load and
returns an absolute value (the difference between the actual
and expected load) while the other (Fig. 3) is designed for
a dynamic load and returns a relative value based on proportional, integral, and differential values of the difference
between the actual and expected loads.
Each load program is responsible for attaining and maintaining the expected load for a specific load area. It calls
the regulator routine which provides feedback on how

Disturbance

Actual Load

Expected Load
Proportional Factor
Integral Factol
Differential Factor

Fig. 3. A dynamic load program implemented as a proportional-integral-differential (PID) control sy stem.

much the load needs to be increased or decreased to reduce
the deviation of the actual load from the expected load to
zero. The load program does the appropriate amount of
work to achieve the expected load and then calls the regulator again to check the progress.
If the load program cannot achieve the expected load
running at 100%, it will fork and let its child be responsible
for achieving the expected load level while it is still running
at 100%. The forking process is repeated until the target is
reached. The reverse is also true. If the expected load has
been reduced or an external disturbance, such as a test
program running in parallel, causes the actual load to exceed the expected load, the load program will terminate
its youngest child to reduce the load. The termination process is repeated until the target is reached. Note that the
load program's role is to guarantee a minimum load. If an
external disturbance generates a load higher than the expected load, the load program will remain dormant. The
resultant load will still be higher than the expected load.
There are two types of load programs, static load and
dynamic load. They differ primarily in the regulator they
use and the mechanism for achieving the expected load.
Static Load. A static load, once it is generated, will remain
stable. No work is needed to maintain the load. Examples
of static loads are filling up system tables and using up
memory areas. Static loads typically have a well-defined
measure of the deviation of the actual load from the expected load. There is also a well-defined unit of work that

needs to be done to achieve the expected load.
The regulator for a static load is very simple. The return
value from the static regulator is calculated as follows:
Return (Static Regulator)
: Max Value * Expected Value/100 - Actual Value.
Note that the expected value is expressed as a percentage
of the max value. so it needs to be converted to an absolute
value.
Dynamic Load. A dynamic load, once it is generated, requires continuous input from the load program to maintain
the load level. Examples of dynamic loads are I/O activities,
paging activities, and swapping activities. Unlike static
Ioad, there typically is no well-defined formula of how
much work is needed to achieve the expected load.
Because we need a general-purpose design that can be
used to generate any dynamic load, we have implemented
the dynamic load programs as multiloop sampled feedback
control systems using a PID regulator. A PID regulator is a
very general regulator that returns a relative value to the
calling program, telling it how well it is doing in comparison to the expected value. The regulator calculates its return value based on the proportional distance between the
actual and expected values, the time integral of this distance. and the time derivative of this distance. These three
parameters are all multiplied by factors stored in the regulating factors area of shared memory for each load program

Characters/sec

Fig.4. Diagram generatedby the
off-line display system showing a
dynamic load program controlling
the load on the ny driver.Thisload
program uses fhe damped value
to calculate the feedback. Paramplprs
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before they are added to get the returned value. This makes
the regulator very tunable for each load area.
Fig. 3 depicts a dynamic load program using a PID regulator. The return value from the PID regulator is mapped
into an accelerator file to determine the amount of work
needed to reach the expected load. Each entry in the file
describes the amount of work needed to generate a specific
load level. All the entries in the file are sorted in order of
increasing load.
For example, a dynamic load program to generate a discbloct
m6ts

read load accomplishes the work by reading in data of
various buffer sizes and sleeping for a length of time after
each read. Each combination of buffer size and sleep time
results in a unique disc-read load. The entries in the accelerator file for this load program would consist of sleep
time and buffer size.
The contents of the accelerator file are empirical data
collected from measuring the load generated by varying
the amount of work put out by the load program. The greater
the number of entries in the file and the more linear the
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Fig.5. For a dlsc test program generating disc llO activity on multiple disc drives, data from
six load areas in shared memory was extracted, converted, and plotted on an HP LaserJet
printer.
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increase in the load per entry, the easier it will be for the
load program to achieve the expected load.
To be able to achieve fine enough granularity in the accelerator file, a special sleep routine accepting very short
sleep time has been developed. This was done by using
some of the new HP-UX real-time extension system calls,
which provide very fine granularity. The developed
routine, Nap,accepts sleep time down to one hundredth of
a second.
Instability. Every time a feedback control system is used
there is a possibility of creating instability in the system.
This can easily happen if the regulator is not tuned to
control the load properly or if the amplifying part (the load
generating part) responds too much to the output of the
regulator.
As an example, if the system responds so heavily on
each mismatch between the actual and expected values
that after the adiustment, the actual value overshoots and
ends up farther from the expected value, the two values
will continue to diverge until some system limitations are
reached.
This can be avoided by testing and tuning each load
program before it is added to the test package. The tuning
is done by changing the regulating factors in the shared
memory as described in a previous section.
This instability, however, may turn out to be useful in
the reliability testing effort for the HP-UX kernel. If all load
programs are tuned to be unstable, this creates an extremely
difficult environment for the kernel to handle. We do not
know today if it can be used in our reliability testing, but
we are planning to experiment and see how well we can
use this feature of the load system.
Fig. 4 shows a sample diagram of a dynamic load program
maintaining the expected load level over time. The load
program is generating terminal I/O load in units of characters per second. The solid line shows the actual load generated. The dashed line shows the expected load specified
by the user and the dotted line shows the maximum load
that can be generated.

DisplaySystem
The display system consists of data acquisition programs,
data control programs, and data display programs. The display system is a distributed system that allows measure-

ments from several systems to be displayed on one or several screens or diagrams at the same time. The data displayed can be on-line data or data previously stored in
files. It is also possible to display recorded data in a file
together with on-line data.
Data Acquisition. The data acquisition programs read the
data generated by Snap from the shared memory or from
a file with old measurement data. The data is sent together
with a time stamp and system name over the network to a
data control program.
Data Control. The data control programs read the data from
one or several data acquisition programs via the network
and send it to the display or file recording programs. The
data control programs reside on the same system as the
display or recording programs.
Data Display. There are three main types of data display
programs: screen display programs, diagram generating
programs, and programs displaying data in tabular form.
They can display on-line or previously recorded data (or
a mixture) from one or from several systems at the same
time.
Screen Display Program. The screen display program permits quick comparison of data elements for interactive adjustment of the expected load levels. Data for different load
areas or for the same load areas from different computer
systems can be grouped meaningfully. In this way, the side
effects of one adiustment can be seen in relation to other
Ioad areas. Two different display programs have been developed, one for standard terminals and one for bit-mapped
displays.
For display on standard terminals, a cursor-based version
has been developed. It is a menu-driven tool that displays
the actual and expected values as a horizontal bar, with
the actual values displayed using spaces in inverse video
and the expected values displayed using the character I
overlaying the actual values. The user can specify the load
areas, step through the data forward and backward by line
or page, or jump to a given element. The exact value of all
data elements of the key data structure can be seen by
switching to text mode. On any HP graphics terminal, the
user can see the actual and expected values represented
by an analog meter with two pointers. The default action
is to fit one page on the screen, but one can select a different
number of devices, which will be sized to fit the screen.

Measurement taken on system hpisqis
snap ran every 10 second
Measurement started at Sat Sep 12 14:12:09 1987
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Fig. 6. Typicaloutput of the tabular writing program.
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For test runs requiring more flexibility, a new tool was
added to the package. This tool and the data acquisition
program are interpreters of a simple command language
and can change their behavior interactively. A menu-driven
interface controls their configuration and synchronization.
The screen display program is a tool based on the HP
Starbase graphics package. It accepts commands for the
layout of one or more screens and converts data in the
range from 0 to 999 into pointer movements relative to a
scale. It follows an inquire-configure-add-delete-modify
metaphor for hierarchical control of the layout by screen,
window, and display unit elements. The screen element
determines on which terminals to display the data, so the
data can be displayed on several graphics terminals of different types. A screen can have several windows. The window element groups the display units. The window itself
and any part of it can be enlarged or shrunk and moved.
Display units consist of one or more of the same device
type. The user can choose from an analog meter, a vertical
bar, and a horizontal bar showing variations over time.
Each device type consists of at least a base, a label drawing
area, a label, a scale, a pointer drawing area, and a number
of pointers. The label will be supplied via the data stream.
The scales can be configured to their beginning and ending
values and the number of ticks. The pointers can be configured to their number, colors, sizes, and shapes.
Data read is distributed over the display elements and
their associated pointers in the order specified.
Diagram Generating Program. The purpose of the diagram
program is to provide a permanent record of the data generated during a test run. The diagram generator processes
columnar ASCII data, producing output suitable for the pic
preprocessor. The output can be previewed on bit-mapped
screens using the X-Windows package and then printed on
any supported laser or HP Laserfet printer.
The user can control the header layout of each page and
can place up to six diagrams on a page. Each diagram consists of a title, a horizontal axis, and a vertical axis and can
be sized. Both axes' starting and ending values and number
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of ticks can be specified explicitly or generated automatically. There are three pens, each distinguished by a different line type (solid, dotted, dashed), and each pen can be
given a label. If requested, for each pen, the minimum,
maximum, and average values and the standard deviation
will be determined.
Fig. 5 shows a sample diagram displaying data for six
load measurement areas collected during a thirty-minute
run of a disc I/O test.
Tabular Writing Program. Data reduction in conjunction
with statistical methods is used to spot problem areas of
the units under test quickly. Columnar data is processed
using user-specified formulas and then formatted. The results are previewed on a standard terminal and then printed
out. Fig. 6 shows a sample printout.

Conclusion
The Kernel Load and Measurement System allows us to
develop a systematic approach to testing. For each test in
our test package, we are compiling a profile of the stress
Ioad generated by the test in various load areas. In testing
future releases of the HP-UX kernel, we will specify load
levels that we will generate with the load system for each
test cycle. We will also log the stress load generated by the
test package as a whole during a test run for post-run
analysis.
We feel that this system can be used as a load generating
and load measurement tool when testing and measuring
not only the kernel but also subsystems and applications
running on the HP-UX system.
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ProcessMeasuresto lmproveR&D
SchedulingAccuracy
lmprovemenfis possib/eif schedulingis regardedas a
processsubjectto continuousrneasurement.
by Richard M. LeVitt

RODUCT DEVELOPMENTTEAMS at Hewlett-Packard typically commit to a project completion date at
the conclusion of requirementsdefinition, just before implementation. Meeting the commitment date has
been a perennial challenge, particularly for software engineering teams. Last year, the Roseville Networks Division
R&D laboratory began a major campaign to improve the
accuracy of project schedules. Key to the effort is a view
of scheduling as an ongoing process subject to continuous,
objective measurement.
Roseville Networks Division is a member of HP's Information Networks Group, which supplies networking products for technical and commercial computer systems. At
any time, approximately two dozen R&D projects are in
progress at RND. Each project may suffer one or more unanticipated setbacks during the course of development. AIthough the particular events affecting a single project cannot be predicted, the cumulative effect of all sources of
project delay can be measured and used to improve the
accuracy of future schedule estimates. Since conventional
measures of scheduling accuracy, such as DeMarco's estimation quality factor, or EQF,1 are not suitable for real-time
measurement of a set of project schedules, we developed
two new process measurements that provide sensitive and
timely indexes of project progress.
One of these measures is a modified form of DeMarco's
EQF. By recording schedule adjustments on a month-bymonth basis, we are able to make an accurate running estimate of the aggregate EQF of all lab projects. Another
measure is project progress rate, which provides an ongoing
prediction of the average actual project durations normalized by the average of the estimates. These metrics provide rapid feedback to schedule estimators on the accuracy
of their project plans. Since we began the measurements a
year ago, the effective (projected) EQF of the RND lab has
improved by a factor of three. Our average lab-phase
schedule duration overrun has been reduced from 70% to
20%.
This paper describes the derivation of these metrics and
their application in the Roseville Networks Division lab.

I-L marks the transition from the requirements definition
and project planning phase to the implementation (lab)
phase. At this checkpoint, the project manager is expected
to have prepared a detailed project plan with dates for the
intermediate milestones and for the MR milestone. This is
the time at which the formal commitment is made by the
project team to deliver on a particular date.
MR is the official end of the development effort, when
all Iab engineering and beta test work are complete. The
product is suitable for customer shipments at this time.
Of the approximately two dozen projects active at any
given time at RND, somewhat less than half are in the
investigation phase and the remainder are in the lab phase.
This is a large enough number that the projects can be
considered collectively from a process perspective. Process
measurements of scheduling accuracy can be applied and
process improvements identified that benefit the entire organization.
The central issue in R&D for delivering on commitments
is the match between actual lab-phase durations and I-L
estimates of duration. Historically, the ratio of actual project durations to the I-L estimates has been about 1.7 at
RND. Our process objective is to improve the ratio to 1.1
or better.

ProcessMeasurements
Techniques in common use within HP for project track-
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ProcessPerspectives
Like other HP entities.RND usesformal softwareand
hardware life cycles to define the internal process steps
required for new product development. The most important milestones of the process are the investigation-to-lab
(I-L) checkpoint and the manufacturing release (MR)
checkpoint.
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Fag.1. Estlmatesof a project's duration versus llme. A, is the
actual duration.
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ing work well when applied to individual projects. A Brunner diagram,* for example, gives a good picture of time
and effort expenditures in comparison with estimates as a
project progresses.But it is difficult to combine information
from Brunner diagrams to get an overall sense of how well
an organization is managing projects.
Likewise, DeMarco's EQF has been used to evaluate the
quality of schedule and effort estimates for individual projects. DeMarco suggests that project EQFs be averaged to
obtain an overall value to represent an organization. Unfortunately, the average can be made useless by the presence
of one well-planned project with very high EQF. EQF has
a second drawback as a process measurement. The metric
is normally calculated upon project completion, so it does
not provide rapid feedback to aid improvement efforts
while projects are in progress.
These considerations prompted the Roseville Network
Division to develop new metrics to monitor the scheduling
performance of the lab. For the past year, we have applied
the process EQF (PEQF) and project progress rate measures
to all active lab-phase projects with good results. Although
our focus has been on tracking project calendar time, the
metrics could be applied equally well to tracking engineering effort.
A feature of the RND lab environment has made data
collection for the metrics relatively simple. Each month,
all project managers are required to enter schedule updates
in a central data base for status reporting purposes. The
data base currently contains information covering over four
years of lab history. Data from the status reports is entered
once a month into a spreadsheet for the production of the
metric graphs.

of EQF averaging. DeMarco defines EQF as a ratio of areas
on a chart of estimates versus time maintained for a project.
Referring to Fig. 1, let Ei,, be the first or I-L estimate of, for
example, L-phase project duration for project i. E1,1is the
estimate for the kth interval (of a total n equal intervals)
during the project. l\1 is the corresponding actual duration
recorded for project i on completion.
EQF for project i is then:

E(.ll

i

:

^1

total area
error area

* j, ',^, Ei,Jl

Consider the EQF for scheduling of a project i that experiences a constant rate of slippage. E1., and A, are the estimated and actual lab-phase durations, respectively. The
history of this special case is diagrammed in Fig. 2.
The average rate of slip d, is just the slope of a line drawn
from (O,Et,r)to (A1,A,J. This line forms a right triangle with
the vertical axis, and it is clear that the error area can be
represented by the triangle area. Therefore,
EQFi:

A?

total area

error area
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ProcessEQF
Process EQF (PEQF) is a modification of DeMarco's estimation quality factor specifically developed for application
to a set of ongoing projects rather than to individual projects. PEQF provides a sensitive real-time index of scheduling accuracy that is free of the potentially misleading effects
'Named afterits

HP originator.

Note that when the slip rate is constant we do not need to
know the initial estimate E,., or the actual duration A, to
calculate EQF.
Definition of PEOF
Consider now a set of projects collectively slipping at
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Fig.2. Duration estimates for a project with a constantrate
of slippage.
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Fig. 3. A set of projectsslipping at an average rate d, which
is approximately constant.

an average rate d, where the average rate of slip is approximately constant. This situation is diagrammed in Fig. 3.
In analogy with the case described above, we define
PEQF as

that, the average PEQF was about 4.0. Since then PEQF
has improved substantially, with one recent peak value
exceeding 22.

Project ProgressRate
AlthoughPEQFis useful,it, like the originalEQF,is an

2

PEQF:-,
tdl
where d :

abstract number having no simple or direct connection to
schedule performance in management's terms. Management is less concerned with a ratio of areas than with the
idea of completing a project on the commitment date.
RND has found it instructive to watch the ratio of the
actual durations of proiects to the I-L estimates of duration.
A two-month slip represents a much larger scheduling error
for a four-month project than for an LB-month project. Normalizing the actual durations by the estimates allows projects of differing lengths to be compared directly on a percentage basis.
This ratio is also helpful to evaluate the scheduling accuracy of a set of projects. Fig. 7 is a scattergram of estimated
project durations versus actual durations. The slope of a
best-fit straight line through the origin and the data points
is given by

cumulative slip for all projectsin the set
cumulativeelapsedprojecttime

Fig. 4 illustrates the general case in which the average
rate of slip varies slowly with time. A projection of process
EQF can be made at each calendar interval k using the
average slip rate at k. Thus,
PEQFk : :,
idkl

where du :

sum of project slip times in interval k
sum of project elapsed times in interval k

As shown in Fig. 4, the projection is made with a tangent
line to the curve at k. Observe that the tangent line forms
a right triangle within the box in the diagram. It can be
seen that the PEQF projection has a geometric interpretation as a ratio of areas, which is similar to the original
definition of EQF.

- : Et A ,
where Ai is the actual duration of the ith project and Ei is
the estimate. (Note to statisticians: Although this is not a
least squares line, it is an unbiased estimator. The variance
is somewhat larger than with least squares, but a test on
RND project data shows the difference to be insignificant.)

PEQFResults
Fig. 5 is a plot of actualvaluesof cumulativeslip versus
cumulative elapsed project time for L-phase projects in the
Roseville Networks Division lab. The curve includes nearly
four years' project history at RND and is indeed slowly
varying like the curve of Fig. 4. The interval k in this plot
is one month.
Fig. 6 is a plot of historical PEQFk values for the RND
lab. For this diagram the interval has been increased to 3
months to reduce the effect of random fluctuations in the
timing of schedule adjustments. This chart has been available to lab management each month since May 1986. Before

Unfortunately, m is only available after a number of projects have been completed and hence is slow to respond to
process improvements. What is needed is a real-time predictor of m that is sensitive to process changes as they
occur. Project progress rate is just such a predictor.
The estimator of m we require can be developed as follows:
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where Ai is the total slip of project i: At : At - Et.
To estimate m at time interval k we need an estimate of
>Ai / >Ai at k. Let

. lku

-

?

o''o

I A'.0

sum of project slip times in interval k
sum of pro;'ect elapsed times in interval k

Substituting de in the expression for m above, we define
the project progress rate at interval k as
rl:

1-dl:1im'

Project progress rate is inversely related to m rather than
directly for psychological reasons. We prefer a metric that
increases when things get better. "Perfect" on this scale is
a value of 1.0 sustained over time. Lower project progress
rate values correspond to higher projected values of m and
hence longer average schedule overruns.

Even with three-month intervals, there is noise in the
RND graph. Fig. 9 shows the L-phase data using a 12-month
interval. This chart reveals a long-term trend of declining
scheduling accuracy which was not apparent in the previous graph. A dramatic reversal in this trend began at the
time we made project progress rate a key management tool
in the effort to improve scheduling accuracy in R&D.

Conclusions
This paper has outlined the derivation and application
of two process metrics that monitor overall scheduling accuracy in an R&D organization. The two metrics are quite
similar; they both report average scheduling performance
across many projects in a timely manner. The similarity
has a deeper origin, however. Both the process EQF and
the project progress rate measures are based on the average
slip rate, d1. Thus the choice between PEQF and project
progress rate is primarily a matter of style. PEQF is recommended for organizations that have internalized EQF as a

ProjectProgressRateResults
An m value of 1.7 was calculated in mid-1986 usingRND
historical data from 21 completed projects.For comparison,
the project progress rate metric was calculated for the same
set of projects. The two results agree remarkably well; the
discrepancy is just 1%. This is a strong empirical confirmation of the relationship between overall scheduling accuracy (expressed as a ratio of actual and estimated durations)
and the project progress rate metric. The metric has increased through the year and now forecasts an m value of
about 1.2 for currently active L-phase projects. If this performance is sustained, RND will deliver the next generation
of products with an average oI 20% or less schedule overrun.
Fig. B is a chart of the project progress rate metric as it
is used at RND. The chart is updated monthly to show
I-phase projects (reflecting slips of the promised I-L dates),
L-phase projects (reflecting slips in the MR dates), and the
combination of the two. To reduce fluctuations. the interval
size for metric calculation is three months. A lab with a
smaller number of active projects may need to select a
longer interval to ensure a clean and readable graph.
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project estimation measure. Like EQF, PEQF tends to magnify small differences as scheduling perfection is approached. Values nearing infinity are theoretically possible. By contrast, project progress rate has a more uniform
scale with values approaching 1.0 as accuracy improves.
Project progess rate has the additional advantage of forecasting the average percentage schedule overrun for the
organization.
Project progress rate is the primary schedule management metric at RND. The metric is quite scalable, and could
in principle be used at a division lab level, at a group level,
or across an entire corporation.
Although the topic of this paper is the metrics themselves, the discussion would be incomplete without a mention of the actions that have brought about substantial
scheduling improvements at RND. The metrics have made
scheduling accuracy much more visible to management.
Management attention and emphasis on accuracy have
caused project planners to devote more effort and care to
scheduling, with beneficial results. Project managers have
received training in scheduling and estimation. A personalcomputer-based project management program has been in-

troduced and is now in use in the RND lab. To ensure that
project managers benefit from each other's experience, lve
have begun to conduct peer reviews of proposed schedules.
A task force of project managers has been formed to discuss
common causes of schedule error and identify corrective
measures.
Although our overall schedule accuracy has improved,
we feel that further gains are desirable. We have begun to
understand that the significant sources of delay include
unforeseen tasks, changing project objectives, coordination
with outside groups, and shortages of tools. Our next challenge is to reduce or eliminate these sources of delay and
promote overall gains in productivity. The measures of
scheduling accuracy described here will provide rapid
feedback on the effectiveness of these improvements as
they are made.
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An ArbitraryWaveformSynthesizer
for DC to 50 MHz
flexibility
Precision,
of signalsareensured
, andrepeatability
by adigitalarchitecture.Twoor
moresynthesizers
canbe
synchronized
toprovideseveralsources
of complexsignals
withan identicaltime reference.
by RolandHassunand Albert W. Kovalick
NALOG SIGNAL SYNTHESIZERShave been used
for years in communications, radar, and generalpurposetesting.The output of thesesynthesizers
is
usually a carrier with simple amplitude, frequency, or
phase modulation. This is adequate for many applications,
but more complex waveforms are needed for others. These
more complex waveforms are difficult or impossible to
generate with currently available commercial equipment.
This has led to the development of the HP 87704 Arbitrary
Waveform Synthesizer. The HP B77OA has a digital architecture and an analog output of -r1 volt into 50 ohms,
from dc to 50 MHz.
An example of a complex waveform that is easily synthesized using the HP B77OA is a simulated radar return pulse
with all the distortions. overshoots. and noise that occur
in actual operation. Another example of an HP B77OA application is as a calibration source for magnetic media certifiers. A test signal with missing bits, extra bits, or
amplitude modulation can be precisely provided. For TV
applications, the HP B77OA can be used to add distortion

or extra modulation to TV test signals, or to try new
scrambling and transmission formats. Many other applications have been demonstrated.

Fig. 1. Generic architecture of a waveform synthesizer that
has a digital architecture and an analog output.

System
Clocks

Control and Data

Fig. 2. HP 87704 architecture.
The desired waveforms are created using the HP 11776AWaveform GenerationLanguage(WGL)
with an HP 9000 Series200 or 300
computer workstation.
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Internal to the HP B77OA, digital signal processing
hardware provides a well-defined stream of words to a
digital-to-analogconverter (DAC). The DAC output is filtered and amplified to provide the desired output signal.
Fig. 1 shows a generic architectureof such a synthesizer.
An example of a product basedon such an architecture
is the compact disc (CD)player. The CD provides the data
defining the waveforms (music). The digital processing
hardware reads and massagesthe data. The DAC (16 bits
in a commercial player), and a low-passfilter convert the
sampled data to analogvalues. Even the listener with the
goldenearcan'ttell that the music was oncein digital form.
The advantagesderived from the architecturechosenfor
the HP 877OAare the precision,flexibility, and repeatability inherent in a digital process.For example, complex
modulation formats like simultaneousAM, FM. and PM.
or QAM, MSK (minimum-shift keying), or AM stereoare
relatively easy to produce. Also, precision control over
amplitude(*o.ooz dB), and phase(10.01 degree)are provided. Generally,any waveformcan be generated,provided
it is of finite length and band-limited. This flexibility enablesalmostunlimited applicationsof the HP 8770A. (Two
applicationsare discussedin the article on page 86.)
Although many analog synthesizershave a frequency
range greaterthan dc to 50 MHz, few actually use all the
availablebandwidth for any given application. Generally,
a carrier frequency is chosen and modulated. The
bandwidth is usually less than 50 MHz, although it may
be centeredaround a much higher frequency.If the output
of the HP B77oA is upconverted, then the 50-MHz
bandwidth is usable at any desired center frequency.
HP 8770A Architecture
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the HP 87704. An

external computer workstation (HP 9000 Series 200 or 300),
running the HP Waveform Generation Language (WGL),
creates the desired final waveform. This waveform is quantized into 4096 amplitude sample points and downloaded,
via the HP-IB (IEEE 4BB/IEC 625), to the HP 87704 memory
system. The memory is organized into 512K 12-bit words
and has an equivalent access time of B ns. The RAM now
contains an image of the desired output waveform as represented by amplitude samples uniformly spaced in time.
The waveform memory is composed of 8 groups of relatively slow 6aK-by-12-bit CMOS RAMs. Using ECL multiplexing, the groups are converted into a 12-bit, B-ns data
stream that sources the DAC.
Memory sequencing extends the effective waveform
RAM size by repeating often-used wave patterns (see "Address Sequencer," page 72). To create a complete NTSC
horizontal color bar test pattern waveform, we used only
25K of waveform memory and sequenced through the RAM
to form the final output. The final wave was stored in RAM
as selected wave fields. A compression factor of 150:1 was
achieved over a brute-force waveform lookup method.
The key to the spectral purity and high bandwidth
achieved by the HP B77OA is the DAC subsystem. It must
convert a 12-bit sample point every B ns to the appropriate
analog value.
All DACs of conventional design have an inherent output
glitch whenever the input data changes. The glitch is usually different for each data input value. This results in a
spectrum salted with unwanted signals. Some of them may
be only 25 dB below the desired signal.
Our solution was to design a gallium arsenide (GaAs)
sampler that "deglitches" the unwanted portion of the DAC
output (see "A 1.25-MHz 12-Bit Digital-to-Analog Converter
System," page 7B). The glitch occurs at the DAC output
every B ns, and has a duration less than 4 ns. The GaAs
sampler immediately follows the DAC, and removes the
unwanted glitch during the first 4 ns of the sample period.
Once the glitch is removed, the sampler output settles to
the final amplitude value during the remaining 4 ns of the
sample period.
The sampler output is ideally the desired analog wave
sampled and half-held. Fig. 3 shows such an example. Its
frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. Half-hold sampling
has a frequency response that follows a [sin(nfl2f.1o"1]/
(zrfl2f.1o.1)envelope. A major advantage of half-hold sam-

o
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Fig.3. Outputof desired analog wave sampled and half-held.
The inherent output glitch from the DAC output is removed
by the GaAssampler during the first 4 ns of the B ns sampling
period.
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Frequency spectrum of sampled wave shown in Fig. 3

pling over full-hold sampling can be seen in the passband
roll-off characteristics. For half-hold, the passband roll-off
is only down 0.5 dB at f"ro.k/2. For normal full-hold, it is
down 3.92 dB at the same frequency. This slower passband
droop lessens the burden of flattening the passband through
a peaking circuit.
If the original signal frequency f" is less than f.1o"o/2,the
original signal can theoretically be recovered without any
error except for a scale factor adjustment. Recovery is accomplished by simply filtering the sampler output with a
low-pass filter. Viewing the reconstruction from the time
domain, the low-pass filter acts as a perfect interpolator,
connecting the samples together to form a smooth analog
signal.
Another important component in the block diagram is
the clock generator. Since the output analog signal is derived directly from the clock, it is essential that the clock
generator output is not contaminated by any impurities
such as jitter or nonharmonic signals. This assures a clean
output spectrum. The clock frequency is 125 MHz, and the
clock signal is locked to a 10-MHz internal reference (see
"Sampling Clock Requirements," page 76).
The synthesizer is controlled by a Motorola 68000 microprocessor system (Fig. 2). More than 90 HP-IB commands
allow a convenient user interface. All commands conform
to the IEEE 488.2 format specification. The front panel has
no keys except for the power switch. No combination of
keys was found that could meet all our needs. Therefore,
the user interface was put outside the HP B77OA into the
WGL workstation.
The final components of the block diagram are the markers and triggers. Four markers are provided. Three are used
to identify specific time points in the waveform memory.
The other marker is user-programmable, and can mark any
time point. Also present are two trigger inputs. One allows
for advancing the memory sequencer to the next waveform.
The other is used to start the memory lookup process, and
to start two or more HP B77OAs in a synchronized configuration.
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Fig. 5. DAC quantizationnoise.
Design Trade-Offs
It is a formidable task to steer through a 512K memory
with a stop sign every B ns. A brute-force solution to the
implementation could be designed using ECL logic, but
this would be impractical. Instrument size and cost would
increase. To overcome this objection, the data flow is partitioned into high-speed and low-speed paths. This enables
the use of a CMOS waveform memory, a TTL memory
sequencer, an ECL memory bank multiplexer, an NMOS
DAC, a GaAs sampler, and TTL logic where needed.
The biggest trade-off in designing a digital synthesizer
is the output bandwidth versus the number of bits in the
DAC. These two parameters are always in opposition. For
example, the 12-bit DAC must settle to 16 times the
amplitude accuracy of an B-bit DAC, but has 24 dB more
dynamic range. Since one of our goals was to design and
build a synthesizer with a dynamic range greater than 65
dB and a 50-MHz bandwidth, we chose a 12-bit DAC.
Another reason to choose a 12-bit system is the reduced
quantization noise. Whenever the sampled signal is loaded
into the HP S77OA it must be quantized to 12-bit resolution.
The operation of quantizing causes a noise component to
appear, appropriately called quantization noise. This noise
has a maximum level of +'/zLSB in amplitude. Fig. 5 shows
the desired wave, the closest-fit quantized wave, and the
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Fig. 6. Slgna/-to-noiseratio for a
signal quantized to B-bit accuracy. The total noisepower of all
the noise /rnesrs 53 dB below the
desired signal.
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Address Sequencer
Manytimesit is desiredto createunusuallyshapedwaveforms
made up of smallerperiodicwaveforms.An exampleis a televisionscan patterncontaininghorizontaland verticalsync pulses.
Thistype of waveformcan be createdby storingdata representing the desired waveformsin RAM, and then feeding this data
into a high-speedDAC. By repeatinga seriesof incrementing
addressesover and over again, going through one group of
addressesseveral times, then another set of addresses,and

perhapsa third and a fourth,manyunusualand usefulwaveforms
can be created.
The addressingtasks in the HP 8770A are accomplishedby
the address sequencer. The sequencer is a complex state
machinethat has the capabilityof generatingaddressesto look
up RAM data in an order that correspondsto the time-varying
amplitudeof a desiredwaveform.lt will automaticallylookup the
packet information(see Glossary)for each successivepacket,
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Fig. 1. Waveform generated by
prog rammed sequencing through
groups of data representing the
desired waveform. The data is
stored in RAM. The address sequencer generates addresses to
look up data in an order that corresponds to the time-varyingam_
plitude of the desired waveform.
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Fig.2. Addresssequencerblock
otagram.

and begin to work on it withoutlosinga singlecycle of the 64-ns
(15.625-MHz)
clock. Fig. 1 shows an exampleof a waveform
generatedfrom the data stored in RAM.Fig. 2 is the sequencer
block dlagram.
Sequenceroperationbegins after the desired data is loaded
intothe wavetormmemory.The sequencememoryis then loaded
with the packet informationfor the sequenceto be run. Using a
pipelineregisterin the sequencerthatis two levelsdeep,storage
of 64 bits of packet informationfor the first and second packets
is forcedto occur undermicroprocessor
control.The sequencer
then starts runningat full speed. When the sequencerlogic
sensesthat the currentlyrunningpacketis on its last scan (scan
counter: 0), and its third{o-lastaddress(lengthcounter: 0),
it is ready to transferthe next packet lnformationto the output
of the pipelineregistersat the input to the scan, length,and
addresscounters.Thisis doneon the nextclock (lengthcounter
: - 1).On the followingcycleall threecountersare loadedwith
the new packet information,effectively(length counter : -2)
just before the load. The sequencecontrol logic startsto read
new packet informationout of the sequencerRAIVIand load it
into the first levelof the pipeline.Becausethis new load cycle
takesseveralclockcycles,the minimumnumberof clockcycles
per packetis 43. Thismeansthatthe numberof scansmultiplied
by the packet length must be greaterthan 43 for any given
packet. Finally,after the specifiednumberof packets in the sequence have been cycled, the sequencerreturnsto the first
packet.This processcontinuesuntilthe sequenceris stopped.
As a convenienceto the user,four TTL markersare externally
available.These representscan start, packet start, sequence
start,and addressequal. The addressfor the addressequal
markerls set by the user beforerunningthe sequencer.Each
markerproducesa pulsewhen its conditionis met.Advancing
to a new packetcan also be triggeredby the microprocessoror
an externalTTL trigger.

resultant noise waveform. Assuming that the noise wave
has a uniform probability distribution function (any value
between +y2LSB is equally likely), the signal-to-quantization noise ratio can be calculated. For an N-bit DAC, the
signal-to-quantization noise ratio is 6N * 1.8 dB. If a lowpass filter is used to remove half the noise power, the ratio
is 6N + 4.8 dB.
For comparison, let's look at the signal-to-noise ratio for
B-bit and 12-bit DAC systems. The desired signal is a sine
wave at about 13 MHz. In Fig. 6 the signal is shown quantized to B-bit accuracy, and in Fig. 7 it is quantized Io L2
bits. Both figures show a comb of lines below the desired
signal. For the B-bit case, the total power in all the noise
Iines is 53 dB below the signal. For the 12-bit system, the
total power is 77 dB below the signal. It is important to
note that the sum of all the noise lines is the noise power.
No one line provides a large contribution to the power.
The noise lines are closely spaced and wideband. Since
the undesirable noise power their sum produces is greatly
reduced by using a 12-bit DAC system, a 1z-bit DAC system
was chosen for the HP B77OA.
The signal-to-noise ratio discussed here is the ideal case.
In practice, additional noise is always present in the form
of nonharmonically related signals. These unwanted signals are products arising from GaAs sampler mixer terms,
and from some glitch energy skirting the sampler.

Withits largewaveformmemoryaccessingability,high clock
rate,and on{heJly packet information
loading,the sequencer
is usefulfor many complexsignalgenerationapplications.
Matt Klein
Development
Engineer
StanfordPark Division

Glossary of Address Sequencer
Terms
Waveform RAM. 512K of hlgh-speedRAM in eight groups of
64K 12-bitwords.
Scan. A passthrougha groupof addressesin waveformRAM.
Length. Number of waveformRAM addresses representinga
scan (max.: 512K).
Start Address. BeginningwaveformRA[/ address (0 to 512K
- 1).
Numberof Scans.The numberof timesto go throughthe group
of waveform RAM addresses specified by the length address
and startaddress(max.: 64K).
Packet.Thecombination
of numberof scans,lengthof address,
and start address requlredto create a desired waveformfrom
data storedln RAM memory.Each packethas a definednumber
of scans,length,andstartaddress(max.number
of packets: 2K).
Packet Mode. The way a packet is exited. This is either by
exhausting
the desirednumberof scansin internalmode,being
triggeredfrom an externalTTL signal,or being causedto advancevia an HP-lBcommand.Thesethreemodesare tNT,EXT,
and BUSrespectively.
Sequence Memory. 2K 64-bitwords of RAMthat have instructionsfor the numberof scans,startaddress,length,and packet
mode for each packet.
.1
Sequence.A group of to 2048 packets.

AmplitudeResolution
The1z-bitresolutionof theDACprovides4096different
amplitude states that the signal can occupy at any B-ns
sampling point. The effect of the low-pass filter after the
DAC is to connect all these points smoothly. Consequently,
worst-case amplitude resolution is 1/4096 of the full-scale
value of the signal, or about O.O24o/o.Inthe case of the HP
877OA, the full-scale value is 2V peak-to-peak at the output
into a 50O load. This gives a quantization level of 0.5 millivolt. Both these numbers are doubled when operating into
a high-impedance load.
The stability and relative accuracy of the states offer
unusual amplitude modulation performance. Accuracy,
speed, depth, and linearity of the modulation are exceptional compared to analog implementations. Amplitude
modulation linearity better than 0.1% is achievable.
Phase Resolution
Creating a signal by providing samples every B ns
might lead one to believe that timing resolution is also
B ns. In fact, the 12-bit resolution in amplitude allows
the creation of linear ramps separated by a single DAC
state. This corresponds to a shift in time with a resolution of (V-u*/4096/slope of ramp). Thus, a ramp with a
repetition rate of 1 ps can be placed in time with a resolu61 : z++ ps. Similarly, sine
tion of (V-"*/4096)/(V-"*/10
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Fig.7. Signal-to-noise
ratio for a
signal quantized to 12-bit accuracy. The total noise power of all
the noiselinesis 77 dB below the
desired signal (24 dB lower than
when signal is quantized to B-bit
accuracy).
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waves can be shifted in phase by an amount n/4096 radians.
Fig. B shows the spectrum of a 1O-MHz carrier modulated
sinusoidally in phase at a L25-kHz rate with a peak deviation of 1 milliradian. Note that the sidebands are 66 dB
below the carrier, as predicted by a Bessel function expansion for the spectral lines.

FrequencyResolution
The frequency of a single tone (sine wave) is determined
by the total number of points Q used to construct the tone
and the total number of cycles P in that period. Both P and
Q are integers.
The frequency of the tone, f, is given by P/QT, where T
is the sampling interval. T is also the reciprocal of the

Lg.2

tz

dBm

ATTEN

sampling frequency. The frequency resolulion is:

+: ($a'* ,t.o)
i
If Q is kept constant (i.e., dQ : 0), then since dP*,. : 1,
df-i. : 1/QT. ForQ : 10,000 andT : B ns, df-i, : 12.5
kHz. If P : 1 : constant (i.e., dP : 0), and Q is increased
from 10,000 to 10,008, the frequency change df is about 10
Hz for a frequency tone of 1,2.5 kHz.
Harmonic Distortion
Fig. 9 is a plot of the harmonic distortion of the HP 8770A
as a function of frequency. The low harmonic distortion
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Fig. 8. Spectrumof a 1)-MHz carrier modulated sinusotdally in
phase at a 125-kHzrate with a
peak deviationof 1 milliradian The
sldebands are 66 dB below the
carrier.
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Frequency
indicated is a measure of the accuracy with which a signal
operating in a broadband environment can be generated.
The evaluation of wideband high-precision analog-todigital converters, waveform recorders, and digital oscilloscopes benefits from signals generated with low harmonic
distortion. Fig. 9 shows that the HP B77OA is capable of
characterizing a 2O-MHz, 9-bit analog-to-digital converter.
Missing-bit detectors used in disc certifiers can be calibrated to better than 1%.
Spurious Sidebands on Sine Waves
Fig. 10 shows spurious sidebands on a sinusoidal output
from the HP B77OA incremented in 1-MHz steps to 50 MHz,
while searching for any spurious sidebands. The highest
spurious level observed at each frequency is shown in dB.
Spurious sidebands set a limit to the dynamic range of
the signal being created unless they happen to fall outside
the bandwidth of the receiving equipment. For example,
the emulation of multiple radar targets with the HP B77OA
is limited to a dynamic range of about 65 dB by spurious
signals. From a practical standpoint this is acceptable, since

Fig.9. Harmonic distortionof the
HP 87704 as a function of frequency.
other factors present more restrictive limitations.
It is important to keep in mind that many digital-toanalog conversion techniques can give rise to spurious
sidebands no better than 30 dB below the carrier. The spurious sidebands shown in Fig. 10 for the HP 87704 range
from about 57 dB below the carrier to about 69 dB below
the carrier.

Two-ToneIntermodulationDistortion
Two-tone intermodulation distortion is a measure of the
accuracy with which a signal operating in a narrow band
can be generated. It represents the degree of odd-order nonlinearities in a network. Two-tone intermodulation distortion is often used to measure the ability of radar and communication receivers to operate error-free in the presence
of large interfering signals.
Fig. 11 shows the two-tone intermodulation distortion
of the HP B77OA. The two plots show the level of the
undesired sidebands referred to the two tones. Each tone
is +4 dBm at the output of the HP B77OA.
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Fig. 10. Spurioussidebandson a
sinusordal output observed while
incrementing the frequency rn 1MHz steps. Spurious sldebands
are well below the levels achieved
with other digitallo-analog conversion techniques.
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Sampling Clock Requirements
The need for a clean sampling-clockspectrumcan be seen
by modelingthe DAC and sampleras shown in Fig.1.Although
the sampler is actually a switch, it functionsas a multiplieror
ol the DACoutputby the samplingclock
mixer.The multiplication
in the timedomainis equivalentto the convolutionof the sampling
clockspectrumwiththe idealdeglitchedDACoutputspectrum.
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Fig. 3. Low-pass-f/feredspectrum that resultswhen an ideal
DAC waveform is convolved with the sampling-clock spectrum shown in Fig. 2. Although the DAC output was ideal,
undesired sidebands of the sampling clock still appear
around the carrier.
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Fig,2. Example of undesired spurious sldebands from sampling clock.
Assumethat the samplingclock has some undesiredspurious
sidebandsas shown in Fig. 2, and that the DAC is generating
the samples of an ideal DAC waveformwithout glitching and
settling.When this ideal DAC waveform is convolvedwith the
spectrumshown
sampling-clockspectrum,the low-passJiltered
in Fig. 3 results.Althoughthe DAC output was ideal, undesired
sidebandsof the samplingclock appeararoundthe carrierinside
the passband.This indicatesthat the samplingclock must be
kept at least as clean as the desired output spectrum.
Clock Distribution
The spectralpurityof the samplingclock is maintainedby the
clock distributionmethod shown in Fig. 4. The clock generators
produceclocks lor the memoryand sequencerat one eighththe
samplingrate.TheseTTL clocks are a potentialsourceof unde-

Advanced
Schottky TTL
Clocks
15.625MHz

Fig.4. Clock distributionmethod to maintain spectralpurity.
The isolation buffer keeps the sampling clock free of any
undesired sldebands from the TTL clocks.
sired clock/8-relatedsidebands.The samplingclock is kept free
of these sidebandsby the isolationbuffer.Althoughdistributing
all the clocksfroma singleclockgeneratorwouldproducelower
skew betweenthe samplingclock and the rest of the system,it
would not produce the requiredspectral purity.
Douglas A. Larson
DevelopmentEngineer
StanfordPark Division

AmplitudeFlatnessand PhaseLinearity

Versatility

These two characteristics influence transient response,
carrier modulation accuracy, and signal purity. They are
of special importance in data communications and digital
magnetic recording. These applications require very low
bit error rates. Departure from amplitude flatness or phase
linearity causes intersymbol interference. This leads to uncertainty in recovery of the data. In magnetic recording,
simulated read signals are strongly affected by passband
phase nonlinearity.
HP B77oA amplitude response is flat within -t-0.65 dB
(total broadband flatness including the attenuator). Phase
linearity is within +5 degrees.

The depth of the main memory and the power of the
sequencer affect the versatility of the HP B77OA waveform
synthesizer. The purpose of the sequencer is to create relatively long waveforms with the available memory. These
waveforms can be of unusual shape and complexity (see
"Address Sequencer," page 72). Applications such as
emulating radar emission signals and disc-drive servo signals make use of this capability.
Memory sequencing in the HP B77OA allows up to 2048
different packets. This translates to 1024 pulses of different
shape, width, or height to form a complex waveform. Each
specific pulse can be repeated within one packet up to
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65,536 times.
An elaborate profile for the repetition interval of a pulse
can be defined to allow for staggered or even jittered repetition intervals. Similarly, typical waveforms have been
created describing the servo signals encountered by servo
circuits in disc drives as the read head slews across manv
tracks.
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Synchronization
A very important feature of the HP B77OA is the ability
to synchronize the operation of two or more units. Several
sources of complex signals with an identical time reference
can be realized. Time reference uniformity oI ZO picoseconds or better can be achieved. This is especially useful
in representing the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Ql components of signals used in radar and communication systems.
With two HP B770As and an HP B7B0A Vector Signal
Generator,l wideband (100-MHz) modulation signals at carrier frequencies ranging from 10 to 3000 MHz can be
created. This feature can be used to emulate the signals in
radar transmitter sections or the reflected returns from
single or multiple targets.
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Fig. 11. Two-tone intermodulation distortion. The two plots
show the level of the undesired sldebands referred to two
tones.Each tone is +4 dBm at the output of the HP 8770A.
ln the top plot, the tones were at 9.9 and 10.1 MHz. ln the
bottom plot thev were at 44.9 and 45.1 MHz.
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A 125-MHz12-Bit Digital-to-Analog
GonverterSystem
AdvancedlC DAC technologyand a systemdesign
of the
approachwereneededto achievethepertormance
HP 8770AArbitraryWaveformSynthesizer.
by WilfredoT. Sagun,Fred H. lves, Gary L. Baldwin,and ThomasHornak
GaAs
Sampler

HE FINAL HIGH-SPEED CONVERSION of digital
data to the analog output signal in the HP B77oA
Arbitrarv Waveform Svnthesizeris done in a custom

DisirarData%ed

ceramic microcircuit followed by a filter and amplifiers.
The underlying design goal forthese circuits was to achieve
precision and repeatable waveform synthesis within a 50MHz bandwidth. The analog system architecture consists
of a 125-MHz, 1.2-bit, NMOS digital-to-anhlog converter
(DAC), a gallium arsenide sampler, a differential-to-singleended converter, a low-pass filter, and output amplifiers
@ig. r).

Analog Output

OutPut
AmPlifier
Fig. 1. Baslc elements of the output systemof the HP 87704
Arbitrary Waveform Synthesizer.

AccuracyEvaluation
An extensive amount of simulation was done on the
proposed system. Analysis revealed that a sampled system
with a 12-bit word size would provide sufficient accuracy
for generating complex waveforms. The projected signal-toerror-signal ratio is better than 78 dB from dc to the Nyquist
frequency.
The performance bounds of the ideal DAC were predicted

using probabilistic models and direct computer simulations. A substantial portion of the work involved isolating
and determining the distortion mechanisms of the DAC
and sampler circuitry. The static linearity of the DAC was
easily achieved by incorporating an R-2R ladder currentsource circuit that is accurate to better than lq LSB. The

f(nT)
(a) Digital Input to DAC:

(0= >f(nr) 6(t-nr)
E( )=Dirac Delta Function
t(nT)=Scaling Coefficients

h(t)

h(t)

(b) lmpulseResponse

otbrc=n(t)

, I

'{h

ldeal: Zero-OrderHold

T

T

s(t)

Zero-Orde1

s(t)

Arbitrary lmpulse

(c) ourpurot DAc
s(t)= r(t) * h(t)
where * = Convolution
s(tl= J(") h(t-t) dt
s(t)= > (nr)h(t-nr)
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Fig. 2. Mathematical model of a
Iinear dig ital-to-analog converter
(DAC) with no bit truncation.

ldeal DAC Representation
of a Sinusoid

Frequency Representation
ot ldeal DAC Output

DAC Output with Glitch
Energy and Inconsistenl
Rise and Fall Times

FrequencyResponseot
Nonideal DAC (dB)

Fig. 3. Dynamic nonlinearitiesin
a DAC
accuracy is maintained by the NMOS and GaAs FET circuitry since there is very little gate leakage in the switching
of the current source circuitry. In the system evaluation, a
large amount of attention was paid to elimination of the
dynamic nonlinearities.
Dynamic nonlinearities of a DAC arise from the inconsistency of its impulse response from one sampling period to
another. For the mathematical model of a linear DAC, the
digital input is expressed as a sequence of Dirac delta functions with weight coefficients (Fig. 2a). The value of the
binary input at time nT is the area under the delta function.
The ideal response of the DAC is a zero-order-hold function
(Fig. zb). However, this is not necessary as long as the
impulse response is consistent. The output g(t) of an ideal
DAC is the convolution of the digital input, f(t), with the
DAC's impulse response, h(t) [Fig. 2c). This produces a
series of delayed DAC impulse responses that are scaled
by the value of the binary input at that time and added
together. It is important that the impulse response be consistent in its shape from sample to sample.
In the actual DAC circuitry different combinations of
transistors connected to the summing node are turned on
and off corresponding to different digital inputs. Each combination creates a capacitive load that depends on the output state and the transistors' operating points. In addition,
the ideal elimination of signal skewing between current
switches can only be approached within certain practical
limits. Any residual skewing causes some currents to be
summed in the node before others are turned off, thereby
creating glitches (Fig. 3). The resultant state dependent
glitches and rise and fall time variations produce distortion.
Measurement of a DAC system without additional output
processing typically shows a 45-dB signal-to-distortion
ratio with sine waves at a 125-MHz sampling frequency.
A return-to-zero GaAs sampler greatly reduces the DAC
dynamic nonlinearities. Careful placement of the sampler
circuitry directly after the DAC with a minimum amount
of packaging interconnection parasitics allows the DAC to

settle within 4 ns. The GaAs circuitry uses a 4-ns window
to extract the settled portion of the DAC waveform. Close
placement of the two circuits is necessary so that input/
output impedance mismatch does not cause multiple reflections of the nonlinear transients of the DAC output into
the sampling window.
The sampler circuitry also suffers from dynamic nonlinearities, but to a lesser degree. The subnanosecond
switching speed of the GaAs circuit minimizes the nonIinearities in the transitions. Not only does the differential
nature of the DAC/sampler circuitry provide high-speed
performance, but also the distortion produced is largely
common mode. A differential-to-single-ended converter
(balun) after the sampler has a common mode rejection

Oifferenlial
Sample
Clocks

Difterential
Data
Clocks
Data

Power
Supply
Inputs

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the HP 8770A DAClsamplerboard
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characteristic that typically
from - 55 dB to - 65 dB.

reduces the distortion level

MicrocircuitDesignlmplementation
DAC/Sampler

Data
Input

Fig.S. Dual data latcheswithmultiplexerfor one switch cell

To obtain high-speedperformancewith linearity, a set
of complementaryintegrated circuits had to be designed.
The DAC and its associated current buffer are fabricated
in HQMOS1 and the output sampler switch is in GaAs.
These parts are mounted in very close proximity along
with 16 other chip resistors,monoblock capacitors,and
chip capacitorsin a custom
metal-insulator-semiconductor
ceramic pin-grid array package.
Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the DAC/sampler system.
The samplerIC, DAC IC, and buffer IC are monolithic parts.
The curuentsources,externalbias circuitry, and balun and
output circuitry are c6ntained on the supporting printed
circuit board.
The HQMOS DAC and buffer ICs perform two major
tasks: data synchronizationand high-speedcurrent steering of external current sources.The DAC convertstwelve
bits of digital data running at a data rate of 125 MHz. The
data and the differential data clock inputs are at ECL levels
at the input to the DAC IC to minimize coupling into the
switch circuits inside the DAC. The input circuits convert
these levels to 5V levels for the synchronization circuitry
in the IC. Data synchronization is accomplished with
twelve differential dual-latch multiplexers. An on-board
clock driver is used to synchronize the switching of all
twelve data latches with a data clock running at half the
data rate oI tzs MHz, or 62.5 MHz Both the rising and
falling edgesof the data clock are used to synchronizedata

DAC
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Rail 2
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Circuit
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Fig. 6. DAC current switch structures with buffer FET lC.

in the DAC IC. This removes the glitches that would normally accompany master/slave flip-flop synchronization
with a full-speed clock. As shown in the schematic diagram
of a single bit cell, Fig. 5, the DAC's dual-latch multiplexing
uses a pair of D latches to synchronize the data on both
edges of the 62.5-MHz clock alternately. This allows the
glitches associated with the logic swings to be moved away
from the "quiet time" after the data is latched, keeping
noise coupling low when the DAC is sampled. Two latches
are used for each bit to allow one latch to settle with new
data while the other is selected with the previous data.
Selection is done by a multiplexer on the opposite phase
of the clock. Thus, the data clock phases can be used both
to latch new data and to select the previous data to synchronize the switching of the current switch cells in the DAC.
The twelve data synchronization circuits drive the
twelve switch cells that steer external currents onto two
complementary output current rails. The switch cells are
sized appropriately for the current being switched. With
an MSB bit current of 10 mA, the LSB bit current will be
4.9 p,A. The lower DAC bit currents are too small for fast
switching, so the last four bits were made differential by
adding 1.25 mA to the bit current and switching it against
an identical 1.25 mA current without the bit current added.
This technique is treated in more detail later in this paper.
To increase the switch settling speed even more, the
capacitances of the external current sources are isolated
by the current buffer IC. Fig. 6 is a diagram of the current
switch cell with the current buffer FETs.
Also included on the DAC and current buffer ICs are
on-chip biasing circuits and static protection circuitry. Static protection is customized for each pin dependent on its
speed and settling requirements.
The sampler performs the function of selecting the DAC
output after it has settled to reject spurious noise pickup
and nonlinear DAC slewins. This circuit is fabricated in
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HP's 1-;.cmGaAs RF IC process to achieve the speed and
linearity needed. The sampler operates by taking a 4.0-ns
sample of the HQMOS DAC after it is settled and quiet.
The effects of the nonlinear settling of the DAC on the
analog output are thus reduced, and the nonlinearity of
the sampler becomes the dominant contributor to the output distortion and spurious content.
On the sampler IC is a three-stage ac-coupled differential
amplifier used to convert the sample clock inputs from
ECL to GaAs levels. Outputs from the last differential stage
feed a dc-coupled level-shifting buffer. This buffer drives
the differential sampling switch. The differential sampling
switch is a balanced structure that steers the current outputs from the two DAC output rails through the sampler
switch cells either to the differential analog outputs or to
the sampler null output termination. All parts of the GaAs
sampler IC are balanced to give maximum rejection of
spurious signals and noise. Even the sampling switch cell
is balanced by having an identical dummy switch cell to
balance out the clock feedthrough from the gate-to-drain
capacitance of the switch cell FETs.
The GaAs sampler IC contains 43 FETs, 31 diodes, 14
capacitors, and 29 resistors. Capacitors are used for ac coupling and for circuit bypassing. Diodes are used for static
protection, and resistive dividers are used for bias setting.
Fig. 7, a photo of the DAC/sampler hybrid, shows the
three ICs. The small IC on the left is the GaAs sampler, the
large IC toward the top is the HQMOS current buffer, and
the large IC just below it is the HQMOS DAC. Also shown
are the chip capacitors and resistors used to bias, terminate,
and bypass the ICs inside the package. The high performance of this system mandated the mounting of these parts
in close proximity to maintain stability and reject pickup
of the data, data clocks, and sample clocks by the differential outputs of the hybrid. The outputs from this hybrid
are subtracted by a balanced transformer (balun) for conversion to a single-ended signal and further system noise rejection before they get amplified by the output chain on the
DAC/sampler printed circuit board.
This 12-bit system runs at a 125-MHz data rate, producing
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Fig. 7. DAClsampler hybrid microcircuit

Fig. 8. Hlstorical trend in commercial DACs.
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a 4.O-nsdifferential sample with enough linearity to maintain distortion products typically 65 dB below the carrier
at the input to the analogpostprocessor,filter, and output
amplifier section.
DAC lC Initial Development
In the early planning stages of'the arbitrary waveform
synthesizer, it became clear that the inadequacies of commercially available digital-to-analog converterswould have
a serious effect on the planned performance of the instrument. Tracing the historical trend in commercialDACs, as
indicated in Fig. B (with more recent data now added),
offeredlittle encouragementthat HP's needswould be met.
To synthesizesinusoidal frequenciesup to 50 MHz with
spuriouscontent no more than the designgoalof - 70 dBc,
a very advancedIC technology and significant design improvementwould be required.
Silicon bipolar technologies have excellent matching
properties and have been used to implement DACs with
resolution and linearity well abovethe 12 bits required in
this application. However, two limitations of these
technologies make it very difficult to achieve high DAC
speedsimultaneouslywith high DAC precision. First, device matching and current gain degradesignificantly when
minimum geometriesareusedto increasetransistorswitching speeds.Second,the simple current switchesthat must
be employed to achievethe specified DAC speed are not
compatiblewith 12-bit low-frequencyprecision, owing to
insufficiently high current gain.
MOS technologies,which do not suffer from dc-current
lossesthrough gate conduction, offer excellent frequency
responseas channel lengthsapproach L to 2 p.m,but MOS
device matching was, and is, inadequateto support 12-bit
linearity simultaneouslyon the same chip with the same
devicesthat are used to achieve high switching speeds.
The compromisesolution was to employ MOS technol-

Normal Bit Cell

Fig.9. Normaland fat-zerobit cells.
ogy for switching precision binary-weightedcurrents generatedoff-chip.2We focus our commentshere on the MOS
IC that performs the current switching function.
The DAC IC uses precision current switches that are
scaledin size to match the scaleddc binary-weightedcurrents.However,reducingthe current-switchingtransistors'
dimensionsto achieveproper scalingcannotbe carried out
beyond a certain minimum size imposed by the MOS process.The use of transistorswith the smallestsize allowed
by the design rules also degradesdevice matching and
results in unacceptably long settling times. The general
solution to this problem employed in this DAC is the use
of so-called"Iat-zero" currents.3Thesedc currentsare typically much larger than their respectivebit currents.They
allow the use of transistors that are sufficiently large to
ensure that circuit and device parasitic capacitancesare
charged and discharged sufficiently rapidly during the
switching of current in the bit cells. Fat-zerocurrents are
accuratelymatched in pairs and are added to the bit currents as shown in Fig. 9. The four least-significantbits in
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Fig, 10. Diagram and timing waveforms for a bit cell and one-period stretch circuit. The
one-period stretch minimizes lhe ellecls of timing skew.
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Analog 1

R a i l1

Rail 2

Fig. 11. GaAs sampler with differentialanalog outputs.
the DAC use fat-zero circuits like the one shown in Figs.
6 and g.
Each bit cell in the IC contains a dc-level translator and
amplifier that are used to level-shift and amplify the ECL
digital inputs to the levels required try the MOS circuits.
After the data is amplified, it is stretched by one data
period, as shown in the bit cell block diagram in Fig. 10.
The one-period stretch is used to minimize the effects of
timing skew in the incoming data and to ensure that all
current switches operate at the same time. The use of two
latches in parallel and the subsequent 2-to-1 multiplexing
prevents any transition, owing either to externally applied
clock signals or to internal DAC circuitry, from occurring
in the chip during the time when the analog output is settling. In a more conventional approach that uses, for example, a D-type master/slave flip-flop to retime the data without splitting its path, a midperiod clock transition would
occur on the chip and would feed through to the analog
output. In some small but significant way such a transition

disturbs the settling processand contributes to spurs in
the sine wave produced by the DAC.
The operation of the DAC bit cell is summarizedwith
the help of the timing diagramsshown in Fig. 10. All of
the MOS circuits use conventionalenhancemenUdepletion
MOS design methods.
The analog output of the DAC exhibits transitions that
die out or settle in a nonlinear fashion. One approach to
minimizing the effectsof thesenonlinearitiesis to use only
the settled part of the analog output and to discard the
nonlinear transitions. The successof this approach dependsstronglyon the ability to realizea discardor deglitching sampler whose switching speed is much faster than
that of the MOS DAC. Such a circuit is shown in the
schematicof Fig. 11. Depletion-modeGaAs transistorsare
used to steer the current from Rail1 and Rait2 to the 50O
loads.aThe transition times [10 to 90%) of the sampler are
typically lessthan 100 ps, much lessthan thoseof the MOS
switches.
Analog Postprocessors: The Filter
The low-pass filter is the product of a lot of computer
simulation about its effecton signalsgeneratedby a digital
synthesizer.A low-passfilter removesthe unncessarysignal energy beyond the Nyquist frequency.It also relaxes
the requirementson the subsequentamplifiers to process
signals of higher frequencieswithout distorting. An ideal
low-passfilter with an inversesin(x)/xmagnitudecompensation in the passbandis the optimal filter selectionfor a
general waveform synthesizer. Aperture correction is
necessarybecauseof the sampler'soutput characteristics.
The ideal low-pass filter does not distort any signal with
spectralenergycomponentsthat are totally confined in its
passbandregion. Therefore, strict accuracy is preserved
from dc to the Nyquist frequency.There is a disadvantage
for waveforms such as a squarewave createdin the time
domain whose rise time occurs in one sample period. Its

Digital Input Sequence

Spectrum of Digital
Input Sequence

Digital Input Sequence
ldeally Low-Pass Filtered

SquareWaveatter ldeal
Low-PassFilter

Fig. 12. Effect of an ideal low-passfilter
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frequency components extend beyond the Nyquist rate,
causing aliasing. An ideal low-pass filter truncates the spectrum at half the sampling frequency and the resultant
waveform has ringing (Fig. 12). The ringing can be
minimized by prefiltering the waveform using the computer software to smooth out the waveform. A Bessel-type
low-pass filter could easily be chosen over the ideal lowpass filter to improve the appearance of the waveform, but
the magnitude distortion of signals in the passband region
can be as high as 3 to 10 dB, depending on how much
attenuation one requires in the stopband region to eliminate

Fig. 13. Second-harmonicdtstortion of a demodulated FM signal
with a sinusoidal modulation
source after distortionby an ideal
/ow-pass filter with group delay
variation. p is the modulationindex
(p: Lilf.)

the clock and aliasing components. The time waveform
looks correct, but the spectrum is very inaccurate, and signal accuracy is measured by its spectral accuracy within
the specified signal bandwidth (dc to 50 MHz for the HP
8770Al.
Given that an ideal low-pass filter could not be implemented, the instrument's signal bandwidth is limited
to 50 MHz and allows a filter transition region of tz.5MHz.
The instrument user can provide additional specialized
filters to modify the time response of the waveform if the
dc-to-SO-MHz signal bandwidths are exceeded.
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Fig. 14. Second-harmonicdistortiono[ a sinusoidalmodulatingsig
nal in an AM system (50% AM)
caused by lineargroup delayvart.
ation.

Computer simulations of the filter's nonlinear phase effects on FM and AM signals provides an acceptable upper
limit of a constant group delay variation of 0.1 ns/MHz.
This generally translates to a maximum of four degrees
peak-to-peak nonlinear phase variation for the filter phase
response. Fig. 13 shows the second-harmonic distortion of
a demodulated FM signal with a sinusoidal modulation
source when distorted by an ideal low-pass filter with a
certain amount of group delay variation. The case of an
FM deviation of t0 MHz and a modulation index F of 10
covers the whole 50-MHz signal bandwidth and is considered to be the worst-case example. The filter is designed
for better than - 50-dB demodulated FM signal distortion.
Simulations on 50% AM signals showed much less sensitivity to group delay variations for sinusoidal modulation
frequencies as high as 1 MHz (Fig. 1a). The Waveform
Generation Language (WGL) for the instrument allows compensation for magnitude and phase errors to within 0.4 dB
p-p and 2 degrees p-p, respectively.

Summary
A good balance is achieved between the performance of
the DAC/sampler, filter, and amplifier. Particular attention
to component linearity during the design provides delivery
of an accurate signal with distortion typically between - 55
dB and - 70 dB. The magnitude and phase are accurate
within 1.3 dB and 7 degrees, respectively, and instrumentto-instrument performance numbers are tightly grouped.
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ArbitraryWaveformSynthesizer
Applicationsin MagneticRecording
and Radar
by Albert W. Kovalickand RolandHassun
rM HP B77OAARBITRARYWAVEFORMSYNTHESIZER is well-suited for generating signals to test
read channelsand servo channels in disc drives. It
can also be used to calibrate disc media certifiers. This
article will explore these applications and the use of signal
simulation in the field of analog radar system design.

Magnetic Recording
Fig. 1 shows a typical read channel block diagram as
used in contemporary disc drives. All the signals up to the
decoder are analog. During the development engineering
process each block needs to be tested for design integrity.
Once the design moves to production, read/servo channels
need to be tested with a variety of input signals that verify
board operation.
In disc drives, the data bits are encoded as magnetic field
transitions on a rotating magnetic surface. The read/write
head sensesthe magnetic field and outputs a pulse for each
field change. The HP B77oA is capable of emulating the
read signals for many useful applications. With the availability of such precision signals, the head-disc assembly
is no longer needed as a source of signals in several instances. One instrument can generate all the required signals without additional support equipment.
Defining the Signal
Many different types of signals are needed for testing
drive circuitry. In general, there are two methods for obtaining the desired waveforms. One is to prerecord all desired
waveforrns using an actual drive and a waveform recorder,

load the data into the HP B77OA, and play back the signals
as required. The record/playback method is good for situations that require the exact real-life signal. It has disadvantages, however. For one, the brute-force playback time is
limited to 4 ms (1,25-MHz clock, 512K memory), although
with some waveform editing and the use of the sequencer,
a 1.6.66-ms (1 disc revolutionJ signal period can be
achieved. Another disadvantage with the method is that
any waveform modification would likely require that the
user go through the record process for each change. Also,
adding margins to test signals is not easy. In all, the record/
playback method has its place and may be used successfully, given its limitations.
The second method for obtaining waveforms is computation based on waveform modeling. In this case, an isolated read head transition is considered the fundamental
building block to build all other signals. For the traditional
ferrite head, a Lorentzian or modified Lorentzian pulse
shape (Fig. 2) can be used as the fundamental isolated
signal. For thin-film heads, the Lorentzian is a poor approximation to the actual pulse. In this case, a captured isolated
pulse can be digitized and used as the fundamental pulse
(Fig. 3).
Once the fundamental pulse is obtained, it is used to
construct long, complex signals with all manner of
amplitude, phase, and frequency changes as needed. The
main advantage for using computed signals over recorded
signals can be seen in margin testing. With a computed
test signal, almost every conceivable signal anomaly can
be generated to test performance margins.

Decoded

Fig. 1. Blockdiagramof atypical
disc drive read channel.
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Fig,2. Monopulse from a ferrite
head.
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is passed through the filter. The oscilloscope captures the
filter output and the result is converted into a frequencydomain representation using the Fourier transform algorithm. The frequency-domain representation contains the
filter's amplitude and phase characteristics.
A discussion of coding is beyond the scope of this article.
However, it should be mentioned that run length limited
(RLL) codes are prevalent in today's disc drives. Using RLL
codes has enabled drive designers to pack data very efficiently onto the platter surface. As an example, Fig. 4 shows
an RLL(2,7) code sequence that yields more high-frequency
spectral content than other RLL(2,7) sequences. Here the

Testing the Read Channel
Let's consider a few examples of read channel waveforms. AII were built using the HP Waveform Generation
Language (WGL, see page 94). For long waveforms whose
duration exceeds 4 ms, the memory sequencer was used.
Generating waves that last hundreds of milliseconds is
relatively easy.
Consider, again, Fig. 1. The channel filter is usually a
low-pass filter cascaded with a phase equalizer. The filter
characteristics can be tested using the synthesizer, a digitizing oscilloscope, and a software Fourier transform algorithm.
In this case, the synthesizer generates a special signal thal
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Fig. 3. Monopulsefrom a thin-film
neao.
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Fig. 4. Maximum-frequency(2F)
coded data (100100100...).
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Fig. 5. MinimumJrequency
(0.75F) coded data
( 100000001000000010...).
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spacing between magnetic transitions is a minimum of two
code cell positions-hence the 2 in the RLL(2,7) identifier.
Fig. 5 shows an encoded stream that has much more energy
at lower frequencies. Here the maximum spacing between
transitions is seven code cell positions. In fact, seven code
cell positions between transitions is a maximum for the
RLL(2,7) code. Part of the beauty of RLL coding is that
transitions cannot be too close or too far apart. This means
that transitions cannot be too closely packed. This may
seem contrary to the dictum "Waste not, want not." How-

ever, transition density is intelligently traded for transition
position information.
These sequences, and others like them, are also useful
in testing the tolerance levels of the phase-locked loop.
The loop oscillator output is the recovered clock source.
The loop must stay locked to the desired frequency and
not drift even though the input data pattern varies wildly.
Initially, the loop is locked to a sync sequence. A thorough
test of the channel filter and the phaseJocked loop would
require a svnc frame. This frame consists of a series of
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Fig. 6. AGC test waveform.

Fig.7. Bit shllt test waveforms

pulses that the loop locks onto. It is usually located in the
preamble that precedes the data block. For margin testing,
the sync frame can be designed with aberrations on the
individual pulses.
The AGC block in Fig. 1 also needs to be tested. Three
important AGC parameters can be tested with the code
sequence shown in Fig. 6:amplitude dynamic range, attack
time, and immunity to frequency deviations. Here the
amplitude changes by a factor of 10:1 during an abrupt
step. Again, one of the HP B77OA markers can be used to
mark the amplitude change and to trigger a scope for a
measurement of the AGC resoonse.

the transition will occur in the center of the window. The
loop clock is used to identify the center of the detection
span. All physical systems, however, have bit shift, or
movement of the detected bit off the ideal center. If too
much shift occurs, a read error will occur.
Although a complete window margin test needs the headdisc assembly, the HP B77OA can assist in testing the read
channel for bit shift susceptibility. A transition sequence
with one bit shifted off the ideal center can be used as the
test signal. Fig. 7 shows an unshifted bit pattern at the
bottom and a shifted bit pattern at the top with the leftmost
pulse shifted 15 ns off center. The shifted bit can be moved
with subnanosecond resolution until an error occurs. The
amount of shift tolerated before an error occurs is a measure
of the integrity of the detection process.

It DoesWindows,Too
Another area of interest is window margin (also called
phase margin). The window in question is the width of the
code cell detection window. It is the window in which a
transition may be detected with a high certainty. Ideally,

Testing the Servo Channel
Disc drives also have a servo channel to process the servo
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Fig. 8. fwo sync pulses followed
by four di-bits. The amplitudes of
the di-bits are related to the offtrack alignment error. The di-bits
are used to center the read head
on the desired track.
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head signal. In its simplest form, the servo system positions
the read head over the desired read track. The testing needs
of the servo channel are similar to those of the read channel.
Typically, complex patterns with signal anomalies are
needed. Fig. B shows the industry standard quad di-bit
pattern preceded by two sync pulses. It is relatively easy
to generate this pattern with the HP B77OA, along with
other long, complex, high-bandwidth patterns that simulate the head crossing tracks.
Disc Media Certifiers
Manufacturers of disc media and drive manufacturers
who buy disc media need a way to test the quality of the
magnetic surfaces. There are established specifications in
the industry for testing the media, and several manufacturers supply media certifiers. Many tests are performed before
a disc surface passes a quality check. Two tests that are
usually needed to qualify a surface are the missing and
extra bit tests. Fig. 9 shows a portion of a 16.66-ms code
bit sequence with two transitions reduced by 50%. The
sequence is at a transition rate of 30 MTPS (million transitions per second). This signal has about 500,000 transitions per period (16.66 ms).
The missing bit signal can be input to the certifier
hardware to verify its integrity over a range of reduction
levels and a range of missing bits per revolution. Certifiers
can be programmed to detect missing bits at a user-defined
level. A good test of the certifier's ability to detect such
missing bits is to send it a succession of signals, each with
bit reduction levels near the desired setting. In practice,
the certifier will mark some bits as missing and some as
not missing. For example, assume the certifier missing bit
threshold is set to 50%. Now, send it several signals, each
having a different, but known, bit reduction between 45%
and 55%. By noting the certifier's response to each signal,
its accuracy can be determined. AIso of interest are the
extra bit test, positive and negative modulation tests, peak
shift test, overwrite test, and AGC test. Signals for all of
these can be produced by the HP B77OA.

Transmitter

Consider the design of a system as complex as a chirp
radar used for surveillance. The generic block diagram, Fig.
10, consists of a transmitter section and a receiver section.
Each requires special consideration when it comes to the
selection of design parameters that are compatible with the
mission of this particular radar. HP BTZOA signal simulation can be used to define and optimize the architecture.
The simplified transmitter section contains an exciter
which is responsible for creating the linear chirp function
at some intermediate frequency. In general, it is undesirable
to use waveforms with sharp edges. Therefore, a network
capable of shaping the envelope of the pulse is included.
The shaped waveform can be upconverted to the desired
RF frequency by means of a fixed local oscillator and a
mixer. The final stage in the transmitter section is a power
amplifier. It is possible to simulate all of these modules,
including the effects of saturation or distortion in the power
amplifier.
Receiver
The first stage in the receiver is a down-converter whose
function is counter to that of the upconverter in the transmitter. Any anomalies in this section can also be modeled
through the use of WGL. Following the down-converrer are
two parallel paths. One is the range detector subsystem
and the other is the coherent detector. The latter has two
outputs, I and Q, which are generally fed to digital signal
processors. The processors perform a number of algorithms
relating to the mission of the radar. In particular, the extraction of Doppler shift relating to target radial velocity is of
special importance, as is clutter cancellation.

SimulationProgram
An interactive chirp radar simulation program was written using WGL. It consists of a number of modules that
can be run separately or concatenated. Each module
roughly corresponds to the function of a hardware module.
Thus, module PULSECHTRP
performs the function of the

Receiver

Fig. 10. Chirp radar generic block diagram.
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Search Radar Simulation

Fig. 11. A WaveformGenerationLanguage (WGL) display
of a linear chirp from 10 MHz to 12 MHz in a 2-ps interval.

exciter. Module SHAPINGis related to the shaper, COMPRESS
IQDETECTto the coherent detector, and
:o",jr""."o-O.essor,
Chirp Parameters
The module PULSECHIRPasks for the parameters of the
linear chirp and returns the chirp wave as a function of
time. The required parameters are the pulse repetition interval, the pulse width, the frequency deviation, and the
start frequency.
The chirp is computed from a definition of the phase
profile. A linear frequency function with time implies a
quadratic phase function over the same period of time. The
starting value of phase is zero and the end value corresponds in radians to the number of cycles to be accumulated during the period of the pulse times 2n. For example,
if you have a pulse width of 2 g.s and you wish to have a
linear frequency deviation of 2MHz, the peak phase deviation is 2rr x 4 during the 2-ps interval.
The WGL program looks like this:
0 249 WINDOW
RAMP 1 + 2 / SQ
pt+2* 4 x
STOREA
RAMP 1 + 2 I 20 *

A+
SIN ?

{Time interval of 2 ps}
{Normalizedquadraticprofile}
{Setpeakto8rrradians}
{StorearrayinregisterAfor}
{future use}
{Linearphaseprofileforal0-MHz}
{carrier}
{Add chirp profile}
{Takethe sine and display. This is}
{a chirp from 10 MHz to 12 MHz in}
{2 microseconds}

The pulse created by the above program can then be
repeated at the desired rate. Fig. 11 shows a plot of the
waveform within that pulse.

Shaper
The next module, SHAPING,
provides three options for

FEF 1.7 dBm

ATTEN 20 dB

I I I 1 Eu s

32.760

Fig. 13. A WGL display of a twolaryet return for a Gaussranshaped 1)-MHz, 10-ps,32.768-ps-PRlchirp.
functions by which to multiply the pulse generated by the
exciter. One of the options is no shaping at all. The others
are Gaussian and raised cosine. Of course, any other function can be written into this module to be used for shaping.
Matched Filter
Matched filtering is the ideal detection scheme for pulsetype signals used in radar. It maximizes the signal-to-noise
ratio when the noise is Gaussian (a common occurrence).
A matched filter is matched to the signal being detected.
It has a transfer function equal in magnitude to the signal
in the frequency domain and a phase function that is the
negative of the phase-versus-frequency profile of the signal.
If the signal being detected is the same as the reference
signal, the resulting spectrum is the square of the magnitude of the reference signal with the phase being zero at
all frequencies. The corresponding time function is the
autocorrelation function of the reference signal. This whole
process is described in the WGL routine called connpness

MKR 1.04920GHz
-5.75 dBm

5 dB/
Div

8.600 TlllE us

CENTER1.0492GHz
VBW
RES BW 100 kHz

32.78A

SPAN 20.0 MHz
SWP 20.0 ms

Fig. 12. Spectrumanalyzerdisplayof a 10-ps,10-MHzchirp
about 1.0492GHz with a 32.768-pspulse repetitioninterval,
obtained by upconversion.

Fig. 14. WGL display of the compressor output for an input
like Fig. 13.
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Fig. 15. WGL display of the envelope detector output for an
input like Fig. 14.
very conveniently, since Fourier transform and inverse
transform commands are available. A reference amplitude
and phase for the radar signal are stored in two registers.
The transmitted signal is attenuated and delayed according
to the distance of the targets and then converted to the
frequency domain, where the magnitude is multiplied by
the reference magnitude and the phase subtracted from the
reference phase. The result is converted to the time domain
and represents the output of the pulse compressor or
matched filter in the block diagram.
It is possible to add noise or various types of interference
or jamming before the matched filter and observe the effect
on the output. This is also the point where the range resolution of the radar can be evaluated. Multiple targets at
various spacings can be hypothesized and the output of
the matched filter tested for target discrimination. The testing can be as straightforward as a visual inspection of the
graphical output of the matched filter. The actual signal
can always be created by downloading the data to the HP
B77OA and giving it the GO command.

Fig. 17. WGL display of the envelope detector output for the
waveformof Fig. 16.
Figs. 12 through 20 illustrate some of the concepts that
are mentioned in this paper.
The envelope detector and the logarithmic converter are
combined into one routine called eruvoeTECT.Envelope
detection is accomplished by taking the absolute value of
the waveform at the output of the matched filter and then
low-pass filtering. Logarithmic conversion is accomplished
by a single command in WGL. The advantage of the
logarithmic display is the compression of the dynamic
range so that signals of widely different magnitudes are
readily observable.

SynchronousDetection
Some modern radars will have provisions for synchronous detection of the output of the matched filter into I
and Q channels. Each of these channels is digitized and
the data processed to partition the target returns into range
bins and velocity bins. A range bin has a width approximately equal to the range resolution of the radar. This is

IL
II
II

U.6UtlIIiIE us

Fig. 16. WGLdisplayof thewaveformof Fig. 13 plusnoise
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Fig. 18. WGL display of the envelope detector cutput for a
twolarget return subjected to wideband sweep jamming.
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Fig. 19. Plot of an osciT/oscope
display of the envelope detector
output for the waveformof Fig. 13.
The programmed target separation was 3.2 1ts.
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related to the bandwidth of the chiro as follows:
R."" t c/Af
where c is the velocity of light and R.es is the minimum
distance between targets for which they can be distinguished as separate targets.
The signal in each range bin is processed through a discrete Fourier transform which places it in one of several
Doppler bins. These bins are separated in frequency by an
amount equal to the inverse of the observation period.
Thus, each target has specific range and velocity or frequency bins. The frequency bins can be positive or negative
depending on whether the target is moving towards or away
from the radar.
As can be imagined, the signal processing, which is done
mostly by digital means, is very complex. The algorithms
have to be selected with great care and need to be verified
very thoroughly. This is where signal simulation with the
HP B77OA is especially useful. A number of scenarios can
be defined for the purpose of testing the validity of the
algorithms and the hardware in specific circumstances.
These could be tracking a moving target in the presence of

offset
ott8rt
0el,av
DlltrT

- 8 9 O . Om v o l t s
- -l.7LO volt8
- 8.30000 us
- 3.e0000u!

Fig, 20. Plot of an osc//oscope
display of the I and Q outputs of
a coherent detector for the two
targetsof Fig. 13.

another target, or tracking in the presence of various countermeasure techniques.
Effects of target fluctuations can be modeled according
to established theory and simulated by the HP BZZ0A. Signal conditions capable of determining the probability of
detection for a search radar together with the false alarm
rate for a specific target at a specific range can be created.
Scan-to-scan or pulse-to-pulse target fluctuation scenarios
can be computed and applied to the receiver under test.
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A WaveformGenerationLanguagefor
ArbitraryWaveformSynthesis
programminglanguages,
Easierfo use thanconventional
interfacefortheHP87704.
WGListheprimaryfront-panel
by Derrick T. Kikuchi, Rafael F. Miranda, and Peter A. Thysell

HE WAVEFORM GENERATIONLANGUAGE (WGL]
was developedby Hewlett-Packardasa softwaretool
for waveform design and analysis. Running on
HP 9000 Series 200 and 300 Computers, it is the primary
front-panel interface used to control the HP 87704 Arbitrary Waveform Synthesizer. Depending on whether you
are a beginning user, a programmer, or an applications
engineer, WGL can be approached in different ways.
The Beginning User's View
From the beginning user's viewpoint, WGL is a reverse
Polish notation (RPN) calculator that can operate on entire
waveforms in the same way that normal calculators operate
on single numbers. Waveforms can be easily created using
single-command operations. In all, there are over 100 commands at the user's disposal, but only the most demanding
waveforms require the use of more than a few of them.
Waveforms are created by performing these operations
on three basic building blocks: ramps, constants, and noise.
For instance, a one-cycle sine wave can be created by the
following steps:
(1)
(2)

RAMP
Pl+

t3) srN

- 1 to 1.}
{Create a ramp from
- n and + n.}
between
{Ramp
{Sinebetween rrand + n.}

Line 1 initializes an array of elements with linearly increasing values from -1to +1. Line 2 multiplies all element values by n resulting in array element values from
- n to * n. Line 3 takes the sine of all array element values.
The advantage of using RPN is that intermediate steps
of waveform development are visible. The above sequence
created y : sin(x). We can continue to operate on this
waveform:

(4) sQ

(5) cos

{Yieldsy : sin2(x).}
{Yieldsy : cos(sin'z(x)).}

Step by step, we can immediately see the effects of each
operation. If we make a mistake, we can back up a step by
simply typing UNDO.
The waveforms that can be created by WGL are for the
most part limited only by the user's imagination.
Waveforms can be designed mathematically and/or graphically in both the frequency and time domains. This means
that a waveform created in the time domain can be shaped
in the frequency domain with a digital filter and then generated with the HP B77OA.In the frequency domain, spec-
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tral components are easily created, thereby allowing the
user to generate extremely complex signals.

The Programmer'sView
From the programmer's viewpoint, WGL is a threaded
interpretive language (TIL). Threaded interpreted languages accept source commands and execute them directly,
rather than having to be compiled. TILs have the additional
advantage that new commands can be created in terms of
old commands. The new commands can in turn be used
to create even higher-level commands.
For example, a new command called SINEWAVEcould be
created by simply typing:
(6)
(7)
(B)

DEFTNESTNEWAVE
RAMP Plx SIN
END

This new command can now be used just like any other
WGL command.
The flexibility for the user to expand and change the
WGL language easily and the speed advantage that comes
from efficient execution make TILs very attractive. But
many TILs have a number of major limitations: simplistic
data stacks that do not protect the user from putting too
much data in or taking too much data out, very limited
data types and a need for many duplicated commands to
handle each data type, hard-to-read and clumsy program
control constructs, and the inability to have commands
that can accept input both interactively and programmatically.
WGL differs from other reverse Polish notation TILs (like
Forth and Forth variants) in several ways. One is the existence of a universal data stack capable of handling any of
the WGL data types: waveforms, numbers, and strings. The
effect of an operation varies depending on the data on the
stack so that addition (+ ) results in a single number when
adding numbers but results in a waveform when adding
waveforms. Thus, WGL can get away with having much
fewer unique commands. Also, the data stack cannot be
overflowed or underflowed, since it is managed like the
stack in other RPN calculators.
Another WGL difference is that it keeps a program stack
that is separate from the data stack. This eliminates accidental corruption of program flow information related to
incorrect data manipulation. WGL also differs from RPN
TILs in that program control structures aren't reversed.
This eliminates hard-to-read constructs like:

IF

ELSE_STMT1

THEN_STMT2

ELSE_STMT2

ELSE THEN_STMT1

THEN

In WGL, the construct
IFTRUE (THEN_STMT1 THEN_STMT2)
IFFALSE (ELSE_STMT1 ELSE_STMT2)
A final major difference about WGL is that some of its
commands can either interactively prompt for input or get
their values from the data stack. For example, the
SAVEWAVEcommand without any parameters will prompt
the user for a filename. However, "filename"$ SAVEWAVEwill
cause SAVEWAVEto take its filename from the stack. The
dollar sign (g) indicates that the next command requiring
interactive input should instead get its information from
the "script" currently on the data stack.
For the programmer, WGL is a highly structured language
that has the flexibility and ease of use of a threaded interpreted language while incorporating philosophies that
overcome deficiencies that TILs normally have. This leads
to easily developed programs.
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The ApplicationEngineer'sView
Finally, we look at WGL from the application engineer's
view. WGL makes application development based on digital signal synthesis easy because of its fast prototyping
capabilities. Fast prototyping is possible because WGL is
a general-purpose tool that manages all of the low-level
tasks associated with array manipulation. Combined with
a rich command set and the ability to operate in both the
frequency and the time domain, this makes WGL a very
powerful tool.
Of course, it is always possible for experienced programmers to implement various test signals in the language of
their choice. Typically, the more complex a test signal is,
the more complex the program to generate it. If the signal
cannot easily be represented with an equation, or if several
variations of the signal are needed, the programmer's job
becomes much more difficult. The highJevel array manipulation commands and graphic interface of WGL make it
easy to prototype a wide range of signals.
Let's prototype a signal for an application that requires
damped sine waves to simulate the effects of electromagnetic pulses (EMP). The signal is represented by the following
equation:
-'/2acos(ort)|j
"twhere o is 2n times the sine wave frequency and Q controls the decay rate. The signal needed has the following
paramerers:

ttnfiil0

n[oE:

01:]FFlLL

V(t1 :

B.EBE
llHt us

1.088

f:1MHz
Q:4
0<t<4.096ps

Fig. 1. Output produced by the WGL program example in
the text of this article. (a) Output of Irne 2. (b) Output of line
4. (c) Output of line 5.

By substituting these values into the equation for V(t), we
can obtain:

V ( t ) : s * , 1 "I'

'n"
; t o ' n - c o s ( x r ) l * ':=
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This signal can be implemented in WGL with the following commands:
SECS CTX
{SetarraYsize}
-1.024 Pl44 EXP ?
2l
{Build decay envelope}
STORE A
{Save decay envelope}
8.192 Pl** COS ?
RAMP 1+
{Build 1-MHz sine wave}
A* ?
{Damped sine wave}
DOWNLOADGO
{Generate actual signal}
4.096E-6
RAMP 1+

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Line L converts 4.096 ps into the appropriate number of
array elements. CTXuses this number to establish the working array size.
Line 2 produces the exponential decay envelope (see Fig.
1a). RAMP 1+ 2/ fills the array elements with linearly increasing values from 0 to 1. The array elements of line 2
are then multiplied by -7.024n. EXP uses all the element
values as exponents for e, resulting in the decay envelope.
Line 3 stores the decay envelope in waveform storage
register A.
Line 4 produces the 7-MHz sine wave (Fig. fb).
Line 5 multiplies the sine wave by the decay envelope,
as in the original equation, resulting in the damped sine
wave (Fig. 1c).
Line 6 sends the damped sine wave to the HP B77OA

Arbitrary Waveform Synthesizer, where the waveform is
generated.
In this application, the signal, a damped sine wave, is
represented by a fairly simple equation. Why then couldn't
we write a BASIC, Pascal, or C program to implement the
equation? We could have. But let's look at the things we
did not have to do or even worry about by prototyping in
WGL:
T We didn't have to dimension any anays.
I We didn't have to initialize any arrays.
loop to process the equation
I We didn't create a FOR-NEXT
for0<t<4.096ps.
We didn't have to increment the array element pointer
to coincide with the increment of t.
We didn't have to scale the resulting data to the values
required by the digital signal synthesis hardware.
We didn't have to write a graphics driver to see if the
signal looked like the one we wanted.
r We didn't have to debug the program(s).
I We didn't have to write an instrument driver for the HP
87704.
The Waveform Generation Language (WGLI, therefore,
is a tool easily approachable by a novice user and yet powerful enough to meet the programming and fast prototyping
needs of today's sophisticated realJife signal requirements.
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